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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of providing mobile robots with autonomous adaptive
control for enabling behaviours to be acquired automatically in unknown and unstructured
environments. As the range of applications for autonomous robots widens and the need to
explore hazardous and extraterrestrial environments becomes necessary the development
of robots which can learn from experience and adapt to environmental conditions becomes
increasingly important. Furthermore, the high cost of custom engineering controllers for
specific robotic applications suggests robots will need to be able to automatically adjust to
diverse circumstances before they can become commercially viable for most domestic and
field service applications.

A control architecture based on learning trajectory velocities is presented. This
architecture enables a mobile robot equipped with ultrasonic sensors to quickly acquire
multiple behaviours such as obstacle avoidance, wall and corridor following, dead-end
escape and goal seeking. These behaviours are acquired autonomously without the need
for human supervision or specially setup environments. This robot learning approach is
considerably faster than previous unassisted robot learning approaches such as
reinforcement learning or classifier methods because it does not suffer from the credit
assignment problem or the need to perform fitness evaluations. Also, there is no need to
devise reinforcement signals or performance measures to guide the learning process. In
addition to this, the acquired behaviours provide appropriate velocity control of the robot
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and are adjustable in that object clearance distances can be controlled. Experiments show
that the robot is also able to quickly adapt to changed environments and recover from
partially damaged sensors through continued learning.

Although previous research has shown that multiple behaviours can be learnt via
reinforcement learning, these methods require each desired behaviour to be regularly
engaged in order for them to be learnt on separate associative maps. This not only results
in slow learning but requires different reinforcement signals and behaviour switching
mechanisms to be carefully devised and implemented. Instead, by learning to perceive the
world in terms of trajectory velocities, it is shown that the robot acquires multiple
behaviours quickly and simultaneously without the need for it to perform all the desired
behaviours. It is also shown that the control mapping used to learn trajectory velocities can
be optimised to suit the robot's sensors and environmental conditions by evolving fuzzy
associative maps used to map sensors to trajectory velocities with a genetic algorithm.
Thus, by using the presented learning method the mobile robot can learn multiple
adjustable behaviours quickly and simultaneously and can adapt to both changed sensors
and environments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Acquiring Robot Behaviours by Learning from Experiences
Although it appears that many life-forms, especially insects, can survive without learning, it
is important to realize that such compact creatures are robust because they are small and,
when compared to the world experienced by larger life-forms, their world is relatively
simple. Their robustness means mishaps have little consequences. An ant which falls off a
building hardly notices the fall and simply rights itself and keeps searching for ferimone
trails to follow while negotiating obstacles in its path, (see [Simon, 1981]). As the size of
life-forms increase, not only does the world become increasingly more diverse and
complex but the vulnerability to potential damage also increases greatly. Thus, larger
animals require an ability to adapt to their environment by learning from experiences and
perhaps one reason most insects have remained small is because they simply do not have
the ability to prevent injuries via learning.

Although it has been demonstrated that robots can be designed and programmed to
function effectively within a variety of environments known to the designer (eg [Brooks,
1990a, 1991b], [Ishikawa, 1995]) this is generally achieved by extensive trial and error
testing within the given environments. However, when it comes to implementing behaviours
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in robots to function effectively in unknown and unstructured1 environments, like factories
or natural terrain, this becomes a much more difficult problem for the following reasons:
•

It is difficult to foresee and encode all situations the robot could encounter.

•

It can be hard to decide precisely which action the robot should take and how
fast it should move in many situation.

•

It may not be possible to predict precisely what information will emerge from
the robot’s sensors in many situations (especially if noisy sensors like
ultrasonic sensors are used).

•

It may not be possible to test the controller adequately in order to determine if
it is sufficient for the robot to work effectively in all possible environmental
conditions.

Providing robots with the ability to adapt and become more competent at performing
their required behaviours not only leads to a more flexible and robust device in unfamiliar
environments but potentially saves considerable development time and costs because the
robot effectively establishes it own control function between sensors and actuators.
Furthermore, by being adaptive the robot may also be able to adjust its internal state and
remain operational when non-vital components fail or become damaged.

Although a great deal of work is needed before robots can perform most of the
manual work humans perform, some existing robot applications can benefit from the
development of effective adaptive robot control systems. Examples of possible
applications are: exploratory robots for exploring ocean floors or planets, security robots
for automatic surveillance of factories, maintenance work in inaccessible areas like blocked
pipes, inspection and testing of nuclear reactors, or transportation and excavation of waste
materials in contaminated sites.

1

unstructured environments generally are environments that are not specially setup for the robot
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1.2 Robot Behaviour Learning Problems
Due to the obvious advantages in making robots adaptive, robot learning has recently
attracted considerable interest. One of the first robot learning method involved using the
robot’s sensors to acquire an environment map of the robot’s surroundings so that the
robot could plan paths around obstacles toward a goal location, (see [Chatila and
Laumond, 1985], [Kuipers and Byun, 1988] and [Rao et al, 1986]). However, these
approaches usually involved a time consuming search through the space of possible plans
and requires the robot to carefully track its motion on the map which can be difficult to
achieve accurately with odometry. Furthermore, the robot can take considerable time to
resolve unfamiliar environments adequately before path planning becomes possible,
particularly if noisy sensors such as sonar sensors are used.

Many of these difficulties can be overcome by using the robot to learn reactive
behaviours (eg wall following, obstacle avoidance, goal seeking). Basically this involves
using the robot to learn appropriate behavioural responses to the perceived world state.
There are two learning methods by which this can be achieved:
1.

Supervised

Robot

Learning1:

where

appropriate

actions

are

demonstrated by a teacher, usually via a remote control link.
2.

Unsupervised Robot Learning1: where appropriate actions are
discovered autonomously by interacting with the environment in some way.

Despite the obvious differences, both robot behaviour learning methods are based on
learning appropriate sensor-action associations, as shown in Figure 1.1, and differ only in
how the sensor-action associations are arrived at and encoded.
_____________________________
1

Note: Throughout this thesis the terms "supervised " and "unsupervised" robot learning are used
to refer to robot learning that is performed either "with" or "without" a supervisor (or teacher)
respectively. This should not be confused with "supervised" and "unsupervised" machine learning
which traditionally is used to refer to machine learning methods that require training data that is
comprised of input-output exemplars or input patterns only.
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An appropriate behavioural action is one that produces a favourable response toward
exhibiting the desired behaviour. Often there is more than one appropriate response for
any behaviour in a given situation. For example, to avoid an object in front of the robot an
appropriate response could be to turn left or right. Also, responses which turn the robot
sufficiently to just clear an object may be more appropriate than responses which turn the
robot sharply toward another direction.

Figure 1.1 Learning associations between sensors and actions.

Thus, a better way of representing and learning the appropriateness of different responses
is to associate all available responses with each input state and record a weighting or credit
factor to represent each response’s level of appropriateness at producing the desired
behaviour as Figure 1.2 shows.

Figure 1.2 Learning associations by assigning credit to available actions.
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Once appropriate credit is assigned to sufficient input space, the robot is able to exhibit the
desired behaviour by always choosing to perform the action associated with the current
input state that has the highest allocated credit. A variety of supervised and unsupervised
machine learning methods exist for learning appropriate associations between input vectors
and output responses on various adaptive control problems (eg the inverted pendulum
problem, the truck backing up problem and the cart centering problem, see [Homaifar
and McCormick, 1995], [Kim, et al, 1995], [Ge, et al, 1998],). However, when these
methods are applied to learning robot behaviours, effective results become considerably
more difficult to achieve for a number of reasons.
To work effectively in unknown and unstructured environments robots require
considerable sensing in order to adequately resolve their world. This consequently results
in considerably large input space which means the amount of information needed to define
all possible associations between input vectors and appropriate actions is also large.
Mobile robots may also have to learn how fast they should move in each situation and may
need to acquire competences in multiple behaviours in order to function effectively in the
intended environments. Additionally, to perform most useful tasks, behaviour based
robots [Brooks, 1986] will require a predefined or learnt arbitration system to enable
appropriate behaviours to be engaged at appropriate times.

When supervised robot learning is used to acquire appropriate behavioural responses,
it can be difficult to maintain consistent demonstrated responses in complex environments
and almost impossible to demonstrate how the robot should behave in all situations it could
encounter. Furthermore, it may not be practical or possible to keep demonstrating actions
whenever the robot exhibits inappropriate responses. (Further details of supervised robot
learning problems are discussed in Chapter 3).

On the other hand unsupervised robot learning methods suffer from the difficulty of
how appropriate actions are decided or discovered. The two main learning methods used
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to discover appropriate sensor-action associations are reinforcement learning and
classifier techniques.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is based on assigning positive credit to performed
actions which happen to produce beneficial outcomes and negative credit to performed
actions which result in unfavorable consequences (see [Kaelbling, 1996]). RL also
requires one or more reinforcement signals to be set up on the robot so that the robot is
able determine when its performed actions have resulted in a beneficial or unfavourable
outcome. Since it is usually not possible to devise reinforcement signals on robots which
can return an immediate reward or punishment after each performed action, the robot has
to rely on delayed reinforcement signals in order to judge its actions. Therefore, when the
reinforcement signal arrives, the robot has the added difficulty of deciding which recently
performed actions were responsible for the reward or punishment received. Generally, this
credit assignment problem is dealt with by assigning increasing amounts of positive or
negative credit to a predefined number of actions leading up to each point where the
reinforcement signal is received. However, due to the uncertainties this involves, learning
can be slow and the robot may have to experience the same or similar situations many
times before appropriate responses become exhibited.

Classifier robot learning systems are based on representing the unknown components
of the control system as parameters and by searching the space of all possible parameters
in order to find a parameter set that works well. Although simulators are often used to
quickly evaluate a controller's performance, the only sure way to determine how well a
control solution will work is to test it on the physical robot. Due to the time this requires,
the search space has to be kept small to be viable which tends to restrict classifier
techniques as suitable only for toy robot problems with minimal sensing.

To overcome the credit assignment problem in reinforcement learning methods, the
fitness evaluation problem in classifier systems and the symbolic grounding problem in
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environment mapping methods (as explained in section 2), a novel unsupervised robot
learning technique based on learning associations between sensors and appropriate
velocities for negotiating immediate trajectories is presented (see Figure 1.3). We refer to
this robot learning method as Trajectory Velocity Learning (TVL) because the robot
actually learns to perceive its environment in terms of trajectory velocities so that
trajectories which collide with nearby objects are perceived as having slower velocities
than trajectories which lead into free space.

Figure 1.3 Learning associations between sensors and trajectory velocities.

In Chapter 4 we describe this approach to mobile robot behaviour learning. In Chapters 4
and 5 we provide experimental results which describe how the robot can learn to avoid
objects simply by always choosing to follow what is perceived to be the fastest immediate
trajectory as shown in Figure 1.3. We also demonstrate how this robot learning approach
enables mobile robots to acquire multiple behaviours quickly and simultaneously with
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appropriate velocity control and the ability to adjust object clearance distances as
represented in Figure 1.4.
Trajectories
Sensor data

Map
between
sensors
and
trajectories

Choose fast trajectory
nearest to forward direction

Learnt
velocities

Avoid Object

Choose fast trajectory
closest to nearest object

Follow Wall

Choose fast trajectory
toward goal location

Seek Goal

Velocity threshold
Set object
clearance
distance

Figure 1.4

Select
behavior

Acquiring multiple adjustable robot behaviors simultaneously by

learning trajectory velocities.

1.3 Goals of this Thesis
The main goal of this research is aimed at minimizing the amount of work required to
provide mobile robots with effective low level behaviours. A major focus of the work is on
providing the maximum level of autonomy and adaptiveness. The adaptive capability is so
that the robot can automatically increase its competence in unknown and unstructured
environments and potentially recover from component failure by learning from experiences.

Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to develop an adaptive robot which can
perform useful work, it is intended that the adaptive behaviour learning method described
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in this thesis is suitable for providing certain adaptive low level behaviours to behaviour
based robots where behaviour arbitration is achieved with a subsumption layer [Brooks,
1986] or by the use of a learned behaviour arbitration system [Mataric, 1997].

1.4 Background Knowledge and Skills
Although the thesis is written in a plain manner it is assumed the reader has some
fundamental understanding of fuzzy logic and its implementation with Fuzzy Associative
Matrices (FAMs). To acquire this understanding a variety of books and papers are
available (e.g. [Mukaidono, 2002], [Kosko, 1993] and [Hung et al, 1999]).
Furthermore, Chapter 4 describes a training method for FAMs called compositional rule
inference that is used in most experiments throughout the thesis. To obtain adequate
understand this FAM training method it is highly recommended that the reader first read
[Sudkamp and Hammell, 1994] prior to reading any sections on Trajectory Velocity
Learning (TVL).

The genetic evolution of FAMs is also discussed in Chapter 7. To adequately
understand the concepts and terminology used in Genetic Algorithms (GAs), [Goldberg,
1989] is recommended reading. Additionally, [Cordón et al, 2001] and [Sanchez et al,
1997] provide a concise review of the techniques involved in evolving FAMs with GAs.
However, as the evolution of FAMs with GAs is only utilised as an optimisation technique
for implementing FAMs for TVL, this knowledge is not necessary for implementing or
understanding TVL and therefore can be regarded as being intended mainly for readers
interested in this topic.

Throughout the thesis various experiments are described. Most of these experiments
were conducted on both the Yamabico mobile robot and the mobile robot simulator
described in Section 1.5. Source code for both the simulator and robot controller is
available on the CD accompanying this thesis however a through understanding of the C++
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language is required to be able to interpret, utilise and modify the supplied source code.
Furthermore the simulator source code on the CD is implemented for compilation on the
Borland C++ 3.1 compiler making it desirable for any developer to also be familiar with
this version of Borland C++ and the included Object Windows Library (OWL).

1.5 Tools for Investigation
To test control systems in mobile robot research, two approaches can be taken:
(1) Testing the control system in the robot.
(2) Testing the control system in a computer based simulation of the robot.
Because simulations are easy to set up, cheaper to implement, and often faster to
experiment with, they can provide a valuable aid in determining the likely validity of a
specific control system or learning algorithm. Simulations offer the possibility to investigate
identical environment states again and again in order to find a software bug or to determine
a suitable set of parameters which work well. Once the control system functions correctly
in the simulator, the experimenter can then try to obtain similar results on the actual robot.
All the proposed control systems and learning methods described in the following chapters
were developed using this approach.

The simulator and control objects were written in Borland C++ and run on an IBM
compatible personal computer (PC). (See Appendix C for simulator user instructions and
the attached CDROM for source code and executable). Once each control object was
debugged and developed to a stage where it was considered worth trying on the robot, it
was ported to a UNIX Sun 5 workstation which was used to control the Yamabico
mobile robot shown in Figure 1.5 via a radio link. (Note: The camera mounted on the
robot's turret, shown in Figure 1.5, was not used for any experiments. A comprehensive
description of the Yamabico robot can be found in [Yuta et al, 1991]).
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Figure 1.5 Yamabico mobile robot.

The robot has two differential drive wheels and independent modules for handling
locomotion, ultrasonic sensors, and the operating system. The robot is able to track its
motion using odometry and has a front bump sensor for detecting collisions. To provide
the robot with adequate sensing, we constructed the sonar ring shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 Robot’s sonar sensor ring.

The ring is comprised of 16 Murata ultrasonic transducer pairs (ie transmitters and
receivers) placed at equally spaced intervals around the ring. To obtain range readings, the
ring fires 4 sensors (located 90 degrees apart) simultaneously and waits 7.5ms for return
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echoes to arrive (if any). The transducers are able to provides a maximum range detection
distance of approximately 1.5m. To perform a complete scan the ring is fired four times on
each quadruple to obtain all 16 range readings. This enables 25 complete scans to be
performed every second and established the robot’s time-step period to be approximately
40ms. The resulting response time proved fast enough to run the robot at speeds
approaching 1m/s and also delivered data slow enough for it to be transferred via the radio
modem without exceeding the modem’s maximum transfer rate. (Further information on
the sonar ring can be found in Appendix A)

Sonar sensors are regarded as noisy sensors because they are unable to accurately
measure the distance to all object surfaces. In particular, sonar signals will usually only be
reflected back to the sensor when the orientation of the object's surface is almost normal
to the sensor's direction. Surface texture, internal corners, external corners and cross-talk
can also effect the echoed signal. (Cross-talk occurs when a sensor actually receives the
signal transmitted by another sensor on the ring.) Consequently, sensor data from a sonar
ring can be hard to predict and model.

To adequately model the sonar ring with the simulator, extensive experimentation and
testing was done with the sonar ring in order to determine how different environmental
situations would effect the range readings produced by the ring. This was done by:
(1)

placing the robot in a various test environments,

(2)

by collecting sensor data from the ring and

(3)

by formulating a set of rules that would explain the sensor data in terms of
surface orientation and environment features.

We found a reasonable match could be obtained with the simulator by accepting distance
measures to object surfaces where:
(1)

the angle between the sonar beam's axis and object surface was less than 20
degrees off normal,

(2)

the beam's axis intersects a surface within 15 cm of an internal corner, or
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the beam's axis intersects a surface within 5 cm of an external corner.

Cross-talk was not found to be a problem with most environmental situations and
therefore was not incorporated into the simulator. Figure 1.7 shows typical range readings
obtained from the simulated sonar ring.

Figure 1.7 Simulator with simulated sonar sensing.

To test the robot's capacity to navigate indoor environments, an Infra-Red (IR) Beacon
Sensor Ring comprised of 16 IR detectors was also constructed. (See Figure 1.8 and
Appendix B for details.) The IR Beacon Sensor Ring enabled both the direction and
priority of pulsating IR Beacons to be resolved by the robot. IR Beacons were assigned
priorities according to their frequency. Both the IR ring and IR beacons enabled the robot
to pursue goal locations sequentially while avoiding obstacles in its path. This enabled us to
implement homing behaviour on the robot and test the robot's ability to escape local
minimums.
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Figure 1.8 IR beacon sensing ring mounted above sonar sensors.

When operating the robot, all sensor processing and learning procedures were done
within the developed robot control object running on a Sun 5 workstation. A radio link
was used to transfer sensor data and robot commands between the robot and the Sun 5 as
shown in Figure 1.9. This not only provided considerably more processing power than
what was available on the Yamabico robot but also enabled the robot’s control and
learning processes to be conveniently developed, monitored and tested via the Sun 5
workstation.

Figure 1.9 Robot and computer setup.
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1.6 Experiments
After having described the motivation behind this research work and the equipment used
for its investigation, this section briefly explains the experiments we conducted so that the
reader can get a brief overview of the work as well as the objective and outcome of each
experiment.

Generally, the experimental results were recorded and documented by using two
techniques. In the case of results obtained on the simulator, screen dumps showing the
simulated robot's path (as shown in Figure 1.10) are included in appropriate thesis sections
together with captions and accompanying text describing each result and its significance.

Figure 1.10 Example screen dump of robot simulator showing robot's path.
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To document experimental results obtained on the actual robot, images showing the
laboratory environment and the robot's motion are incorporated into the experimental
results as the example in Figure 1.11 shows.

Figure 1.11 Example of lab image showing robot's path.

All robot paths shown on laboratory environments were produced by overlaying recorded
odometry readings from the robot onto scaled laboratory images. The resulting plots were
then drawn in to highlight the robot's motion. As most robot experiments were done within
unsturctured laboratory environments, this approach was used to give the reader a more
vivid description of the learning task as well as the results obtained. In some cases, photos
of difficult environment features (see Figure 1.12) and graphs are also given to show
difficult environment features and to further elaborate on the results.

Figure 1.12 Example photos of difficult environment features.
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To pursue our main objective of minimizing the amount of work required to implement
mobile robot behaviours, our initial experiments were based on supervised robot learning.
The objective here was to demonstrate behaviours with a remotely controlled robot and to
accumulate training exemplars from the sonar data and commands given. These training
exemplars were then used to form a rule-base describing the demonstrated behaviours.
There were two main reasons for conducting these supervised robot learning experiments:
(1)

Demonstrating a behaviour describes the behaviour explicitly, therefore it has
the potential to produce the desired behaviour faster than existing
unsupervised robot learning methods like RL.

(2)

Some behaviours such as docking or moving through doorways may be
difficult to achieve using unsupervised robot learning methods since the robot
simply may not venture into the appropriate regions of the environment.
Consequently, by not experiencing many environmental situations the desired
behaviours may not be adequately learnt.

Although the supervised robot learning experiments were able to produce certain
behaviours like wall following and docking, other behaviours like object avoidance and
goal seeking proved very hard to achieve. This is because these behaviours require many
paths to be demonstrated in order for each behaviour to be described adequately. This not
only can be time consuming, but it can also be difficult maintaining consistent demonstrated
responses to similar situations.

To overcome this problem we investigated the viability of defining such behaviours in
terms of appropriate trajectory velocities and began devising methods for learning
associations between sensor data and trajectory velocities. This lead to the discovery of a
novel rapid unsupervised robot learning method that is referred to in this thesis as
Trajectory Velocity Learning (TVL) (which is described in Chapters 4 and 5).
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Our first TVL experiment involved using a single Fuzzy Associative Matrix (FAM),
to learn associations between sensor data and trajectory velocities (for a concise
description of FAMs see [Kosko, 1992]). This not only proved that obstacle avoidance
could be achieved with TVL but in fact a number of behaviours could be acquired quickly
and simultaneously. These behaviours include obstacle avoidance, wall following, goal
seeking and dead-end escape. Furthermore, the resulting behaviours were both adjustable
(in allowing object clearance distances to be controlled) and gave the robot appropriate
control of its velocity (ie robot moves slower when moving close to objects and faster
when moving in free space).

However, using a single FAM matrix to map all 16 sonar sensors to trajectory
velocities required sensors to be grouped (i.e. reduced to just 5 FAM inputs) in order to
prevent the FAM from being too large. This resulted in the robot having coarse perception
of its environment which produced poor performance in cluttered and unstructured
environments. This inhibition was overcome by using multiple independent FAMs to map
sensors to trajectory velocities. Here each FAM specializes in resolving a specific robot
trajectory and receives its input only from those sensors which are relevant to that
trajectory. Further experiments showed that by having multiple independent FAMs to
process the sensor data, our unmodified laboratory environments, with some objects
added, could be learnt and negotiated with relative ease. This multi-FAM arrangement
also proved to be relatively robust. The robot demonstrated considerable immunity to
sensor damage and could even recover from the some of the disabling effects caused by
damaged sensors simply through additional learning.

To learn trajectory velocities effectively using TVL, the robot has to obtain the
collision point (if any) of each trajectory it traverses. To conduct the above experiments
this was done by following randomly selected trajectories until a collision or full circle was
detected. This meant the robot had to engage a special learning behaviour to increase its
competence. To overcome the need for a special learning behaviour and to enable the
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robot to learn while performing any behaviour, we equipped the robot with an occupancy
grid similar to [Koren and Borenstein 1991a] which enabled trajectory collision points to
be predicted with reasonable accuracy. By predicting collision points in this way we were
able to conduct further experiments which demonstrated that the robot could effectively
learn trajectory velocities and increase its competence while performing any of its
behaviours.

Regardless of how trajectory velocities were learnt, for effective operation, both
membership functions and sensor connections to each FAM had to be appropriately
defined. This not only required considerable work but for optimal configurations was
largely dependent on the sensor arrangement and to some extent also dependent on the
desired behaviours and environment’s characteristics (eg cluttered or uncluttered). To
eliminate the need to manually define each FAM and to facilitate the selection of optimal
FAM configurations, a genetic algorithm was developed to evolve each FAM around its
training data. By conducting experiments with sensor data derived from different
environments, we were able to evolve TVL FAMs which exhibited a considerable
improvement in performance with less memory usage.

To apply TVL to performing a useful task, we implemented homing behaviour on the
robot by providing the robot with additional infra-red sensors for detecting the direction of
prioritized beacons placed at specific points in the environment. The homing experimental
results demonstrate that TVL is an effective means of enabling a mobile robot to effectively
acquire the ability to navigate corridors and rooms and return to its charging bay despite
randomly placed obstacles being placed in its path.
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To summarize, the experiments show that by performing TVL mobile robots can
automatically:
1.

Acquire a variety of behaviours quickly and simultaneously.

2.

Acquire appropriate velocity control of its motion.

3.

Acquire the ability for object clearance distances to be easily adjusted.

4.

Adapt to unknown environments and sensor damage.

5.

Configure its perceptual resources to suit its sensors and environment.

The main point we are making through this thesis is:
•

By learning to perceive the environment in terms of appropriate
trajectory velocities, a mobile robot equipped with range sensing devices
can autonomously acquire a variety of multiple adjustable behaviours
quickly and simultaneously.

1.7 Organization of this Thesis
Chapter 2 presents work done in mobile robotics to date that is either relevant to this
thesis, or potentially, can benefit from the work. Synthetical and analytical approaches to
mobile robot control are described which provides a brief overview of the different ways
sensor information can be processed in order to control a robot and improve its
performance. Chapter 3 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of supervised mobile
robot learning methods and presents a means of extracting behavioural fuzzy control rules
from training data derived from demonstrated behaviours.

Chapters 4, introduces the concept of acquiring mobile robot behaviours by
Trajectory Velocity Learning (TVL) and compares this method with existing unsupervised
robot learning methods. Various optimization techniques are also discussed together with
how the robot can deal with escaping from local minima and dead ends in the environment.
This chapter also describes of how TVL can be implemented with a single FAM matrix
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and provides experimental results of the robot’s performance when equipped with the
single FAM.

One problems associated with using a single FAM to map sensors to trajectory
velocities is that the robot's sensors have to be grouped in order to prevent the FAM
becoming too large. Chapter 5 explains how this limitation was overcome by using multiple
FAMs to map sensors to trajectories. Experimental results are provided which
demonstrate how this innovation improved the robot’s performance.

Equipping the robot with multiple FAMs also proved capable of providing the robot
with considerable tolerance to sensor damage. It also enabled the robot to adapt to
considerable damage inflicted on its sensors by engaging in further learning. This topic and
the results of the damage recovery experiments are discussed in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 describes how the requirement for TVL robots to have a special learning
behaviour can be overcome by predicting trajectory collision points with an occupancy
grid. Experimental results are provided which compare the robot’s competence and
learning times when using this method to the alternative approach of having a separately
defined learning behaviour.

Chapter 8 presents a genetic algorithm for optimally evolving TVL FAM
configurations. The experimental results show how increased competence with less
memory cost can be achieved by evolving TVL FAMs around sensor data derived from
specific environments.

Chapter 9 describes the results of homing behaviour experiments conducted with the
robot which was achieved by providing the robot with additional Infra-Red sensors for
detecting prioritized IR beacons. The experimental results demonstrate that a TVL robot,
when equipped with beacon detecting hardware, can provide a cost effective solution to
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mobile robot navigation in indoor environments. In these experiments, the robot was able
to quickly and effectively acquire the ability to navigate corridors and rooms, escape local
minimums, and dock with its charging bay despite randomly placed obstacles being placed
in its path.

Finally, Chapter 10 recalls the main points of this thesis, lists the achievements made,
raises some questions related to the work and points to further work still to be done.
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Chapter 2
Background and Review.
To provide some background knowledge and understanding of topics relevant to this
work, this review focuses on a number of approaches that have been developed for
implementing autonomous control systems for mobile robots. Although considerable
achievements have been demonstrated with these methods, they all have major limiting
constraints that restrict their application. Table 2.1 lists the robot control methods
discussed in this review together with their main limitations.

1
2
3
4
5

Robot Control Method
Traditional AI Approach
Behaviour-Based Control
Potential Field Behaviours
Reinforcement Learning
Evolved Robot Controllers

Main Limitation
Computationally expensive
Difficult to implement
Requires environment map
Credit assignment problem
Fitness evaluation problem

Table 2.1. Robot control methods and their main limitations.

Furthermore, these limitations are compounded when the robot is intended to operate in
unknown, unstructured or changing environments. Consequently, the development of
autonomous control systems for mobile robots remains largely an unsolved problem
requiring attention. The following sections briefly explain how the robot control methods
listed in Table 2.1 were arrived at as well as their significant achievements and limitations.
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2.1 Traditional AI and Behaviour-Based Control
The traditional AI approach to the robot control problem is based on the principal of
sense-think-act. For example, [Hay, 1969] deduced that in order to act intelligently, a
robot must be able to reason from the facts which its sensors detect and deduce
conclusions which govern its actions. To achieve this objective the sense-think-act
approach equips the robot with an explicit world model to form the core of its planning
system, as Figure 2.1 shows. The designer ensures that the model incorporates explicit
symbolic terms for interpreting sensor data and suitable logical tools to manipulate the data
and plan appropriate actions. For example, SRI's early robot, Shakey, used a planner
called STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] to generate linear action sequences. However,
Shakey was limited to a domain that was engineered to precisely match its internal model
and contained only a single control deamon that would cause the robot to re-plan from
scratch after each action sequence was performed.

Figure 2.1 Conventional robot control architecture based on AI

In the mid 1980s a variety of reactive systems were developed in response to the
difficulty of effectively operating traditional AI based systems in real time. (e.g. [Agre and
Chapman, 1987], [Brooks, 1986], [Firby, 1987], [Georgeff and Lansky, 1987],
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[Rosenschein, 1985]). [Rosenschein, 1985] argues that the traditional approach is based
on a very limited conception of what it means to know something. In particular,
[Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1987] point out two major disadvantages of this approach.
Firstly, the computational complexity of general inference mechanisms makes them
unsuitable given the time constraints of real time robotic applications. Secondly, the world
model the machine depends on is limited to the designer's ability to anticipate the machine's
requirements and to encode this in sufficient detail. The interpretation that the designer has
in mind may in fact fail to describe the machine's information states correctly.

To overcome the limitations of the traditional logicist paradigm, a number of novel
approaches collectively known as the behaviour-based approach [Brooks, 1991b],
situated activity [Brooks, 1990a] or situated robotics were developed. Rather than rely
on reasoning to intervene between perception and action, these approaches use simple
processes to generate each action on the basis of the immediate situation (see [Asada et
al, 1999] for examples). [Brooks, 1991b] identifies four elements which have emerged as
key issues in situated robotics:
• Situatedness: The intention is to produce agents that will be situated in complex
physical environments. In the traditional problem solving methods established by
Newell and Simon [Newell and Simon, 1990a], the agent's behaviour is assumed to
have control of the environment and attempts to move the world through a succession
of states towards a goal state. In contrast, the behaviour of a situated agent is generated
by interaction with its world. Rather than refer to the state of an internal model the
situated agent uses perception to refer directly to the world itself which is always up to
date. Brooks calls this using the world as its own best model [Brooks, 1991b].
• Intelligence: To describe a situated agent as having intelligence requires a shift in
emphasis of the notion of intelligence. Hence, intelligence is associated with particular
higher-level human cognitive capabilities such as reasoning. Brooks argues that these
abilities have evolved relatively recently and contrasts them with basic real-world
competence which is the product of far greater time spans. He suggests that this may
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reflect their relative difficulty of implementation. Instead of suggesting parallels with our
own higher cognitive functions, the notion of intelligence can be used to express a
recognition, by an observer, of the overall appropriateness, competence or flexibility of
the behaviour of an agent situated in an environment. However, the complexity of the
behaviour may be the result of a simple mechanism participating in a complex
environment. The classic illustration is typified in Simon's description of an ant walking
on a beach [Simon, 1981].
• Emergence: The behaviour of a system arises from the interaction of its parts.
Behaviour can be specified only if the interactions are fully defined otherwise it is said to
be emergent. A traditional Al system is designed through functional decomposition and
the interactions of its modules are fully defined by interfaces. However, [Winograd,

1972] notes that a large production system has so many rules that many of their
interactions are not foreseen. Therefore some of the behaviour of such a system is
emergent. A situated agent is modularised in terms of behaviours with few
interconnections, and most of the interactions are with the environment. Thus, the
overall behaviour emerges from these interactions at run time which makes such
systems hard to predict or design.
• Embodiment: For any agent to act effectively in a varied external environment it is
necessary that information concerning the results of its own actions be used as part of
the information determining its next actions, [Weiner, 1950]. Realistic feedback of this
sort is only available to an embodied agent. Embodiment is an integral component of a
robot’s interaction with its environment. The arrangement of its receptors, and the
shapes and freedoms of its effectors, contribute to the complexity of its processing. For
example, a bee does not have neural control of the complex aspects of its wing
movement since these are accomplished mechanically [Matthews and Matthews,
1978]. Similarly, the design of a mechanical leg can significantly simplify its control
system [Raibert, 1990]. [Maturana et al, 1990] argue that this principle is taken to
such extremes in evolved organisms that they are structurally coupled to their
environment. Features that an observer may take to be their cognition may be simply
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artifacts of their embeddedness.
These four issues are illustrated more fully in [Braitenberg, 1986]. Three of the most
influential strands of research in this area are explained in: situated-automata theory
[Rosenschein, 1985], [Rosenschein and Kaelbling, 1987], theories of activity [Agre and
Chapman, 1987], and the subsumption architecture [Brooks, 1986].

2.2 Subsumption Architecture
Subsumption architecture, as proposed by [Brooks, 1986], is a novel scheme for
managing robot movements. It is based on the assertion that the world is its own best
model. Brooks argues that the world is always exactly up to date. It always contains every
detail there is to be known and the real trick is to sense it regularly and appropriately
[Brooks, 1990a]. Thus, the subsumption architecture does not employ a symbolic world
model, instead the actuation plan is constructed in the form of suppression-activation of
several layers representing primitive ref1ex actions as depicted in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Subsumption architecture

Each layer has connections to appropriate sensors and actuators and operates
asynchronously. The behaviour of the agent at any time is influenced by one or more layers
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and is controlled by activation and inhibition connections between layers. The most
significant departure from traditional AI-based systems is that the goal of the plan is not
represented explicitly, but is achieved during the course of the interactions between the
reflextion network and the environment. This feature is called emergent functionality.
As a result the system is robust in the real world environment, has rapid response, and can
maintain multiple goals concurrently in separate layers.

The first subsumption based robot was called Allen [Brooks, 1986, 1990a, 199lb].
Allen was equipped with a ring of sonar range sensors which was used to avoid both static
and moving obstacles. Each sonar output was represented in the base layer as a repulsive
force proportional to the inverse square of the distance from an obstacle. The vector sum
of the forces gave the direction in which to move. An additional reflex halted the robot if
there was an obstacle immediately in front. Under the control of the base layer alone, Allen
would move to the middle of a clear space and move away from approaching objects
while avoiding collisions. A second layer produced random wandering by suppressing the
repulsive force in random directions. A third layer sought out distant points and promoted
exploratory behaviour by directing the second layer to head towards them. Thus Allen
pursued higher level goals while maintaining consistent safe operation.
Interaction of behaviours need not occur only through the subsumption mechanism
itself, modules can also communicate via the environment. For example, Allen's
exploratory layer continuously monitored the environment and attempted to redirect the
second layer if it registered a change of direction. Thus there was no need for the bottom
layer to inform it directly when an obstacle caused a diversion.
The environment was the only communication channel between the behaviours of a
later robot called "Herbert" [Brooks, 1990a, 199lb] which could navigate through a
laboratory, negotiate doorways, and pickup empty cans from cluttered desk tops. For
example, Herbert's hand closed whenever it detected an object between the fingers. The
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body and arm simply maneuvered so as to position the fingers around a can which allowed
opportunistic behaviours such as grasping and disposing of a can to become active.

Generally, subsumption requires the system be built from the bottom up because this
firstly forms the low-level interfaces that influences the structure of the entire system. Each
low level module is generally implemented by hard coding behaviours considered
appropriate for the desired task. However, some success has been made at automatically
acquiring the low level behaviours and the subsumption network, (eg [Brooks, 1991c],
[Kaelbling, 1991], [Maes, 1991], [Steels, 1991] and [Segre and Turney, 1993]). This
limited success was achieved by using various learning schemes such as reinforcement
learning [Maes, 1991], [Kaelbling, 1991], explanation based learning [Mitchell, 1990],
[Segre and Turney, 1993]. and genetic programming [Koza, 1994].

Attempting to automatically acquire the low level behaviours of subsumption robots
(eg [Mahadevan and Connell, 1992]) has been shown to be a considerably harder
problem than learning or evolving the subsumption network with behaviours predefined, as
was demonstrated by [Maes and Brooks, 1990], [Mataric, 1997] and [Kalmar, et al,
1998]. This is due to the larger state space required by typical multi-sensor robots and
their behaviours. To deal with this most attempts at learning subsumption behaviours either
use simulations eg [Asada et al, 1994], [Takahashi and Asada, 1999], [Koza, 1992]; toy
robots with trivial sensing [Nehmzow and Smithers, 1992], [Kaelbling, 1991]; or a variety
of techniques to minimise the size of each behaviour’s input space and output responses as
in [Nakasuka et al, 1996]. Consequently, behaviours are typically learnt very slowly and
performance is lacking in unknown and/or unstructured environments.

2.3 Artificial Potential Field Behaviours
One commonly used algorithm for implementing obstacle avoidance and goal seeking
behaviours in mobile robots involves the use of Artificial Potential Fields (APF). The
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APF algorithm for obstacle avoidance in robotics was first developed by [Krogh, 1984]
and uses artificial forces to guide the robot’s motion toward a goal while avoiding any
objects it encounters. To achieve this a potential function is used to describe the
environment space in terms of artificial forces. Generally, repulsive forces are generated by
obstacles. These forces are dependent on their distance from the robot. An attractive force
is generated by the goal which is usually assumed to be independent of the separation
distance between the goal and the robot [Latombe, 1991].

Generally, two methods are used to convert sensor data into force data as [Hwang
and Ahuja, 1992] explain. The first is called the local method which uses instantaneous
sensor data for force calculations. The second is called the global method which utilizes
previous sensor readings together with current ones. Unlike the local method, the global
method requires storage memory and is necessary in most typical environments to
adequately resolve objects within the environment, especially if noisy sensors like sonar
sensors are used.

To accumulate sensor data and record the locations of detected objects an
occupancy grid is used (see Figure 2.3). This basically divides the immediate space
surrounding the robot into a grid of fixed size and labels each cell as being comprised of an
object or free space. A number of methods exist for filling in occupancy grids with sonar
data (eg [Moravec, 1988], [Moravec and Elfes, 1985], [Koren and Borenstein 1991a],
[Thrun et al, 1998]). Generally, these techniques involve incrementing or decrementing cell
values depending on whether or not they return echos and accepting cells above a
predefined threshold as belonging to free space.
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Figure 2.3 Mapping environments with an occupancy grid.

Although APF techniques appear simple in principal, there are a number of limitations that
can inhibit efficient robot motion or prevent the goal from being achieved:
• Trap situations can occur due to the presence of local minima where the
net force is equal to zero.
• Closely spaced obstacles may fail to be negotiated due to the forces from
the surrounding objects being too strong with respect to the goal force.
• Oscillations may occur in the presence of obstacles due to discontinuities.
• Repulsive forces experienced simultaneously from opposite sides may
result in oscillations occurring in narrow corridors.
• The robot may be slow to realise the presence of objects at startup or
upon entering unknown regions of the environment.
• Wheel slip or hard bumps can misalign the occupancy grid with the
environment causing inappropriate responses.
• The artificial forces acting upon the robot only serve to indicate the
appropriate direction of motion and do not indicate appropriate robot
velocity.
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• Slow command evaluations are likely, particularly with larger occupancy
grids.
Attempts to overcome these difficulties include the use of restricted fields [Krogh 1984]
to reduce local minimums, virtual force fields [Koren and Borenstein, 1991b] to speed
up processing, fuzzy variables [McFetridge and Ibrahim, 1996] for more efficient robot
motion, and sonar mapping tests [Zelinsky, 1991] to discriminate false sonar reflections.
However, despite these innovations, APF still falls short of providing robots with an
efficient and effective means of obtaining navigational skills. Neither does it provide robots
with other behavioural skills needed for efficiently navigating environments and performing
useful tasks.

An interesting technique for producing reactive behaviors on robots by using APF
was demonstrated by [Sharkey, 1998]. This method involved operating the robot with a
hand-coded innate APF controller while collecting sensor-input and command-output
associations generated by the robot's motion. After considerable operation, the subsequent
collected training data was preprocessed and used to train a neural network which was
then used to control the robot instead of the APF controller. By using this approach
Sharkey was able to demonstrate that improved performance and many shortcomings
inherent in the innate controller could be overcome. This, however, requires the innate
controller to be devised and implemented first. Furthermore, there can be no guarantee
that a poorly performing hand coded APF controller will produce an adequate neural
network controller no matter how much training is performed. Additional control is also
required to overcome the local minimum problem.
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2.4 Reinforcement Learning Robots
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is based on learning an associative map between sensors
and actions and involves assigning positive credit to performed actions that happen to
produce beneficial outcomes and negative credit to performed actions that result in
unfavorable consequences (see [Sutton and Barto, 1998] for a concise introduction to
RL). By no longer requiring the robot to maintain an internal map of the environment (in the
form of an occupancy grid) or the need to calculate potential fields, RL avoids many of the
shortcomings associated with APF controllers.

However, RL requires one or more reinforcement signals to be setup on the robot so that
the robot is able to determine when its performed actions have resulted in a beneficial or
unfavourable outcome. Since it is usually not possible to devise reinforcement signals on
robots which can return an immediate reward or punishment after each performed action,
the robot has to rely on delayed reinforcement signals to judge its actions. Therefore, when
the reinforcement signal arrives, the robot has the added difficulty of deciding which
recently performed actions were responsible for the reward or punishment received. This
impairment is commonly referred to as the credit assignment problem.

To deal with the credit assignment problem a variety of algorithms have been
developed as explained in [Kaelbling, 1993], [Watkins, 1989] and [Bhanu et al, 2001].
These algorithms work by either assigning increasing amounts of positive or negative credit
to a predefined number of actions leading up to each point where the reinforcement signal
is received, or assign credit based on an anticipated reward function (see [Watkins,
1989]). Unfortunately, due to the uncertainties involved in the credit assignment process,
learning is slow and the robot may have to experience same or similar situations many
times before appropriate responses become exhibited.
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Despite these limitations, RL has successfully been applied to robots for learning a
wide variety of behaviors and tasks (e.g. robot soccer [Asada et al, 1995], light seeking
[Kaelbling, 1991], box pushing [Connel and Mahadevan, 1992], hitting a stick with a ball
[Kalmar, et al, 1998] and navigating mazes [Nehmzow and Smithers, 1992]). Mostly,
these tasks are acquired by using RL to get the robot to learn either low-level behaviors as
in [Connel and Mahadevan, 1992], [Kaelbling, 1991], [Asada et al, 1995] or behavior
switching policies like [Materic, 1997] and [Kalmar, et al, 1998]. In many cases, results
are achieved by simplifying the problem by providing the robot with limited input sensing
and minimal output actions or by carefully hand coding appropriate control and/or
reinforcement signals to facilitate learning. For example, [Kaelbling, 1995] devised a robot
called Spanky to demonstrate the performance of different RL algorithms at learning light
seeking behavior. This robot was equipped with 5 whisker and 2 infra red (IR) sensors.
By grouping the front sensors and using thresholds on the IR sensors Kaelbling was able to
represent the entire input space with just 5 bits. By also providing the robot with only 3
possible actions for performing its behavior, the problem was successfully reduced to one
of finding a solution that works well from the 25 x 3 = 96 possible outcomes.

In cases where the robot is equipped with more comprehensive sensing, for example
Connel and Mahadevan's [1992] box pushing sonar robot, good results become much
harder to achieve. This is because the input to output state space becomes too large to be
learnt in real time due to the credit assignment problem (as explained in [Watkins, 1989]).
This limiting constraint of RL results mainly from the time lag between time steps and the
uncertainty associated with assigning credit to actions when delayed reinforcement signals
are involved. Despite this limitation, impressive RL results were achieved with the vision
equipped soccer playing robots of [Asada et al, 1995] and [Takahashi and Asada, 1999].
However, these results were obtained by performing learning off-line in simulations and
installing the learned associations in the real robot. Unfortunately, if this approach is used in
unknown or typical unstructured environments, learning becomes a much harder task due
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to the difficulties associated with adequately modeling the environment and robot’s sensors
(particularly if noisy sensors such as ultrasonic sensors are used).

Perhaps the most significant example where reinforcement learning was used to
automatically acquire multiple behaviours on a behaviour-based robot was [Mahadevan

and Connell, 1991, 1992], as mentioned above. They demonstrated how a task
involving pushing boxes could be learnt with RL by performing experiments with both a
robot simulation and a physical robot. For their experiments the subsumption network was
predefined and RL was used to obtain appropriate state-action pairs for each behaviour
that maximised predefined reward functions.

The task was to learn to find boxes and to push them as far as possible within a
square arena. The robot received input from eight sonar sensors and an infra-red (IR)
detector which was encoded into an input vector comprised of 18 bits. The sonar field
was divided into eight segments, four in front, and two each at left and right. These were
divided into two distance ranges, FAR and NEAR. The world state was encoded as a bit
string, a 1 in any location represents an object in the corresponding range. Objects within
four inches of the front are registered as BUMP by the IR detector. A final eighteenth bit
registers STUCK if the motor is stalled. Five actions were available to the robot to
perform: advance, advance left or right at 22 degrees, or advance left or right at 45
degrees. The robot had no stop or reverse commands.

Although the actions and world state representations that Mahadevan and Connell use
are restrictive, they represent about a quarter of a million states. To reduce the effective
size of the state space for learning purposes, structural credit assignment propagates
reinforcement between similar state-action pairs. Mahadevan and Connell compare two
methods of structural propagation. One uses a weighted Hamming distance as a
measure of structural similarity, the other uses a statistical clustering technique. The
Hamming distance between two binary strings is simply a count of the number of bits
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which do not have the same value. This provides a crude fixed measure of the difference
between two states. Mahadevan and Connell weight the Hamming distance by duplicating
important bits. For example, BUMP is important and so it is given a weight of 5 bits
worth. The FAR fields each have a weight of 1. Mahadevan and Connell obtained good
results at Hamming distance thresholds of 1 (and 2). This means that credit is spread to all
states which differ by only 1 (or 2) bits from a rewarded state, for example by 1 (or 2)
FAR field values. Two states with only the STUCK values different have a distance of 5
between them and are never merged in this way. This method requires that every state be
explicitly represented, and credit is leaked between neighbours. Mahadevan and Connell
therefore shrank the overall state space size by merging some receptor outputs and thus
reduced the actual number of input state bits from 18 to 7.

The statistical clustering algorithm does not require the representation of every state,
and it learns its own similarity metric. Clusters are generated from the <state, action,
reward> triples that occur during learning. Each new triple is matched against the existing
clusters, and merged if it is considered similar to one of them. If not then it seeds a new
cluster. Action decisions are made by comparing the current state, coupled in turn with
each action, with every cluster. The optimal action is determined as a function of the
rewards promised by clusters and the similarity of the <state, action> pair to them.

Although Mahadevan and Connell’s were able to demonstrate that results
comparable to hand coded solutions could be achieved with RL, by using their method to
statistically divide the input space, this was only possible with very coarse perception and
considerable state space reduction. Furthermore, a considerable amount of work was
required to design an appropriate sensor configuration and reinforcement signals.
Additionally, without competent low level behaviours their can be no sure way of
determining if the subsumption network will work and if it proves inadequate, competent
low level behaviours may fail to become learnt. Thus, this method of learning behaviour
based tasks can only be expected to work for tasks that are easy for the designer to define
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and devise. For these reasons and others, Mahadevan and Connell conclude their work by
stating that RL appears only viable for improving or adapting existing behaviours within
subsumption robots and is unlikely to be practicable for learning behaviours from scratch
on real robots with substantial sensing. (For further details see [Mahadevan and Connell,
1993].)

2.5 Evolving Robot Control Systems
The automatic synthesis of robot controllers with evolutionary computing techniques (see
[Holland, 1986], [Goldberg, 1989] and [Koza, 1992]) first became a serious topic at
workshops during 1987 (see [Barhen et al, 1987]). Since then evolutionary robotics has
become the subject of considerable research effort. (eg [Beer and Gallagher, 1992], [Cliff
et al, 1992], [Colombetti and Dorigo, 1993], [Dorigo and Schnepf, 1993], [Mataric and
Cliff, 1996], [Meeden, 1996], [Mondada and Floreano, 1996], [Floreano, 1998] and
[Pollack et al, 2000]. Although the ultimate aim of this research is to evolve both the
control systems and morphology of physical robots, most of the work performed in this
area involves the use of genetic computing techniques to evolve controllers for simulated
robots. However, recently a significant number of researchers have managed to evolve
controllers directly on physical robotic systems in real time or have evolved controllers in
simulation and then transferred them onto physical robots.

(i) Evolutionary Computing The two main evolutionary computing methods applied to
robotics are Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [Holland, 1986], [Goldberg, 1989], and Genetic
Programming (GP) [Koza, 1994]. GAs attempt to simulate Darwinian evolution [Darwin,
1859] by representing the unknown parameters of a controller’s design with a bit string
(genetic code) and by searching the space of possible solutions for an encoding which
performs well. The search is performed by firstly generating a population of random
genetic codes which are tested to determine the fitness of each. To simulate survival of
the fittest, pairs of the fittest members of the population are selected for parenting the
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next generation of genetic codes. Reproduction is performed by breaking parent genetic
codes at random points and by exchanging the resulting sub-strings to produce the
offspring. Occasionally, an offspring is randomly selected to flip (mutate) one of its bits in
the hope of inducing a beneficial characteristic. This process is repeated for each
generation until a desirable outcome is achieved or the fitness ceases to improve. Like
GAs Genetic Programming also attempts to evolve control solutions via survival of the
fittest, however unlike GAs, which typically operate on bit strings, Genetic Programming
attempts to manipulate higher-level primitive constructs comprised of Lisp S-expressions in
the hope of achieving an adequate control program.

(ii) Evolving Behaviours in Simulations.

Genetic Programming has been used by

Koza to evolve subsumption-style [Brooks, 1986] robot controllers with a simulated
sonar-based robot [Koza, 1990], [Koza and Rice, 1992]. Although navigation, wall
following and box-pushing subsumption controllers similar to those previously developed
by [Mataric, 1992] and [Mahadevan and Connell, 1991] were able to be successfully
evolved, this work has come under considerable criticism because this was achieved with
the use of perfect, noise free simulated sonar sensing within simple simulated environments.
Also, the evolutionary process was supplied with a restricted set of hand crafted primitives
which could hide the most difficult part of the controller’s design from the evolutionary
process. Later, [Reynolds, 1993, 1994a & 1994b] applied GP to evolve coordinated
motion strategies in simulated autonomous agents. These agents were able to demonstrate
collision-free navigation in twisting corridors as well as an ability to play the children's
pursuit game known as tag. However, like Koza’s work, this was achieved with
predefined hand crafted primitives and with highly simplified sensory and motor
characteristics within simple environments.

More recently, a considerable amount of work has focused on evolving neural
network type controllers in simulations with Geneitc Algorithms (GAs): eg [Beer and
Gallagher, 1991], [Harvey, 1990], [Cliff et al. 1992, 1993a & 1993b] and [Husbands et
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al, 1995]. For example, [Beer and Gallagher, 1991] demonstrated the use of GAs to
develop continuous-time recurrent neural network controllers for performing chemotaxis
behaviour on simulated agents. Chemotaxis enables an agent to find a source of "food"
which emits a chemical signal that diminishes in intensity with the inverse-square of its
distance. The agent had a circular body with two differential drive wheels and two
chemical sensors placed on both sides. The fitness of the agent was evaluated by
monitoring its ability to move toward the food source and remain there.

Genetic algorithms have also been used to evolve both the morphology and control of
simulated robots. [Cliff et al. 1993b] showed how a simulated robot equipped with 2
coarse arrays of photosensors could be encoded to evolve the connectivity of neurons in
the controller as well as the physical positioning of photo sensor arrays on the robot's
body. The robot’s controller was comprised of continuous-time recurrent dynamic neural
networks and was evolved to enable the simulated robot to perform a simple task of
finding its way to the center of a circular room as shown in Figure 2.4.

A unique approach for evolving robot methodology and control in realistic simulations
was done by [Sims, 1994]. The simulated creatures had realistic mass and inertial
properties, and were situated in a physically based dynamical environment with
computations performed on a CM-5. The morphology of the creatures was represented
with a directed graph where nodes could be interconnected to form cycles, chains, and
fractals to comprise the brain and body of the creature. The connections and nodes
contained characteristic information about the position, orientation, scale, reflection, and
termination of components.
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Figure 2.4 Evolving neural networks controllers for simulated robots.
(Reproduced from [Cliff et al. 1993b] )

Joint angle sensors, contact sensors, photo-sensors and effectors could be attributed to
various nodes. Effectors controlled individual degrees of freedom of the joints between
nodes, and received inputs either directly from sensors or via the neurons. Fitness was
evaluated through a co-evolution process in which individuals compete directly with each
other. By using various fitness functions, a variety of creature morphologies and behaviours
could be produced including creatures that jumped, slid, pushed, toppled, covered,
grasped or follow a moving target.

Limited success at evolving the design of robotic creatures in simulations and
implementing the design physically with servo actuators was achieved by [Lipson and
Pollack, 2000] and [Hornby et al, 2001]. However, the robots were designed only for 2
dimensional movement where the robot's body was laid flat against an inclined surface with
legs extending onto the ground. The evolutionary task was also relatively simple in that the
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robot only had to develop combinations of servo links and control signals that exhibited
walking motion in one direction.

(iii) Evolving Behaviours on Robots.

Not surprisingly, applying evolutionary

processes to physical robots has proven more difficult to achieve due to the time required
to evaluate population members on the physical robot. However, [Colombetti and Dorigo,
1993 & 1994] achieved some success at evolving light seeking behaviour on a robot by
manually guiding the evolutionary process incrementally. During the first phase, evolution is
based on the robot's ability to seek a stationary light target from various positions. In the
second phase, the robot is repeatedly presented with the conditions it failed to learn in the
first phase until satisfactory behaviour is observed. Finally, in the last phase, the light target
is moved and the robot is rated according to its ability to follow it. Although this work is an
interesting example of combining shaping and on-line classifier systems, the effectiveness of
the approach is dependent on the proper design and, like genetic programming, on the
provision of appropriate behaviour primitives as well as well timed user intervention and
guidance.

To avoid the difficult task of simulating visual sensing, [Harvey et al. 1994] developed
a cartesian gantry-robot which was equipped with a 64 x 64 monochrome CCD camera
with an umbilical video-feed cable to online computers. The gantry included eight binary
touch-sensors for detecting collisions with obstacles and enabled mobile robot motion to
be simulated by translating wheel commands to gantry motion. The visual input to the
neural networks was given by genetically specifying the radius and position a number of
circular visual receptive fields that would indicate the instantaneous average image intensity
of the pixels within the unit's receptive field. By using the gantry robot, Harvey et al.
evolved neural network controllers that exhibited motion toward triangular targets and
away from square targets. This was achieved by using an incremental evolution strategy
[Harvey, 1992] where the population was firstly evolved on larger targets and then on
smaller targets.
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Perhaps the most successful results at evolving behaviours on a real robot was
achieved by [Floreano and Mondada 1994, 1996a, 1996b]. They were able to
successfully evolve object avoidance, homing behavior and grasping behavior on their
Khepera robot, depicted in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5

Evolving Behaviours on a Khepera Robot.

(Reproduced from [Floreano and Mondada 1996a])

This robot has proven to be the most successful platform for physical evaluation of genetic
approaches to controller evolution, due to its simple sensing, small size and portability, as
well as the ability to be tethered for external computation and power. The robot was also
equipped with special designed hardware for interacting with an external laser positioning
device that allowed for recording the robot's exact movement over time for subsequent
analysis. The controller is represented in the form of a neural network whose weights and
thresholds are coded as floating point values in the genetic string. The inputs to the
network consisted of the robot's eight infra-red sensory values, and the outputs fed
velocity commands directly to the two motors driving the wheels.
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By performing incremental evolution around increasingly more difficult fitness functions
obstacle avoidance, recharging behaviour and grasping behavior were achieved over
considerable periods of time (days in the case of grasping behaviour). The recharging
behaviour kept the robot wandering around its environment until its simulated battery level
indicator registered a low level which caused the robot to take a short path toward the
charging station light. Grasping behavior was achieved incrementally by saturating the
environment with graspable balls and gradually reducing the ball density as competence
was acquired.

(iv) Transferring Simulated Evolved Behaviours to Robots.
To overcome the need to perform fitness evaluations on the physical robot several groups
have opted for evolving control solutions on simulations and transferring the final result to
the physical robot: [Gallagher and Beer,1994], [Grenfenstette and Schultz, 1994], [Jakobi,
1994], [Jakobi et al, 1995], [Nolfi et al, 1994], [Nolfi and Parisi, 1995], [Mataric,
1994], [Miglino et al, 1995], [Schultz, 1991], [Yamauchi and. Beer, 1994], [Pollack et
al, 2000], [Lipson and Pollack, 2000], [Castellano and Fanelli, 2000] and [Hornby et al,
2001]. [Jakobi, 1994] and [Jakobi et al. 1995] developed a simulator for the Khepera
robot at EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland. By downloading control solutions evolved on the
simulator, the robot was able to exhibit obstacle avoidance and light-seeking behaviours.

Although the Khepsim work demonstrates that it is possible to transfer controllers
evolved in simulation to real robots, [Jakobi et al. 1995] emphasize the fact that much
care was taken in building the simulation and setting appropriate levels of noise. This
suggests the success of their experiments may be due to the relative simplicity of the
Khepera robot and the test environments and therefore may be infeasible as the
complexity of the robot and interaction dynamics increases. To achieve a more accurate
simulation [Nolfi et al. 1994] and [Nolfi and Parisi, 1995] performed similar experiments
with a simulator for the Khepera robot using real sampled position and infra-red data.
When the best evolved solutions were transferred to the physical robot and tested in the
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real world, the performance degraded significantly, however, a further improvement in
performance was achieved by continuing evolution on the actual robot.

Using a simulator to evolve behaviours for more a complex mobile robot has been
reported by [Grefenstette and Schultz 1994] and [Schultz, 1991]. This work used a
"Nomad 200" mobile robot equipped with 20 tactile, 16 sonar, and 16 infra-red sensors.
However, to simplify the learning process, the 52 sensory inputs and other available states
of the robot were restricted to just four sonar sensors, four infra-red sensors as well as
speed, distance to the goal, and angle to the goal. The output being learned was a
translation rate and rotation angle for each distinct set of inputs. The task consisted of
learning to reach a specific goal region from a fixed start position within predetermined
time. To prevent the system from learning an internal map of the environment, the start and
goal positions were fixed, but the locations of obstacles were changed at each trial. The
initial population consisted of a collection of random rules, some designed by hand and
others generated automatically by mutating the hand-coded members. Domain and
heuristics knowledge was also encoded into the initial population to further accelerate the
learning process. The success of the transfer between simulation and the real world in this
system was at least in part due to the appropriate design of the initial rule set.
Consequently, the learning system was adapting thresholds rather than operating at the
level of raw sensory inputs and motor outputs.

(v) Summary of Evolutionary Robotics.
Although evolutionary robotics techniques show some promise for the automatic synthesis
of robot control systems, work still has to be done before cost effective solutions to
robotics applications are achieved. By far the greatest problem is the fitness evaluation
problem (ie the time and difficulty involved in evaluating behaviours on physical robots, as
explained in [Colombetti and Dorigo, 1993] and [Mataric, 1995]). For example, to evolve
collision-free navigation on a Khepera in a fixed environment [Floreano and Mondada,
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1994], required approximately 65 hours despite considerable search space reduction
techniques being taken such as:
• minimal sensing,
• minimal locomotion commands and velocity control,
• the use of simple structured environments,
• the provision of a restricted set of high level primitives and
• the deployment of user facilitated incremental evolution.
• monitoring the robot's motion via external laser sensors.
Furthermore, the difficulty of accurately simulating physical systems is well known in
robotics as [Brooks, 1991] explained. Since it is impossible to simulate all details of a
physical system, any abstraction made in a simulation may be exploited by the genetic
algorithm resulting in a behaviour that is inadequate in the real world. In order to be viable
in unstructured environments not only will the fitness evaluation problem have to be
overcome but the evolutionary process will need to be capable of automatically
synthesizing behaviours which are more complex than those that can be designed by hand.
Yet a recent review of GA methods applied to mobile robots and a survey of the results in
the field to date (i.e. [Meyer, 1998] and [Mataric and Cliff, 1996]) does not reveal any
results that have reached that goal.

2.6 Review Summary
During the 60s and 70s the development of robot control systems were based on what
was referred to as the traditional Al approach. This technique was based on the
fundamental principal of sense-think-act and required explicit symbolic terms for
interpreting sensor data to be specified along with suitable logical tools for manipulating the
data and planing appropriate actions. However, to design such systems to operate in the
real world required considerable work anticipating the robot's internal requirements, the
input states and the machine's output requirements. Often, the resulting controllers were
too slow to meet the requirements of real time operation.
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To address the shortcomings of the traditional AI approach, a variety of reactive
systems were developed during the 1980s. Although limited to performing simple
behaviours, reactive systems could offer faster response times by simply being based on
encoding appropriate responses to sensor data. To enable more complex behaviours to be
possible, this was further developed into what is referred to as the behaviour based
approach where the encoded reactive behaviours are controlled by a higher level
arbitration system. Soon it became realised that behaviour arbitration could also be
achieved by using each behaviour in the system to active or suppress other behaviours
which became known as subsumption based systems.

Although behaviour based systems offer fast response times and can enable more
complex behaviours to be possible, they still require considerable work to be done to
encode each behaviour and the subsumption network or abitration system. Furthermore,
after having developed a robot controller to function effectively in one environment, there is
no certain way of knowing in advance if the controller will still work effectively when the
robot is placed in different environments. Consequently, considerable efforts have been
undertaken to develop robot controllers that can enable robots to automatically acquire
behaviours via various supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods.

Generally, current robot learning methods can be divided into various categories,
namely: potential field behaviours, learning via demonstrated actions, reinforcement
learning and evolutionary or classifier techniques. A brief description of these learning
methods together with their main limitations is shown in Table 2.2.
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Chapter 3
Learning via Demonstrated Actions
For many skills, humans find it easier to be taught how the required tasks are performed
rather than to learn the same tasks via trial and error without a teacher. Therefore, it seems
only natural to assume that perhaps the best way to get a robot to learn a specific task or
behaviour is via some form of supervised robot learning process. Inspired by this
assumption, our initial investigation into acquiring mobile robot behaviours by learning from
experience, began with various experiments in learning robot behaviours via demonstrated
actions. The following sections present the result of our supervised robot learning
experiments which consequently led us to the discovery of Trajectory Velocity Learning
(TVL). Although this chapter provides some insight into how we discovered TVL its
content is not necessary for gaining understanding of TVL. Readers who are primarily
interested in TVL can therefore skip this chapter and commence reading Chapter 4.

3.1 Teaching Behaviours to Robots
Robot learning via human demonstration has recently attracted considerable interest due to
its potential applications. Some examples of these applications include the development of
intelligent aircraft auto-pilots [Shiraz and Sammut, 1997], manipulator skills [Kaiser et al,
1995], mobile robot navigation [Tani and Fukmura, 1994], [Koh and Cho, 1991], [Psaltis
et al, 1987], wall following behavior [Castellano et al, 1996], and fetching a ball with a
visually guided mobile robot [Wyeth, 1998].
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In most cases teaching behaviours to robots involves a two step process:
1. Demonstrating the desired behaviour with the robot via remote control
while collecting training data from the robot's sensors and transmitted
commands.
2. Obtaining an appropriate control function which fits the training data by
means of some form of supervised machine learning.
Previously, back propagation neural networks have been used to train mobile robots to
navigate environments via supervised robot learning [Tani and Fukmura, 1994], [Koh and
Cho, 1991], [Psaltis et al, 1987], [Pomerleau, 1993] however, these methods result in
only limited success due to the following reasons:
• The architecture of the network is difficult to decide.
• Considerable time is often required for off-line training .
• Uneven distributions of training exemplars can result in some patterns
being over learnt and some not being learnt enough.
• Incremental learning may result in previously learnt patterns being forgotten
unless those patterns are kept in the training data (making it very awkward
and slow to keep teaching the robot new situations).
• It is difficult to unlearn incorrectly trained responses without resorting to
comprehensive retraining.
• Knowledge acquired by robot remains hidden and therefore it is not
possible to obtain an explanation as to why a specific response was
produced at any instant.
• By not being interpretable, the acquired knowledge cannot be modified or
added to by manually editing the acquired knowledge.
To improve on these shortcomings, we investigated the potential of producing robot
behaviours like obstacle avoidance and wall following by extracting fuzzy rules directly
from training data acquired for demonstrated actions. In addition to potentially overcoming
many of the above shortcomings, fuzzy logic controllers have been demonstrated to be a
robust and an effective means of encoding behaviours in mobile robots [Ishikawa, 1995].
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Furthermore, recent advances in fuzzy rule extraction techniques suggest such controllers
may be able to be acquired automatically from training data, (see [Kang and Vachsevanos,
1993], [Wang and Mendel, 1992] and [Castellano et al, 1996]).

3.2 Fuzzy Rule Extraction Methods
A number of techniques for generating fuzzy rules directly from data have been reported
recently. Generally, these methods can be classified by the learning technique involved, the
most common being fuzzy neural networks [Lin and Cunningham, 1995], genetic
algorithms [Homaifar and McCormick, 1995], iterative rule extraction methods [Abe and
Lang, 1993], [Wang and Mendel, 1992], direct fuzzy inference techniques [Turksen,
1992] and combined approaches like [Reignier, 1995]. Although these techniques differ
greatly in how fuzzy rules are arrived at, generally they can be divided into two basic
categories:
1. Those where the fuzzy membership functions are predefined and fixed.
2. Those where rules and the membership functions are formed so as to fit the
training data with the minimum required rules.
Although the use of fixed fuzzy membership functions can allow rules to be generated and
accessed quickly, they generally require more rules to map the input search space and
therefore have difficulty where the number of inputs is large (eg 16 in the case of a typical
sonar sensor ring). Despite this limitation some success at teaching a robot wall following
via demonstrated examples has recently been achieved by using a Fuzzy Associative
Memory (FAM) matrix [Castellano et al, 1996]. This however, was achieved by coarsely
grouping the sonar sensors in an asymmetric fashion so that the sensor data is reduced
from 16 sonar range readings to just five inputs. Also, the resolution of range readings was
further reduced by providing only a minimal number of fixed fuzzy sets to resolve each
input.
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Unfortunately, reducing the input search space in this way results in a number of
deficiencies:
• The coarse perception makes it difficult for the robot to accurately
replicate demonstrated behaviours due to an inability to sense
environmental details.
• It greatly increases the likelihood of conflicting training exemplars being
produced (i.e. same input vector with different output command) which
can impair learning.
• The configuration of sensor groupings and structure of fuzzy membership
functions has to be manually designed to suit the demonstrated behaviour
resulting in increased labour and reduced versatility of the robot’s sensors.
To avoid these deficiencies, we decided to perform rule extraction on the training data by
mapping the input space with expanding hyperboxes (as explained in the following
section). The objective of this approach is that the robot’s perception not only becomes
automatically structured around the demonstrated behaviour but the resulting rules can
accept all 16 sonar sensors independently as input giving the robot increased resolution of
its environment. By comprising the input vector of only the robot's current sensor readings,
the robot learning task is one of learning appropriate associations between sensor readings
and appropriate output responses. Although just using the current state of the sensors is
unlikely to provide the robot with the ability to learn long or complex paths through
environments (as was achieved in [Tani and Fukmura, 1994]), it has been demonstrated to
be adequate for robots to perform simple reactive behaviours like wall following
[Castellano et al, 1996] and obstacle avoidance [Sharkey, 1998].

3.3 Extracting Fuzzy Rules from Training Data.
The fuzzy rule base is obtained from training data by a two step process. Firstly, the input
vector search space is mapped by placing hyperboxes around clusters of training data that
belong to the same class (i.e. the output command, as shown in Figure 3.1(a)). Secondly,
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hyperboxes are converted into fuzzy rules by representing the dimensions of the resulting
hyperboxes with fuzzy membership functions, as shown in Figure 3.1(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 Obtaining fuzzy rules from training data. (a) Placing hyperboxes
around clusters of same class data. (b) Converting hyperbox boundaries into
fuzzy regions.

Because the input vector has 16 dimensions corresponding to each of the robot’s
sonar sensors (as can be seen on the robot in Figure 3.2(a)), each hyperbox is given 16
upper and lower limits to specify its dimensions and location within the input space (as
shown in Figure 3.2(c)). In addition, a command response is also provided to represent an
appropriate robot action associated with the region enclosed by the hyperbox. To reduce
the number of fuzzy rules needed to define the robot’s behaviours, each hyperbox is
restricted to belonging to one of five trajectory commands (which can be seen in Figure
3.2(b)) as well a Spin-Left and Spin-Right commands.
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T0

T1L
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T1R
(1.2m Radius)

T2L

T2R
(0.3m Radius)

(0.3m Radius)

(a)

(b)

struct Hyperbox{
int Upper[16]; // Upper bound of each sensor input
int Lower[16]; // Lower bound of each sensor input
int Command; // Hyperbox’s output response (or class)
};
( c)

Figure 3.2 (a) Yamabico robot equipped with a 16 sensor sonar ring. (b) Robot’s
designated trajectory command responses. (c) Hyperbox structure for defining
regions of input space.

All trajectory commands cause the robot to negotiate the respective trajectory at 0.3 m/s.
The Spin-Left or Spin-Right commands cause the robot to stop and rotate five degrees to
the left or right respectively. Thus, for learning to succeed the robot’s rule base has to
acquire sufficient rules to appropriately map the input space into the seven available
commands.
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3.4 Mapping the Input Vector Search Space.
Many algorithms have been developed for mapping training data and deciding which
mapped region of the search space belongs to what class (eg. [Abe and Lang, 1993],
[Simpson, 1991], [Poechmueller et al, 1994]). When hyperboxes are used to map the
search space, deciding where in hyperspace to put each hyperbox and what size to make
it becomes largely a matter of compromises. Optimally, to provide fast response, all
hyperboxes should be few in number (to minimize the rule-base) with each hyperbox
enclosing a cluster of training data belonging to the same class. Unfortunately, with robot
behaviours this objective can be difficult to achieve because when fewer hyperboxes are
used to map the input search space considerable overlapping tends to occur between
same and different class hyperboxes.

Overlaps between same class hyperboxes has no effect on the classification process
and therefore can be tolerated or even encouraged in order to minimise the total number of
hyperboxes. However, overlaps between different class hyperboxes will result in the
overlapping region belonging to more than one class. To deal with this either the offending
hyperboxes have to be split in order to prevent such overlaps or a conflict resolution
strategy must be adopted to resolve any input vectors which happen to map to the
conflicting regions. Disallowing overlaps between different class hyperboxes completely
may not be a wise option in the case of robot controllers because many more hyperboxes
would be needed to map all the search space. To do so could result in the robot’s rule
base becoming too large which consequently could make response times too slow.

To minimise the number of conflicting zones and keep the amount of empty space
within hyperboxes to a minimum, we devised a mapping algorithm that gradually expands
hyperboxes in a controlled manner (see Figure 3.3). This method differs from other
iterative rule extraction methods involving hyperboxes (see [Kang and Vachsevanos,
1993], [Wang and Mendel, 1992]) in that sensor noise is taken into account as well as the
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possibility of conflicting training patterns occurring when forming the fuzzy rules from the
training data. In addition to this the training data is made more comprehensive by
translating the demonstrated exemplars so that additional training patterns applicable to
locations near the demonstrated paths are also obtained (see Section 3.6).

Hyperbox Mapping Algorithm:
Put a small box around each exemplar’s input vector;
Label each box with its exemplar’s class;
Call all of the boxes outside boxes;
Set ExpansionDistance to zero;
While ExpansionDistance < MaxDistance
Increase the ExpansionDistance;
For each Outside box
For each Other box of same class
if the Other box is inside the Outside box continue;
Put a Temp box around both boxes;
Label the Temp box with the same class;
If a Temp box dimn> Outside box dimn + ExpansionDistance
or the Temporary box classifies the data incorrectly then
Delete the Temporary box;
else
Call it an outside box;
Call the two enclosed boxes inside boxes;
end if
end for
end for
end while
Delete all inside boxes;
Convert remaining outside boxes into fuzzy rules

Figure 3.3 Algorithm for mapping hyperboxes around training data.

To reduce the likelihood of different class hyperboxes from overlapping, the
expansion distance of hyperbox dimensions is limited during each iteration. This has the
effect of encouraging hyperboxes to expand in all dimensions rather than becoming
elongated which results in less overlaps. This occurs because elongated hyperboxes have
higher probability of penetrating neighbouring hyperboxes than hyperboxes with equal
sides. To further assist in reducing the final rule count, a small amount of different class
exemplars are permitted to become encapsulated within hyperboxes. For the experiments
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conducted in Section 3.7, typical misclassification tolerances ranged from 5% for
simulations up to 20% for actual robot training.

Although this mapping algorithm can result in a considerable amount of unclassified
hyperspace being present at the end of the mapping process, this has presented no
problem with the experiments conducted because a default forward response was
assumed if no rule fired. Also, because some overlapping between different class
hyperboxes is allowed, a conflict resolution strategy based on the maximum stimulation
level of fuzzy rules was used as the following section explains.

3.5 Deriving Fuzzy Rules from Hyperboxes.
To convert the hyperboxes into fuzzy rules a constant gradient is introduced to the bounds
of hyperbox dimensions as shown in Figure 3.4. For both simulated and real robot
experiments we found gradients of around 1:25 produced smoother operation of the
robot.

Thus, in the case where trapezoidal membership functions occur, as shown in

Figure 3.4(b), the difference in range reading between min and max activation levels is
25cm.
In si de

Outsi de
Gra di ent = 1:25
1
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(b)

Figure 3.4 Converting hyperbox dimensions into fuzzy membership functions.
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The resulting fuzzy rules are therefore comprised of 16 trapezoidal or triangular
membership functions and are used for classifying the sonar data. We found no need to
devise elaborate functions for deciding the slope of the sides of the membership functions
since the rules are used only to determine the similarity (or closeness of fit) of an input
vector with each rule rather than membership. The constant slope simply provides a
measure of how close each input vector element is to the edge of a membership function.
To classify an input vector with the fuzzy rules, we use the sum operator:

∑
y=

n

i =1

µA i (xi )
n

3.1
where: n = number of inputs
x = input vector
y = output response

since this proved to produce a far better measure of similarity than minimum or multiply
operators with regards to sonar sensors. This is because sonar sensors either will or will
not return a signal based on object surface characteristics and the angle of incidence
between the sonar beam and the object’s surface. Thus, an input vector may still be very
similar to a particular rule even if some inputs lie outside their respective membership
functions. To determine an input vector’s class the rule which fires and produces the
maximum sum is accepted as the winner. A rule is considered to have fired if its resultant
sum is greater than 8.0 (i.e. each input has an average membership of 0.5 or greater). If no
rule fires then a forward command is issued by default as this tends to be the most
commonly executed rule with typical behaviours. If two or more rules fire and produce the
same maximum result, the rule with an output command nearest to the previous time step’s
command is chosen because this action has an increased likelihood of being consistent with
the demonstrated actions. If in the case where two (or more) rules have the same
maximum result and are equally as near to the previous time step's output command, then
one is chosen at random.
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Although the use of the sum operator may not be considered enough to classify fuzzy
sets generally (in the opinion of [Liu and Kerre, 1998]), in our experiments it proved
sufficient in classifying the sensor data appearing at the robot's sonar sensors with
hyperboxes. Infact, experiments we conducted with the more traditional fuzzy operators
min and multiply, failed to produce appropriate responses with our classifier due to large
amounts of unclassified input space that typically remains after training. Thus by using the
sum operator, we are in fact measuring the extent of similarity rather than membership.

3.6 Extrapolating Training Data
Teaching behaviours to mobile robots via demonstration basically involves deciding what
path the robot should take with respect to nearby objects and controlling the robot so that
it follows that path while accumulating training exemplars for fuzzy rule extraction. Hence,
by teaching the robot appropriate paths you teach the robot how to react to its
environment. The difficulty with this approach is there may not only be many ways in which
objects can be configured around the robot but there may be an almost infinite number of
possible paths that the robot could take for the many different positions and directions the
robot could find itself in. Each requiring an action to be chosen appropriate for the
behaviour.

Obviously, just obtaining training exemplars from a single path would not resolve how
the robot should behave in other situations. On the other hand, trying to teach the robot
large numbers of paths can be very time consuming and can make it hard to maintain
consistent responses. Failing to maintain consistent distances to nearby walls, objects and
corners when performing similar actions can result in many conflicting training patterns
being produced. This can make it uncertain what the robot should do when those input
patterns occur. Furthermore, the combined training data may appear noisy which can
result in too many rules being required to accurately describe the data.
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To reduce these problems and the amount of effort required to demonstrate
behaviours, additional training exemplars are produced from demonstrated paths by
predicting the sensor data and appropriate response of locations near the demonstrated
paths. To determine appropriate responses for locations near demonstrated paths the path
extrapolation function described in Figure 3.5 is used. This simply returns the direction the
robot should head if it were positioned a given distance to the left or right of each time
step’s position along the demonstrated path. So the closer the extrapolated point is to the
demonstrated path the more parallel to the demonstrated path the robot should head. For
our experiments we considered eight points to the left and right of the robot at 5 cm
intervals.

a = arctan
a

d

(

d
dmax

)

where:
d = distance from
path
to extrapolated point
max sonar range
dmax =
2

Figure 3.5 Path extrapolation function used to make training data more
comprehensive.

Only extrapolated points in free space are considered. To determine if an extrapolated
point is in free space an occupancy grid similar to Histogram in Motion Mapping [Koren
and Borenstein 1991a] is used except the directions of the echoed sonar signals are also
stored in object cells. (Note: details of Histogram in Motion Mapping can be found in
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Chapter 7.2). For each extrapolated and actual robot position considered 16 training
exemplars are predicted. These exemplars represent the sensor data and appropriate
command if the robot were facing each of the 16 sonar sensor directions on the robot’s
sonar ring at those locations. Thus, if all extrapolated points are in free space, 16 ∗ 17 =
272 exemplars are added to the training data at each time step. To decide the appropriate
trajectory command for each extrapolated exemplar the difference between the robot’s
extrapolated direction and the demonstrated path’s direction is considered as well as the
distance of the extrapolated point to the path as shown in Table 3.1. If the chosen
command is on a collision course with nearby objects (based on the final contents of the
occupancy grid) an appropriate spin command is used instead.

Lg e
(4 8 - 6 4)
Me d
Dis ta n c e to
P a th ( c m )

(2 4 - 4 8)
Sml
( 0 - 2 4)

T1

T2

T2

T1

T2

S p in

T2

S p in

S p in

Sml
( 0 - 30 )

Med
( 30 - 90 )

L ge
(9 0 - 1 8 0)

Dir e c t ion Dif fe r en c e ( de g )

Table 3.1 Allocating appropriate commands for extrapolated exemplars.

The sensor data of each extrapolated location is determined by predicting the likely
sonar range readings at those locations according to the occupancy grid. A return range
reading is considered likely if it intersects an object cell at an angle which is within 8
degrees of any sonar signal direction stored in the cell. If conflicting training patterns are
produced (i.e. exemplars with same input vector but different output responses) no attempt
is made to resolve them by averaging or eliminating the least prevalent. Instead, they are
allowed to coexist in the hope that they may help influence the appropriate locations of
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fuzzy regions between different class hyperboxes. Finally, to reduce the size of the training
data, multiple copies of same exemplars are replaced with frequency counters and any
exemplars which have no return range readings (ie all sonars at max range) are removed.
(Exemplars with no return range readings are considered redundant because a robot
should always move forward if no objects are present which is the default response if no
rule fires).

3.7 Teaching Robot Behaviours
By using the fuzzy rule extraction method described above with extrapolated training data,
the teacher can teach a robot how to react to its environment by demonstrating example
paths it should follow by controlling the robot via remote control. Although this can
provide an effective means of describing behaviours like wall following, navigating
obstacles, moving along corridors or docking, as shown in Figure 3.6(a)-(d), it does not
provide the teacher an effective means of describing object avoidance behaviour when
isolated objects are involved as Figure 3.6(e) shows. This is because extrapolated
exemplars derived from the off-side of the robot’s demonstrated avoidance path actually
teach the robot to head toward the object if it happens to find itself further from the object
than the demonstrated path. A possible solution to this could be to replace the path
extrapolation function described in Section 3.6 with a potential field extrapolation function
when obstacle avoidance is to be taught to the robot.
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(b)

( d)

( c)

(e)

Figure 3.6.
Demonstrated and extrapolated paths for (a) wall following, (b)
navigating obstacles, (c) moving along corridors, (d) docking and (e) object
avoidance.

3.8 Simulated Experimental Results
We found when perfect range sensing was used with a simulated robot, behaviours like
wall following, moving along corridors and docking could be taught to the robot by
demonstrating each behaviour with just one demonstrated path. Figure 3.7 shows screen
dumps of typical trails exhibited by the simulated robot for both the demonstrated paths
and resulting behaviours. The generated behaviours were robust in that they enabled the
robot to recover when placed in random locations and maintain appropriate responses
when the environment was significantly changed.
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Demonstrated Path

Resulting Behavior

(a)
Wall Following

(b)
Corridor Following

(c)
Docking

Figure 3.7.
Demonstrated paths and resulting behaviours achieved for the
simulated robot. (a) Wall following, (b) moving along corridors and (c) docking in a
confined space. (Paths shown are the actual trails produced by the simulator.)

Teaching the robot how to negotiate a path through a cluttered environment was possible
with a single path as shown in Figure 3.8(a). However, if the robot regularly experienced
similar input vectors at different positions among obstacles, inappropriate responses could
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become exhibited due to the likelihood of inconsistent commands being given for similar
situations as shown in Figure 3.8(b). A potential solution to this may be achieved by using
command or sensor data from pervious time steps to resolve conflicts in demonstrated
training data as was done in [Tani and Fukumura, 1994] with recurrent neural networks.

Demonstrated Path

Resulting Behavior

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 Teaching the simulated robot to navigate obstacles. (a) Successfully
learnt path. (b) Unsuccessfully learnt path. (Paths shown are the actual trails
produced by the simulator)
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3.9 Robot Experimental Results
Results for the real robot experiments were less favourable due to sensor noise and the
highly reflective nature of ultrasonic waves. Despite this we were still able to produce
effective behaviours within structured environments with single demonstrated paths. Figure
3.9 shows odometry plots of typical demonstrated paths and the subsequent behaviours
exhibited by the robot after rule extraction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9 Training paths and typical behaviours exhibited by the robot
after training for: (a) wall following, (b) corridor following and (c) docking.
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(Note: Robot paths shown were plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)

To determine the robots capacity to learn within irregular unstructured environments we
conducted wall following trials in the lab with the structured artifacts removed. Figure 3.10
shows odometry plots of a typical demonstrated path and the resulting behaviour after
fuzzy rule extraction was performed. Although the robot was able to successfully
circumnavigate the lab after carefully demonstrating this path, the resulting behaviours were
not robust in that different starting positions would sometimes result in collisions occurring.
Also, the size of the rule base became considerably large due to the diverse range of
training patterns that are generated from demonstrated paths within this highly irregular
environment.

Figure 3.10 Wall following within an unstructured environment. (a) Demonstrated
path, (b) robot’s resulting behaviour. (Note: Robot paths shown were plotted from
the robot's odometry readings.)
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The table shown in Table 3.2 summarises the amount of training data and final rule count
(see Section 3.3) of each behaviour for the simulated and real robot experiments
conducted. (The figures quoted are averages from 5 trials). Although the resulting rule
bases for the real robot experiments are large, we found the rule base could be reduced
considerably in size by pruning away rules which either do not or only occasionally fire
when behaviours are performed over a long period of time. (The figures in brackets show
the average final rules count after pruning).

W all f o llo w in g
(S tru c t u re d E n v i ro n m e n t)

S im u lat io n

Ro bo t

2 63

73 0
(6 5 0 )
13 51
(8 6 6 )

W all fo llo w in g
(U n s tru c tu re d E n v iro n m e n t )

C o rrid o r Fo llo win g

1 46

24 8
(1 8 0 )

Do ckin g

1 74

45 5
(3 4 1 )

Table 3.2. Number of training patterns and final rule count for each demonstrated
behaviour for the simulated robot and real robot.

3.10 Summary of Supervised Learning Experiments
Although the above experiments show that by fuzzy rule extraction performed with
extrapolated training data can enable certain mobile robot behaviours to be achieved, the
problems with this and other supervised robot learning methods still fall short of providing
an effective means of equipping mobile robots with what is needed for robots to perform
useful tasks. Typical short comings of supervised robot learning are:
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• Long off-line training times are often required.
• There is no guarantee of the robot functioning correctly in unknown environments.
• It is difficult to extract appropriate object avoidance behaviour.
• It can be hard to show the robot all situations it can encounter.
• The likelihood of conflicting patterns occurring from multiple demonstrations is
high.
• The training data may become large, thus making learning slow.
• It may not be possible or practical to repeatedly demonstrate to the robot how it
should behave when inappropriate behaviour is exhibited.
• The robot is dependent on a human teacher for learning to occur.
Given these limitations, it appears unlikely that supervised robot learning alone can
adequately equip mobile robots with robust behaviours suitable for unknown and
unstructured environments. Thus, for mobile robots to be robust and autonomous within
unknown and unstructured environments, they will require some form of unassisted (nonteacher) robot learning process so they can automatically acquire behaviours and adapt to
unknown environments.

Remarkably, while endeavouring to use trajectory collision points as a means of
resolving conflicting fuzzy rules in the rule base, a novel unsupervised robot learning
method was accidentally discovered which is described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4
Acquiring Mobile Robot Behaviours
by Learning Trajectory Velocities
Although teaching robots via demonstrated actions (see Chapter 3) may potentially reduce
the amount of work required to encode mobile robot behaviours, it is unlikely behaviours
produced by demonstrated actions alone will work effectively in unknown and unstructured
environments. Furthermore, it may not be practical or even possible to repeatedly teach a
robot the same or different situations in an attempt to improve its actions if it exhibits
inadequate behaviour while in service. Thus, before robots can become cost effective for
many applications they will require control systems to be developed that can enable the
robot to produce or improve its behaviours automatically via some form of unassisted robot
learning process.

4.1 Unsupervised Robot Learning
To enable robots to learn behaviours automatically, a variety of techniques have been used.
These techniques include the use of Reinforcement learning (RL) (e.g. [Mataric, 1997],
[Kaelbling, 1993], [Connell and Mahadevan, 1992]); Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (e.g.
Floreano [1998], Floreano and Mondada, [1994, 1996a, 1996b], [Jakobi, 1994], [Jakobi
et al, 1992], [Nolfi et al, 1994]); and some more unique approaches like ([Sharkey, 1998],
[Nemhzow et al, 1990] and [Michaud and Mataric, 1998]). For a more detailed survey of
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RL, GAs and other robot learning methods see Chapter 2, [Kaelbling, 1996], [Mataric and
Cliff, 1996] and [Pollack et al, 2000].

The most common type of unsupervised robot learning is Reinforcement Learning (RL),
(see [Kaelbling, 1996] for a comprehensive survey). RL has successfully been applied to
robots equipped with various sensors for learning a wide variety of behaviours and tasks
(e.g. robot soccer [Asada et al, 1995], light seeking [Kaelbling, 1991], box pushing
[Connell and Mahadevan, 1992], hitting a stick with a ball [Kalmar, et al, 1998]). Some of
these tasks are acquired by using RL to learn behaviour switching policies only, (as in
[Mataric, 1997] and [Kalmar, et al, 1998]). In these cases the low level behaviours are
hand coded and fixed which limits the robot's capacity to adapt to new or changed
environments.

Alternatively, when RL is used to learn low level behaviours, successful results are more
difficult to achieve due to the credit assignment problem, particularly when the robot is
equipped with considerable sensing (i.e. where the input space has 10,000 or more states).
Despite this, significant results at learning low level behaviours were achieved with the box
pushing subsumption robot of [Connell and Mahadevan, 1992]. However, this was achieved
by providing the robot with coarse restricted sonar sensing and by using a statistical
clustering algorithm to classify the input space. Impressive RL results at learning low level
behaviours was also achieved with the vision equipped soccer playing robots of [Asada et
al, 1995] and [Takahashi and Asada, 1999]. This however required learning to be done offline in simulations after which the learned map was installed in the real robot. Unfortunately, if
this approach is used in unknown or unstructured environments it becomes a much harder
task due to the difficulties associated with adequately modeling the environment and robot’s
sensors particularly if noisy sensors such as ultrasonic sensors are used.

RL also has the disadvantage that for some behaviours it can be hard to derive
adequate reinforcement signals from the robot’s interaction with the environment. For
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example, if a robot uses collisions as a reinforcement signal in learning object avoidance,
learning may cease when the robot no longer collides with objects yet the robot may still be
a long way from avoiding objects in a optimal manner.

Most other forms of unsupervised learning applied to robot control problems involve a
search within the space of possible controllers in an attempt to find one that performs well.
The most common of these search methods involves the use of genetic algorithms e.g.
[Meeden, 1996], [Floreano, 1998], [Pollack et al, 2000]; genetic programming eg [Koza,
1991]; or some more novel methods like [Schmidhuber, 1996]. Although these approaches
have been shown to produce some success with simulations and robots fitted with minimal
sensing, they so far are unable to produce effective results with robots with considerable
sensing due to the size of the search space involved and the time it takes to evaluate the
performance of possible control solutions on the physical robot.

4.2 Trajectory Velocity Learning
To overcome the slow learning times associated with existing unassisted robot learning
methods and to enable robots with considerable sensing to learn in real time we decided to
alter the actual learning task. Instead of performing the difficult task of learning associations
between sensor inputs and output responses, as for example in conventional RL, we used
the robot to learn a much simpler task: i.e. learning associations between sensors and
appropriate trajectory velocities as depicted in Figure 4.1. This form of learning is referred to
as Trajectory Velocity Learning (TVL).
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Figure 4.1 Learning associations between range readings and trajectory velocities.

Like RL, each input vector is comprised of the robot's immediate sensor range readings.
However, instead of learning a map that delivers appropriate output robot commands as in
RL, TVL learns a map that delivers velocities that are appropriate for negotiating the robot's
predefined trajectory commands. Figure 4.2 describes the seven trajectory commands we
implemented on our Yamabico robot for conducting our TVL experiments. Each predefined
trajectory command is either a line straight ahead or an arc to the left or right of preset radii.
A maximum velocity is also specified for each trajectory command and represents the
velocity at which each trajectory should be traversed in free space. Since our robot is
slightly top heavy, we chose to make the forward trajectory and the trajectories with larger
radii faster than trajectories which turn the robot sharply.

Figure 4.2 The robot's predefined trajectory commands and maximum velocities.

Although the specified maximum velocities can be considered appropriate for negotiating
trajectories which happen to lead into free space, lesser velocities are more appropriate for
trajectories which happen to be on collision courses with objects. The purpose of the
associative map in TVL is to indicate to the robot the appropriate velocities of each output
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trajectory option with respect to collision distances with objects. For example, Figure 4.3
(a) shows a robot and range readings that could emerge from the robot's sonar sensors near
an internal corner. By providing these range readings to the learnt associative map, shown in
Figure 4.3 (c), the robot receives information indicating the appropriate velocities that should
be used for following its available trajectory commands shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
(b). Here the map informs the robot that trajectories on the right can be traversed more
quickly than the other trajectories, which collide with the walls. In the Sections 4.6 to 4.8 it is
explained how this trajectory velocity information can be used to produce a variety of mobile
robot behaviours. However, before explaining this it is necessary to firstly understand just
how appropriate trajectory velocities are defined and how this information can be learnt
automatically by the robot.

Figure 4.3 Mapping sonar sensor range readings to appropriate trajectory
velocities.
(Note: Not drawn to scale.)
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4.3 Appropriate Control of Trajectory Velocities
After having decided the robot's trajectory commands and the velocities at which the robot
should negotiate these trajectories in free space, the next task is to define how the robot's
velocity should change when obstacles are encountered. Ideally, a robot following a
trajectory that is on a collision course with an object should slow down and come to a safe
halt just before coming into contact with the object. The deceleration rate should also be
considerably less than the robot's maximum deceleration rate to prevent abrupt changes to
the robot's motion. For our Yamabico robot, we decided on a uniform deceleration rate of
−0.5m/s2 for all seven trajectories, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). This is approximately one
third of the robot's maximum possible deceleration rate on most hard surfaces.

Figure 4.4 Defining appropriate velocities for negotiating trajectories.

Thus, the objective of appropriate velocity control is for the robot to set its velocity to the
engaged trajectory's maximum velocity when the engaged trajectory does not collide with
any obstacles, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). Alternatively, if the engaged trajectory is on a
collision course with an obstacle, the robot should set its velocity in accordance with the
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robot's predefined deceleration rate and the collision distance with the obstacle so that the
robot becomes stationary before a collision occurs, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). By
appropriately controlling the robot's velocity in this manner the robot ideally can never collide
with an object, even if it maintains a course directly toward an object and typically would
exhibit appropriate velocity control as it negotiates its environment as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Negotiating an environment while
appropriately controlling trajectory velocities.

Although appropriate trajectory velocity control is simple to define, implementing this
objective on a robot can be difficult, particularly when the environment is interpreted by the
robot via sonar sensors. This is because most objects will only return a sonar signal back to
a sonar sensor if the object's surface is almost normal to sonar sensor's beam. Therefore,
some objects in front of the robot may not be detected immediately and slight movements of
the robot can cause abrupt changes in range readings. Inaccurate range readings can also be
produced by sonar signals which are reflected back to the sensor across multiple paths or by
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cross-talk, where one sensor receives an echo transmitted from another sensor. These
inaccuracies are exacerbated by unstructured environments like our lab shown in Figure 4.6
where objects such as tables, chairs, bookcases, cables, etc. can interrupt, delay or scatter
sonar signals making collision distances very difficult to calculate directly from sonar range
readings. However, by using the robot learn associations between sonar range readings and
appropriate trajectory velocities these difficulties are largely overcome.

Figure 4.6 Negotiating an unstructured environment with sonar sensors.

4.4 Learning Appropriate Trajectory Velocities.
Recently, [Fox et al, 1997] demonstrated that safe trajectory velocities based on collision
distances to objects can be used as an efficient means of making control decisions for
avoiding obstacles with a mobile robot. However, with Fox et al's dynamic window
approach, trajectory velocities were not learnt. Instead, they were geometrically calculated
by considering all objects in the vicinity of the robot. This requires all objects around the
robot to be accurately detected in order to calculate safe trajectory velocities. Usually, this is
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difficult to achieve even with the most sophisticated sensing devices. In particular, sonar
sensors are noisy (as explained above) and will only return a range reading when the sonar
beam is almost normal to the object's surface. Alternatively, if learnt environment maps or
occupancy grids are used to assist in locating objects around the robot, the robot has the
added disadvantage of having to accurately estimate its position which is difficult to achieve
using only odometry. The robot’s ability to estimate trajectory collision points in unknown
regions of the environment will also continue to be a problem. This is because many
unmapped objects in front of the robot, such as flat walls, will not be detected until they pass
by the robot's left or right sensors due to sonar reflection, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Resolving unknown environment regions with an occupancy grid.

By using the robot to learn associations between sensor range readings and trajectory
velocities (as shown in Figure 4.8) the robot learns to perceive its environment in terms of
appropriate trajectory velocities via its sonar sensors eliminating the need for object locations
to be tracked when control decisions are made. Furthermore, the use of a learnt associative
map to look up trajectory velocities directly from sensor data enables trajectory velocities to
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be determined quickly. This results in fast response times and can allow more trajectories to
be considered as candidates during each time step.

4.5 A Simple Trajectory Velocity Learning Algorithm
One way appropriate trajectory velocities can be learnt is by providing the robot with a
special trajectory velocity learning behaviour. This special learning behaviour works by
randomly selecting trajectories and slowly following each until a collision or full circle occurs,
as shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Learning appropriate trajectory velocities by using a special
trajectory velocity learning behaviour to locate trajectory collision points.

When a collision occurs, a preset constant deceleration rate is used to calculate appropriate
trajectory velocities leading up to the collision point. These calculated velocities are then
associated with the sensor data that occurred at each time step leading up to the collision
point. The resulting training patterns are then used to train the associative map, as explained
in Section 4.10. If the robot happens to select a trajectory that leads into free space, which
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results in the robot completing a full circle, the trajectory's maximum velocity is used to
associate with the sensor data for training the associative map. Figure 4.9 describes the
basic trajectory velocity learning algorithm.

loop
select a random direction and trajectory
rotate robot to face chosen direction
repeat
move one time step along chosen trajectory
record input vector
until collision or full circle occurs
associate appropriate velocities with each recorded input vector
update the associative map with the resulting training exemplars
if collision occurred reverse robot a short distance along previous path
end loop

Figure 4.9 Basic algorithm for learning trajectory velocities.

Although the basic trajectory velocity learning algorithm described in Figure 4.9 provides an
effective means of learning appropriate trajectory velocities, it has the disadvantage that the
robot has to stop performing useful work and must engage the special learning behaviour to
improve its performance. In Chapter 7 an alternative trajectory velocity learning method is
investigated which enables the robot to learn trajectory velocities while performing useful
behaviours. Furthermore, Section 4.12 to 4.14 describes some enhancements to the basic
learning algorithm that can speed up learning considerably. However, before discussing these
topics, lets firstly examine the types of useful behaviours that can be performed by a mobile
robot which possesses an associative map that delivers appropriate trajectory velocities.
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4.6 Object Avoidance Behaviour with a TVL Robot
By being able to perceive appropriate trajectory velocities directly from sensor data,
obstacle avoidance behaviour can be performed by giving the robot a single instruction to
follow fast 1 trajectories nearest to the forward direction. This occurs simply because
trajectories which lead into free space are perceived (from the learnt map) as having faster
appropriate velocities than trajectories that collide with nearby objects.

So a robot

approaching an object, as shown in Figure 4.10, would perceive its current trajectory, as
well as other trajectories leading into the obstacle, as having lower appropriate velocities
than those which do not collide with the object. Thus, by always choosing faster trajectories
(above a preset threshold 2) near to the forward direction the robot effectively avoids
objects.

Figure 4.10 Object avoidance behaviour on a TVL robot.

1

2

A "fast" trajectory is one that is perceived as having an appropriate trajectory velocity that is a high
proportion of its maximum velocity.
Setting the velocity threshold that determines fast trajectories is explained in Section 4.9.
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4.7 Wall Following Behaviours with a TVL Robot
Similarly, wall following behaviour can also be produced by providing the robot with a single
instruction to follow fast trajectories nearest to the closest object, as shown in Figure
4.11. Here the closest object is determined by taking the shortest range reading and fast
trajectories are again determined by a predefined threshold. By always choosing to follow
fast trajectories nearest to the closest object, the robot will effectively follow walls in the
direction nearest to the direction it happens to be facing. Alternatively, left wall following
behaviour can be produced by instructing the robot to follow fast trajectories nearest to
the right of the closest object. Likewise, right wall following behaviour can be produced
by instructing the robot to follow fast trajectories nearest to the left of the closest object
as Figure 4.11 also shows.

Figure 4.11 Performing wall following behaviours with a TVL robot.
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4.8 Goal Seeking Behaviour with a TVL Robot
Goal seeking behaviour is also possible if the robot has perception of both its trajectory
velocities and the goal location. This is achieved by providing the robot with an instruction to
follow fast trajectories toward the perceived goal location.

Fortunately, this also

produces an implied obstacle avoidance capability without the need to switch behaviours
because any convex object encountered between the robot and the goal will cause the direct
trajectory to be perceived to be slower than those which lead around the obstacle. A TVL
robot like that in Figure 4.12 (a) consequently chooses faster alternative trajectories resulting
in a path around the obstacle being negotiated while still maintaining pursuit of the goal
location. However, if the robot encounters a deep crevice, like the one depicted in Figure
4.12 (b), simply following a fast trajectory toward the goal will not escape the crevice. To
escape deep local minimums the robot could attempt to follow walls in both directions for
increasing periods of time or alternatively could use purposive maps [Zelinsky and
Kuniyoshi, 1996] to learn the shortest path to the goal.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Goal seeking with a TVL robot. (a) Robot successfully avoids convex object. (b) Robot trapped by deep crevice.
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4.9 Adjusting TVL Behaviours
Varied control of the robot’s behaviours can also be achieved by adjusting the velocity
threshold that is used to determine if perceived trajectory velocities are considered to be fast
or slow. This makes it possible to control the wall clearance distance in wall following
behaviours and the object avoidance distance in object avoiding behaviours as demonstrated
by the TVL simulator3 screen dumps in Figure 4.13. For example, if the velocity threshold is
lowered the robot follows trajectories closer to objects before its velocity falls below the
threshold causing another faster trajectory to be selected. When avoiding objects, as in
Figure 4.13 (a), the robot moves cautiously closer to objects before avoiding them. Also,
when performing wall following, as in Figure 4.13 (c), a low velocity threshold results in
walls being followed more closely and at lower speed.

Figure 4.13 Controlling object clearance distances with a velocity threshold. (a) and
(b) Low velocity threshold: small object clearance. (c) and (d) High velocity
threshold: larger object clearances.

3

The TVL Simulator is available on the CDROM or from http://www.uow.edu.au/~koren
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Conversely, raising the threshold causes the robot to maintain larger object clearances and
results in the robot moving appropriately more quickly through the environment when
performing its behaviours, as Figure 4.13 (b) and 4.13 (d) show.

Figure 4.14 shows a schematic of TVL and summarizes how mobile robots can
become capable of performing certain adjustable behaviours by making simple choices
based on learnt trajectory velocities. Alternatively, if conventional RL or GA robot learning
methods were used instead to acquire the same competency, they would require each
behaviour to be learnt in separate maps (or in neural nets). They would require the
implementation of adequate reinforcement signals or fitness evaluation functions. It would be
difficult for behaviours learnt with RL or GAs to also acquire an adequate means of
controlling the robot's velocity. It may not be possible to provide a facility for adjusting the
robot's object clearance distance. Learning could also be expected to take a long time due
to the credit assignment problem or the fitness evaluation problem. However, RL and GA
methods have the advantage that they may be used for learning a greater variety of
behaviours with a diverse range of sensing devices.

Figure 4.14 Using TVL to acquire multiple adjustable robot behaviours simultaneously.
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4.10 Using a FAM to Map Sensors to Trajectory Velocities
Considerable work in fuzzy control uses a matrix to represent fuzzy rule consequents called a
Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) matrix (see [Kosko 1992] for a concise description). A
FAM matrix can be described as an N dimensional array where each dimension represents a
specific input. The size of each dimension is equals to the number of fuzzy membership
functions used to describe the representative input. For example, a FAM matrix with 2
inputs and 3 membership functions for describing each input (e.g. low, medium and high)
would require a table with 32 = 9 entries to store all possible fuzzy rule consequents. Like
lookup tables, FAM matrices have the advantage of allowing the internal data entries to be
directly accessed from the input vector which enables their output to be produced quickly.
However, unlike lookup tables the output of FAMs is derived by what is effectively a
parameterized smoothing (weighted averaging) over a small neighborhood of map entries
which provides good generalization and immunity to isolated incorrect entries, as explained in
the following section. FAM matrices also have the advantage of being trainable via a
supervised machine learning process called compositional rule inference, see [Sudkamp and
Hammell, 1994]. Unlike conventional neural networks, FAM matrices have the advantage of
being able to learn and recall associations quickly, are capable of incremental learning and
can enable the designer to appropriately divide up the input space. Furthermore, FAMs have
the advantage that their entries can be initialise to preset values prior to learning and the
acquired knowledge within FAMs can be interpreted by examining the fuzzy rules that can
be derived from the FAM entries.

The main disadvantage with using a FAM matrix to classify robot sensor data is that the
size of the matrix increases exponentially with increasing numbers of inputs and fuzzy sets.
For example, a FAM which has 16 inputs connected to sensors and 4 membership functions
16
describing each input will require 4 or 4,294,970,000 entries to store all possible rule

consequents. This not only will require considerable memory but for learning purposes may
also require a lot of data to be learnt in order to fill those entries. One way to effectively
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reduce the size of the FAM and consequently the amount of data required to fill all entries in
the FAM is by grouping sensors together. Alternatively, FAM entries which remain
unchanged after learning can be eliminated by storing loaded FAM entries in a list or hashtable but this could reduce the FAM's response time considerably.

In the initial TVL experiments a single FAM matrix was used. The robot’s sensors were
arranged into five groups of three (as shown in Figure 4.15 (a)). The input vector was
produced by taking the minimum sensor reading from each sensor group. The input domain
was also described by using a reduced number of membership functions for inputs at the
sides and toward the rear of the robot, as shown in Figure 4.15 (a), so that the robot’s
perception is more acute toward the front. Furthermore, the structure of the membership
functions, shown in Figure 4.15 (b), are concentrated toward the near vicinity of the robot so
that range readings of closer objects can be interpreted more accurately. The resulting
arrangement allows the total input search space to be described with just 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 ∗ 4
= 720 possible fuzzy rules.
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Figure 4.15 (a) Sonar sensors arranged into five groups with three sensors
in each group. (b) Membership functions used to fuzzify the input vector.
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Each of the 720 FAM entries is used to store the consequent of each possible rule. So to
describe all the appropriate velocities associated with the robot’s seven trajectories, a total
of 720 ∗ 7 = 5040 entries are required within the FAM as shown in Figure 4.16.
5 Sensing
Inputs

7 Trajectory
Velocity Outputs
T0

5

T1L T1R T2L T2R T3L T3R

FAM
720 Rules

Figure 4.16 Using a FAM matrix to store velocities of 7 trajectories.

For TVL to work effectively, FAM entries should always be initialized to low velocities.
Thus, as learning progresses, the robot becomes increasingly aware of faster trajectories that
exist around objects (and into free space) and becomes capable of negotiating the
environment via these faster trajectories. If the FAM is instead initialized with fast or random
velocities, an inexperienced robot would perceive many trajectories that collide with nearby
objects to be inappropriately fast. Consequently, when performing behaviours, the robot
would choose to follow these inappropriately fast trajectories at speed and could end up
colliding heavily with objects. The requirement for unfamiliar input vectors to always produce
low velocities is one reason why conventional neural nets are unsuitable for TVL. To
conduct all TVL experiments, we implemented this requirement by initializing all TVL FAM
entries with low velocities (0.1m/s) prior to the commencement of learning.

Although grouping sensors to achieve the FAM configuration shown in Figure 4.15 and
4.16 results in the robot having considerably coarse perception, this arrangement proved
sufficient for demonstrating the validity of TVL in simple uncluttered environments, (as shown
by the experimental results described in Section 4.18). Chapter 5 explains how the need to
group sensors can be avoided with the use of multiple FAMs. However, before progressing
onto that topic, the following sections of this chapter briefly explain the FAM learning
process (i.e. compositional rule inferences), some possible enhancements to learning
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trajectory velocities and our initial TVL experiments which preformed using the single FAM
configuration.

4.11 Updating FAM Entries with Training Patterns
Various techniques for generating fuzzy rules directly from training data have been reported.
Generally, these methods can be classified by the learning technique involved, the most
common being fuzzy neural networks [Lin and Cunningham, 1995], genetic algorithms
[Homaifar and McCormick, 1995], [Tan and Hu, 1997], [Hofmann, 1998], iterative rule
extraction methods [Abe and Lang, 1993] and direct fuzzy inference techniques [Turksen,
1992], [Fukuda and N. Kubota, 1999]. The most significant differences in these methods
lies in the time it takes to generate fuzzy rules, and whether or not fuzzy input and output
membership functions need to be predefined. Unfortunately, all methods that do not require
the task of predefining input membership functions (as in FAMs), require far too much
training time for on line robot learning to be possible. With this in mind we decided to adopt
the compositional rule inference approach proposed by [Zadeh, 1973] and more recently
investigated by [Sudkamp and Hammell, 1994] for training the FAM. This approach enables
the robot to incrementally adjust its FAM entries with training patterns while interacting with
the environment.

With compositional rule inference adjustment of FAM entries is achieved by
accumulating the weighted average of training exemplars which stimulate each matrix entry,
namely:
4.1
where Vi represents the velocity acquired by FAM entry i, µAi(x) represents minimum input
membership of training pattern Tj (with inputs x and output v).
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Defuzzification (i.e. producing the output) is performed by using the common weighted
averaging method with the difference that the crisp consequent values are used rather than
representing each output value with fuzzy output membership functions. This not only saves
computation time but allows trajectory velocities to be more accurately estimated by the
FAM. Thus, the anticipated velocity from each FAM matrix is given by:
4.2

Where x represents the inputs from sensors,

µAi(x) represents the minimum input

membership of x for entry i with velocity v. Because FAM entries can be accessed directly
from the input vector, both updating FAM entries and inferring trajectory velocities from
sensor data can be done quickly regardless of the size of the FAM matrix. This enables the
robot to both perceive the velocities of its trajectories and incrementally learn trajectory
velocities within the real time constraints of normal robot operation. For a more thorough
description of compositional rule inference and experimental proof of the effectiveness of
using trained FAMs as function approximators, see [Sudkamp and Hammell, 1994].

4.12 Trajectory Velocities Learning Enhancements
In Section 4.5 the basic trajectory velocity learning behaviour was described which
generates the training patterns needed to train the FAM. When the trajectory learning
behaviour is engaged, the robot follows randomly selected trajectories until a collision with
an object is detected or a full circle is completed. When a collision with an object or full
circle in free space is detected, the robot is stopped momentarily to update the FAM entries
associated with the traversed trajectory. This is done by associating each input vector
experienced along the trajectory with appropriate velocities. These velocities are calculated
by using a predefined deceleration rate to estimate the appropriate velocity at each point up
to the collision point. Thus, if the robot were to repeat the path while complying with the
learnt velocities, it would come to a safe halt just prior to the collision point. Velocities
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associated with trajectories that complete a full circle are set at the trajectory’s maximum
allowable velocity. Each training pattern is used to incrementally adjust the relevant FAM’s
trajectory velocities as explained in Section 4.11.

Although selecting random trajectory velocities to follow when performing the special
learning behaviour enables the robot to learn a diverse range of input vectors, it can result in
many paths being negotiated multiple times. This can result in the FAM not learning anything
new for some of the trajectories that are followed. This redundancy can be improved by
changing how trajectories are selected. Instead of selecting trajectories randomly,
trajectories selection can be based on applying the current sensor data to the FAM and
choosing the trajectory associated with FAM entries that have received the least amount of
learning. The amount of learning each FAM entry has received is recorded by accumulating
the sum of the respective fuzzy rule’s stimulation levels resulting from all training patterns
which map to the entry, i.e.
4.3
where Ej represents the total experience (or stimulation) acquired by FAM entry j, µAi(x)
represents minimum input membership of training pattern Ti with input x. Thus, by using the
result of Equation (4.3) each time the robot processes an input vector, the robot is not only
able to perceive the learned velocities associated with the input vector but also the amount of
learning responsible for each entry’s current value. For example, a FAM entry with
experience of 5 would have acquired its current velocity value from the equivalent of 5
training patterns which mapped directly to that entry.
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4.13 Symmetrical Learning
Because the robot’s sensors and trajectories are symmetrical, the knowledge required in the
FAMs belonging to the left and right trajectories can also be considered symmetrical. Thus,
any training patterns derived from trajectories on the left can not only be used to update the
appropriate left FAM but can also be used to update the opposite right FAM, as shown in
Figure 4.17. Similarly, training data derived from trajectories on the right can be used to
update symmetrically opposite FAMs on the left. This can be used to both speed up learning
and provide the robot with more comprehensive perception of its environment. However,
special consideration (see Chapter 6) has to made if the robot’s sensors have significant
differences in performance or if some sensors become damaged.
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Figure 4.17 Updating 2 symmetrically opposite FAMs with one training pattern.

4.14 Rotating Foveal Perception
The ability to escape Dead-ends when performing behaviours can easily be encoded by
providing the robot with rotating foveal perception. This is achieved by enabling the robot to
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rotate its perception within the sonar ring so that the robot can perceive the environment as if
it were facing other directions. For example, if the robot finds itself in a situation where all
immediate trajectories are perceived to be slower than the velocity threshold, the robot is
able to increases its view of perceived trajectories without physically rotating itself by
rotating its perception within the sonar ring. Thus by rotating its perception all the way
around the 16 sensors comprising the ring, the robot becomes capable of perceiving the
velocities of 16 ∗ 7 = 112 trajectories while maintaining its current direction. This enables
the robot to make quick decisions as to what direction it should face when it finds itself in
tight situations such as dead-ends.

For example, Figure 4.18 shows what happens when a robot performing wall following
enters a dead-end. In this situation all the immediate perceived trajectory velocities lie well
below the velocity threshold. So the robot rotates its perception within the ring to find faster
trajectories. Consequently, the robot discovers that the nearest trajectory to the closest
object that is faster than the threshold is trajectory T3L in the direction of sensor 6. In
response, the robot rotates counter-clockwise to face the direction of sensor 6 and then
proceeds along trajectory T3L at the appropriate velocity.
T1L T0 T1R

T2L

T2R

T3L

T3R

T3L

(

in direction
of sensor 6

)

Figure 4.18 Rotating the robot’s perception virtually within the sonar ring to locate
faster trajectories.
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4.15 Conflicting Training Patterns
Due to the highly reflective nature of ultrasonic waves and the presence of undetectable
features in most environments, there will inevitably be some situations where the robot
experiences the same input vectors but discovers different velocities for the same traversed
trajectory. Some typical examples of this can be seen in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19

Conflicting training patterns. (i.e. same sensor data but different

trajectory velocities).

Experiments have shown that there was no need to devise sensor pre-processing or conflict
resolution strategies to deal with these problems because most were adequately dealt with
by the averaging effect of the FAM updating procedure (explained in Section 4.11). This
effectively cancels noise effects in the training data by taking the averages of all readings
which map to the same FAM entries. It also tends to adjust FAM entries updated by
conflicting training patterns (like those shown in Figure 4.19) safely downward. This occurs
because in typical environments there are usually more internal corners and flat walls than
external corners. Therefore, if any conflicting patterns are generated, there will usually be
more conflicting patterns associated with lower velocities than with higher velocities. When
performing behaviours, the only effect the learnt conflicting patterns have is they cause the
robot to fail to perceive the faster alternative trajectories that exist near external corners.
Therefore when the robot is near external corners, it may have to move further along its
current trajectory before becoming aware of faster alternative trajectories that exist.
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4.16 Single FAM TVL Experimental Results
We conducted a number of learning experiments in the four structured environments shown
in Figure 4.20 (a to d), These environments were primarily used for testing the accuracy of
behaviours, comparing the performance of different FAM configurations and for observing
the effects of adjusting the velocity threshold parameter. The unstructured lab environment,
see Figure 4.20 (e & f), was used to test the robot's ability to acquire competences in indoor
environments where a diverse range of input vectors are possible and features exist that are
difficult for sonar sensors to detect.

Figure 4.20 Environments used to perform TVL robot experiments.
(a) - (d) Structured environments.
(e) -(f) The robot laboratory.
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Prior to each learning trial all FAM velocity entries were initialised to 0.1 m/s and the
velocity threshold set to 85% of trajectory maximums. To learn behaviours within each of
these environments the robot was engaged in exploratory learning (as explained in Section
4.5). The robot’s competence was monitored by periodically switching the robot’s
behaviour to object avoidance and wall following to see if the robot could perform these
behaviours without colliding with walls or objects. To determine the amount of learning
occurring within the robot at any moment, a one minute moving average of FAM velocity
entry changes was taken, i.e.

4.4

where v i - vi-1 is the change occurring in FAM velocity entries as a result of updating the
FAM with one training pattern and n is the number of training patterns that were generated
during each minute of learning.

Because all FAM entries were initially set to low velocities (i.e. 0.1m/s), the robot’s
increasing competence can be measured to a certain extent by monitoring the robot’s
average velocity in addition to its collision rate.

We conducted a number of TVL experiments within the structured environments shown
in Figure 4.20 with the single FAM configuration described in Section 4.10. Generally, the
robot acquired competent behaviours in less than 15 minutes of learning time. However,
some trials took up to 20% longer than others due to variations in the selection of
trajectories that occurred during learning. Often, this resulted in similar trajectories being
traversed many times before unfamiliar trajectories were experienced. The graphs in Figure
4.21 show the average learning rate and acquired competence of 5 trials conducted in the
circular, square and corridor environments.
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Figure 4.21 Learning curves and performance measures for the circular,
square and corridor environments with the single FAM configuration.
(Each plot was derived from the average of 5 trials in each environment.)

The above graphs show that although the robot generally acquired the ability to avoid
collisions quickly (e.g. less than 9 min in the circular and square environments), inappropriate
trajectories were regularly selected when performing behaviours until almost all FAM entries
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ceased to change. This caused the robot to turn too early, too late or too much in order to
avoid collisions, or to maintain the appropriate distance from walls when wall following
behaviour was engaged. Also, for all trials the final competence acquired from the square
environment also worked reasonably well in the circular environment and visa versa.
Although this demonstrates fast learning in simple environments as well as the generalizations
possible the single FAM configuration, the robot’s coarse perception appeared to limit the
robot’s ability to maintain parallel paths to walls and consistent wall clearance distances
while performing the wall following behaviour. Figure 4.22 shows typical examples of wall
following behaviour exhibited by the robot in the circular, square and corridor environments.
(Note: The superimposed robot trails shown were derived from the robot's actual odometry
readings as explained in Section 1.6.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.22 Wall following behavior within (a) circular (b) square and (c) corridor
environments.

(Paths shown were plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)

Adjusting the robot’s velocity threshold after learning, (as explained in Section 4.9)
produced significant changes to the average velocity and wall clearance distances while
performing object avoidance and wall following behaviours. The results are shown by the
graphs in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23 Relationship between trajectory velocity threshold and: (a) the average
wall clearance distance, (b) the average velocity, when performing wall following in
the square environments (Dashed lines indicates collision prone behaviour).

The above graphs show that by varying the threshold from 65% to 95% of trajectory
maximums, a corresponding change in the wall clearance distance of between 0.32 meters to
0.67 meters resulted at an average velocity of 0.32 m/s to 0.45 m/s respectively. Following
walls at closer distances was possible with lower thresholds, however, the inability of the
single FAM robot to maintain consistent wall clearances resulted in increased collisions as
the threshold was further reduced.

We conducted goal seeking trials in the environment shown in Figure 4.24. This was
done by firstly placing objects at set positions in the environment and performing learning
until competent object avoidance behaviour was produced. The robot was engaged in goal
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seeking behaviour by providing it with an instruction to follow fast trajectories toward a set
goal location (as described in Section 4.8). Relative positions of the robot and goal were
maintained by using odometry. Although this provided only limited accuracy, it proved
sufficient to demonstrate the acquired goal seeking capability of the robot within the
environment due to the short distances involved and the brief duration of the trials. Because
of the greater number of input vectors possible within environments containing obstacles
learning took approximately 50% longer than in the same environment without objects.

Figure 4.24. Goal seeking paths exhibited by robot. (a) - (c) goals successfully
achieved. (d) unsuccessful goal seeking attempt. (Note: Paths shown were plotted
from the robot's odometry readings.)

Figure 4.24 shows odometry plots of the actual robot paths of various goal seeking
experiments. All goals shown in Figure 4.24 were successfully found without collisions
except for the case shown in Figure 4.24 (d). This situation produced a local minimum
despite the gaps between the objects being wide enough for the robot to pass. Examination
of the sonar data revealed this to be mainly due to the robot’s coarse perception which
makes narrow gaps hard to resolve.
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4.17 TVL in Difficult Environments
When learning trials were attempted in the laboratory environment (with the structured
enclosures removed) the single FAM configuration had considerable difficulty learning how
to avoid all collisions. Examination of the sonar data and FAM contents indicated two
reasons for this:
(1) some objects such as the sharp edges of tables are difficult for a sonar ring to
detect when approached from certain angles as shown in Figure 4.25, and
(2) by having coarsely grouped sonar sensors the robot had difficulty differentiating its
orientation with respect to nearby objects.
For example, in some positions the robot could be turned as much as 15 degrees with
respect to nearby objects without any change occurring to the input vector. Hence, some
input vectors become associated with fast velocities by experiencing near misses during
learning. When the same input vectors occurred while performing behaviours the fast learnt
trajectories sometimes lead to collisions with objects. (Note: We found this problem could
be improved to some extent by using the sonar sensors to detect collisions (instead of the
bump sensor) and defining a collision to be further from objects when learning than when
performing behaviours.)

Figure 4.25 Environment features that are hard for a sonar ring to detect accurately.
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When ongoing learning was done in environments which contained many features that
are hard to detect, the robot would actually reduce the speed of its free space motion when
performing its behaviours. This occurs because an increased number of training patterns with
larger range readings become associated with slower velocities. Although this may appear to
corrupt the learning process by making the robot appear slower and less competent at
performing its behaviours, this can in fact be considered an appropriate way for an adaptive
agent to respond to a difficult environment. For example, if an adaptive life-form were to
experience regular collisions with objects which are hard for its senses to detect, cautious
motion (as well as fear of collision and reduced competence) would similarly become
exhibited. Furthermore, when the undetectable features were physically tagged to make them
visible to the sonar ring, further learning resulted in the robot’s speed and competence
becoming restored.

4.18 Summary of TVL with a Single FAM
The experimental results described in this chapter demonstrate the main point made by this
thesis, i.e. by learning to perceive the environment in terms of trajectory velocities, a
mobile robot can acquire multiple behaviours quickly and simultaneously. Furthermore,
TVL has a number of key advantages over other forms of unsupervised robot learning
methods, namely:
• No reinforcement signal is required.
• No credit assignment or fitness evaluation problem.
• Fast learning.
• Simultaneous learning of multiple behaviours.
• No requirement to experience a behaviour in order for it to be learnt.
• Robot also acquires appropriate control of its velocity.
• Adjustable object clearance via a single threshold parameter.
• No subsumption or potential fields required for goal seeking.
• Suitable for robots equipped with multiple inexpensive range sensors.
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However, the above experimental results also highlight some of the disadvantages of TVL
and its implementation with a single FAM matrix, ie:
• The input space has to be reduced by grouping sensors.
• A separate learning behaviour is required.
• Only suitable for certain behaviours.
• Only works with range sensing devices.
• Requires the FAM to be manually configured to suit the robot's sensors.
Fortunately, many of these deficiencies can be overcome or reduced by providing the robot
with additional information processing devices. For example, Chapter 5 shows how sensors
can be ungrouped by using multiple FAMs to learn trajectory velocities. Chapter 6 examines
the ability of TVL robots to adapt to damaged sensors. Chapter 7 describes how an
occupancy grid can be used for enabling trajectory velocities to be learnt while performing
any behaviour. Chapter 8 describes how TVL FAMs can be automatically configured with
genetic algorithms. Chapter 9 describes the results of light seeking experiments conducted
with the robot. Lastly, Chapter 10 concludes by summarising all the experimental results and
lists some potential uses for TVL robots.
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Chapter 5
TVL with Multiple FAM Matrices
The previous chapter described how TVL can be achieved by storing associations
between input vectors and trajectory velocities in a single FAM matrix. However, this
arrangement required the robot's sonar sensors to be grouped in order to prevent the
FAM becoming excessively large. Unfortunately this results in the robot having coarse
perception of its environment. This chapter describes how the need for grouped sonar
sensors can be overcome by using multiple FAM matrices to map sensors to trajectory
velocities.

5.1 Ungrouping the Sonar Sensors
To overcome the coarse perception that results from having grouped sonar sensors we
replaced the robot's single FAM, described in the previous chapter, with the seven FAM
matrices shown in Figure 5.1. Each FAM receives its own independent input vector and
produces the velocity associations for a single trajectory. Each FAM's input vector is
derived from sensors that are considered the most relevant for detecting objects in the
vicinity of the FAM’s trajectory. For example the most appropriate sensors for resolving
the forward trajectory (shown as T0 in Figure 5.1) would of course be the front sensor as
well as some neighbouring sensors to the left and right of the front sensor.
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Figure 5.1 Storing associations between sensors
and trajectory velocities in 7 FAM matrices.

Although this multi-FAM configuration requires almost seven times as much processing to
lookup the robot’s seven trajectory velocities, this does not significantly reduce response
times for the robot due to the high speed at which FAMs can produce their outputs
directly from input vectors. Furthermore, having independent FAMs to store each
trajectory’s velocities provides increased immunity to sensor damage and can assist the
robot in adapting to sensor malfunctions as explained in Chapter 6.

5.2 Selecting Appropriate FAM Inputs from Sensors
To decide which sonar sensors produce the most relevant information for resolving the
pathways of individual trajectories, three factors need to be considered:
1. The position of each sensor,
2. The reflective nature of sonar signals,
3. The divergence (or beam angle) of transmitted sonar signals.
Although sensors adjacent to a specific trajectory have obvious relevance to that
trajectory, due to their position, they will not always return a signal from objects located on
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the trajectory’s pathway. In particular, flat walls can be a problem. For example, Figure
5.2 shows typically how a flat wall could be detected by a sonar ring.
S1
S2

T1L

S3
S4
S5

S6

Figure 5.2 Detecting a flat wall with a sonar sensor ring.

Although the flat wall in Figure 5.2 lies directly in the path of trajectory T1L, adjacent
sensors S1 and S2 fail to return an echo from the wall due to the acute angle of incidence
of their respective sonar signals. However, sensors S3 to S5 do detect the presence of the
wall due to their transmitted signals being almost normal to the wall. Hence, to be able to
resolve appropriate velocities of trajectory T1L, sonars S3, S4 and perhaps S5 should be
included (as well as other sensors) as inputs into the FAM matrix of trajectory T1L.

To determine which sensors to include as inputs into each FAM, the robot was
placed in various locations and orientations near flat walls and the above criteria was used
to decide which sensors would be needed to resolve each FAM's trajectory. Similarly, by
considering different robot locations near flat walls, we divided each FAM input into
membership functions such that the various collision points of each FAM's trajectory could
be resolved with reasonable accuracy. Figure 5.3 shows how the sensors and fuzzy
membership functions of the FAM matrices belonging to trajectories T0 through to T3L
were allocated.
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Figure 5.3 Sensors and fuzzy membership functions designated
to the FAM matrices of trajectories: T0, T1L, T2L and T3L.
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FAM matrices belonging to trajectories T1R through to T3R were allocated to sensors
and fuzzy membership functions in the same fashion as T1L to T3L in Figure 5.3, except
their inputs are connected to symmetrically opposite sensors on the right-hand side of the
robot. (Note: where a FAM input is allocated to more than one sensor (e.g. on FAM T0
Input 1 is connected to Sensors 1 and 15), the sensor with the minimum range reading is
taken as the FAM’s input). Despite configuring the robot’s perception to be capable of
resolving trajectory velocities with respect to flat walls, extensive experimentation indicated
that this arrangement also provides adequate perception of trajectories near most isolated
objects and irregular environment features. The reason for this is that in most cases
ultrasonic waves are more likely to be reflected back to the receiver from internal corners
or irregular surfaces than from continuous flat surfaces that are not normal to most of the
sensors on the sonar ring. Consequently, we were able to achieve adequate resolution of
the unstructured laboratory environments for robust behaviours to be acquired by the
robot in relatively short periods of time. (Images of environments are shown in Figure 5.8
and 5.9).

Testing different FAM configurations also indicated that increasing the input space of
TVL FAMs is not a serious a matter in terms of learning time as may be the case with
other robot learning methods (e.g. neural networks). This is because during learning, the
robot generates large numbers of training patterns which are able to be directly loaded into
FAM entries via compositional rule inference (see Section 4.7 and [Sudkamp and
Hammell, 1994]). Thus, the extent to which you divide up the input space of each FAM, is
largely a matter of how much memory resources are available and the accuracy that is
needed for each FAM to resolve its trajectory's environment space. The final multi-FAM
configuration, described in Figure 5.3, maps the 9 forward most sonars of the 16 available
sonars to a total of 125,720 fuzzy regions. Although this is nearly 25 times the total
number of fuzzy regions that are allocated to the single FAM configuration described in
Figure 4.9 (i.e. 5,050 regions), acquiring all 3 behaviours in the laboratory environments
took only slightly longer as explained in Section 5.3.
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Although the experiments we conducted demonstrated that FAMs worked well in this
application, other supervised learning methods (like CMAC neural networks [Kraft and
Campagna, 1990]) may also be suitable for learning associations between sensors and
trajectory velocities on mobile robots. However, if non-FAM learning methods are used,
precautions must be taken so that unfamiliar input vectors always produce low velocities as
output. Otherwise, high-speed collisions with unknown objects could occur. To conduct
TVL experiments we implemented this requirement by always initializing the TVL FAMs
with low velocities (0.1m/s) prior to the commencement of any learning experiments, as
explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.7.

5.3 Multi-FAM TVL Experiments
To determine how multiple FAMs can improve the performance of the robot, we
equipped the robot with both the single FAM described in Chapter 4 and multiple FAMs
described above. Each FAM configuration was connected so that both received the same
sensor data and trajectory velocities during learning but only one configuration is enabled
during behaviour testing. To assess the performance of each configuration, the robot is
firstly engaged in learning trajectory velocities for a period of time (via the basic trajectory
velocity learning behaviour described in Chapter 4, Section 5) after which wall following
and object avoidance behaviours are observed under control of each FAM configuration.

Although we expected the larger FAMs in the multi-FAM configuration to take much
longer to learn trajectory velocities, this was not the case. All the FAMs in the mutli-FAM
configuration (except FAM T0) are considerably larger than the single FAM configuration
(e.g. Trajectory T1L with the multi-FAM has 31,250 entries as opposed to 720 for the
single FAM). However, the learning time needed to produce competent behaviours was
only 10% − 20% longer within the same environments. For example, Figure 5.4 compares
the average learning times from 5 trials in the square environment with both the single and
multiple FAMs being trained simultaneously from the same training data.
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Figure 5.4 Average learning time and collision rate for single and multiple FAM
configurations within the square environment.

As a result of conducting this experiment, we deduced that the relatively small difference in
learning times occurred because the robot generates large numbers of training patterns
during learning. Many of these redundantly map to the same FAM entries in the single
FAM whereas they tend to become distributed over more FAM entries in the multiple
FAMs. Although significant fluctuations in the multi-FAM’s velocity entries continued to
occur with ongoing learning, this appeared to have only a slight effect on the robot’s
behaviours.

The increased state space offered by the multi-FAM configuration, was also shown to
be capable of resolving the environment more accurately than the single FAM
configuration. This was demonstrated by the robot exhibiting smoother and more
consistent paths when under the control of the multi-FAM configuration as opposed to the
single FAM configuration. For example, Figure 5.5 compares typical wall following
behaviours of the robot controlled by the single and the multiple FAM configurations in the
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circular, square and corridor environments and the corresponding standard deviations of
each robot path in these environments is presented in Table 5.1. The improvement in the
standard deviation measures clearly indicates that the multi-FAM configuration is able to
negotiate these environments with 64% to 73% less deviation in wall clearance, based on
sensor data.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.5 Wall following behaviours with (a) the single FAM configuration and (b)
the multi-FAM configuration. (Note: The robot paths shown were plotted from the
robot's odometry readings.)
Circular Environment

Square Environment

Corridor Environment

Single FAM

68.2

68.4

62.0

Multiple FAM

43.7

49.7

27.6

Improvement

64%

73%

45%

Table 5.1 Wall clearance standard deviations of the above wall following
behaviours.
(Calculated from the left minimum sensor range data (in mm) collected over 5
trials.)
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The ability of the robot to negotiate closely paced objects was also greatly improved
when the robot was controlled by the multi-FAM configuration. Goals that were out of
reach to the single FAM controlled robot due to the presence of narrow gaps, could now
be successfully reached by the multi-FAM robot as shown in Figure 5.6 (a). However,
when environments contained a goal in a narrow passageway, like that shown in Figure 5.6
(b), the robot would also fail to enter the passageway and reach the goal if the robot did
not happen to venture into the passageway during learning. To obtain consistent results (in
Figure 5.6 (b)) over 5 trials, learning was always commenced by starting the robot close to
the passage entrance and by facing it toward the goal. Thus, the robot would firstly learn
faster trajectories at the goal entrance and within the passageway before proceeding on to
learn the rest of the environment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6 Goal seeking behaviour with the multi-FAM robot. (a) Obtaining a goal
that the single FAM robot could not reach. (b) Negotiating narrow passages to
reach a goal.

(Note: Paths shown were plotted from the robot's odometry

readings.)

By far the greatest performance improvement achieved by using multiple FAMs for
controlling the robot (as opposed to only a single FAM) was in the robot's ability to learn
competent behaviours within the unsturctured laboratory environment (with the structured
enclosures removed). For example, Figure 5.7 shows the robot's average learning time
and acquired competence of 5 consecutive trials for single and multi-FAM configurations.
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As can be seen in these plots, the multi-FAM configuration was able to learn to avoid
collisions sooner. After 20 minutes of learning the multi-FAM configuration experienced
only occasional collisions (ie < 1 collision per minute). This same level of competence was
not acquired on the single FAM configuration until 40 minutes of learning was experienced.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of learning times and competence measures performed
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in the laboratory environment with the single and multiple FAM configurations.

The multi-FAM configuration also demonstrated considerably faster motion after 25
minutes of learning with average velocities approaching nearly double that of the single
FAM configuration. Note: the slower initial velocity of the multi-FAM configuration, is
due mainly to the larger FAMs requiring a greater amount of learning to load appropriate
velocities in FAM entries. Although some change was still occurring to the FAMs after 60
minutes of learning, the robot’s behaviours appeared to cease improving approximately 45
minutes after learning commenced. During this time the robot’s average velocity at
performing behaviours increased from 0.1 m/s to 0.5 m/s. Figure 5.8 shows an example of
typical wall following and object avoidance paths exhibited by the robot in the lab after 45
minutes of learning.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8 Typical paths exhibited by the multi-FAM TVL robot after 45 minutes
of learning in the laboratory environment:
(a) object avoidance,
(b) wall
following.
(Note: The paths shown were plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)
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Although the environment shown in Figure 5.8 is relatively uncluttered, learning robust
behaviours within the laboratory environment is made more difficult by the complexity of
the environment's boundaries, some of which can be seen in Figure 5.9. The occasional
collisions that occurred after 45 minutes of learning (shown in Figure 4.7) was due almost
entirely to features that were very difficulty for the sonar sensors to detect. When such
features were physically tagged to make them more detectable with the sonar sensors
these occasional collisions were also avoided.

Figure 5.9 Environment features that make behaviour learning difficult.

We also conducted multi-FAM experiments in more cluttered environments using the same
learning algorithm. However, learning times and final competencies were both inconsistent
and relatively poor for any worthwhile results to be reported. Even after hours of learning,
the robot was often unable to negotiate much of its environment no matter what behaviour
was selected. The difficulty with learning cluttered environments was due mainly to the
trajectory learning algorithm (see Section 4.9) which tended to confine the robot to small
sections of the environment during learning. Thus, the robot would often fail to learn many
unique features and narrow passages because they were not experienced during learning.
Chapter 7 and 9 describes how this problem was largely overcome by providing the robot
with additional low-level innate behaviours for negotiating unfamiliar environment regions
and by using accumulated sensor data and odometry to estimate trajectory collision points
for the purpose of adaptively learning trajectory velocities.
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5.4 TVL Multi FAM Summary
In the previous chapter it was shown how a mobile robot, equipped with range sensing
devices and a single FAM matrix, can automatically acquire competence in multiple
behaviours by using a technique called TVL. However, this was only achieved by grouping
the robot's sensors to reduce the size of the input vector which restricted the robot's ability
to resolve its environment. The experimental results presented in this chapter demonstrate
how improvements to the robot’s perception and behaviours can be achieved by replacing
the single FAM described in Chapter 4 with multiple FAMs. This eliminates the need to
group the robot's sensors because each FAM only requires connections to those sensors
which are needed to resolve the FAM's trajectory. The experimental results provided in
this chapter demonstrate that by having multiple independent FAMs the robot has
considerably more ability to learn unstructured environments and improved performance in
terms of less collisions and faster motion than the single FAM configuration. Furthermore,
in the following chapter it is shown that the multi-FAM configuration has potentially
increased tolerance to sensor damage and with some additional features can adapt to a
significant amount of sensor damage.
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Chapter 6
Adapting to Damaged Sensors
For many robotic applications it may not be economically viable to fix inadequate
behaviours or perform repairs to the robot in some locations (eg. Moon, other planets,
deserts, ocean floors). For this reason special consideration has to be given to equipping
robots with control systems that can adapt to differing environments and recover from
damage or deterioration that may occur to the robot's sensors or actuators. Previously,
significant work has been done developing techniques for detecting sensor failures in
robots and devising strategies for utilizing alternative sensors to compensate for the loss of
the perceptual resource (see [Murphy and Hershberger, 1999] and [Payton et al 1992]).
These systematic approaches to sensor damage detection and recovery have
demonstrated considerable success at recovering the usefulness of mobile robots with a
variety of sensor configurations. However, to provide robots with sophisticated damage
detection and recovery algorithms in this manner requires considerable work devising
procedures for detecting malfunctioning sensors and for utilizing alternative sensors. In this
chapter we investigate the ability of a TVL robot to recover from malfunctioning sensors
by simply relearning the associative map between sensors and appropriate trajectory
velocities after the sensor damage has occurred. Although this cannot be expected to
enable recovery when considerable vital sensors fail, it has the potential of enabling a TVL
robot to recover some of its behavioural competences by adapting to the damaged sensors
through additional learning.
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6.1 Sensor Damage and its Effects on TVL
When an animal or human experiences full or partial loss of one or more senses, a process
of adaptation takes place. Either other senses become more sensitive to compensate for
the loss of the perceptual resource, or the brain endeavours to relearn how to utilize the
changed perceptual information coming from the damaged or altered sensory organ. This
suggests two processes are occurring:
1.

The model the brain uses to interpret the world is derived from the senses.

2.

This model is continuously being updated by perceptual information coming from
the senses.

Similarly, robots that use unsupervised robot learning methods to acquire their behaviours
may recover from partial sensor damage by relearning those behaviours after the damage
has occurred. However, for a robot to be able to relearn its behaviours after sensor
damage has occurred requires the remaining sensors to be sufficient for the robot's
behaviours to still be possible.

Unfortunately, the credit assignment problem and the fitness evaluation problem,
associated with RL and classifier (or GA) methods respectively, allows only limited input
space to be possible, (as explained in Chapter 2, Sections 2.4 and 2.5). This prevents
robots that use these learning methods from utilizing a considerable amount of sensing.
Thus, it is unlikely significant sensor damage recovery could be achieved with typical
robots associated with these learning methods. In fact, the only documented experiments
we could find in the field of robot learning involves the use of small robots with minimal
sensing within highly structured environments. For example, [Nehmzow and Smithers,
1992] demonstrated how their maze negotiating robots were able to relearn corridor
following behaviour after the wisker sensor connections were swapped. [Stoy, 1999]
demonstrated how a Khepera robot could relearn object avoidance after some of the
robot's IR sensors were obscured. However, in all these experiments the input state space
is relatively small and the behaviours relatively simple.
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In contrast, TVL robots equipped with multiple FAM matrices can utilize many range
sensors with large state space providing the FAMs do not exceed the robot's memory
limitations. Therefore, if a few sensors malfunction, the robot could still have sufficient
perceptual resources available for it to be able to produce its behaviours providing it can
relearn the changed associations between sensors and trajectory velocities. However, if
symmetrical learning (explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.13) is used to update the FAM
matrices, certain measures may have to be taken to prevent FAMs connected to good
sensors from being updated with information derived from damaged sensors, and visa
versa.

6.2 Symmetrical Learning with Damaged Sensors
In Chapter 4, Section 4.13 it was explained how TVL robots can achieve faster learning
by using each training pattern derived from the environment to update two symmetrically
opposite FAMs instead of just one. However, if sensors on the left or right side of the
robot become damaged resulting in stuck, misdirected, wrong or absent range readings,
the left and right sensors may no longer be symmetrical across the front to back axis.
Consequently, training patterns derived from left or right trajectories may no longer be
appropriate for updating the symmetrically opposite FAM and in fact could corrupt the
knowledge contained in symmetrically opposite FAMs by delivering inappropriate
velocities to many FAM entries.

One possible solution to this would be to simply switch off symmetrical learning if any
sensors are suspected of malfunctioning. However this would result in slower learning.
Some types of sensor damage may also be difficult to detect (eg inaccurate or intermittent
range readings). So to prevent distorted sensor data crossing over and corrupting left or
right FAM matrices via symmetrical learning, we decided to deploy an additional FAM
matrix which is used to hold the combined knowledge from each pair of left and right
FAMs. A schematic diagram of the resulting three FAMs is shown in Figure 6.1. The left
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FAMs are updated only by training data derived from left trajectories. The right FAMs are
updated only by training data derived from right trajectories and central FAMs are
updated with training data derived from both left and right trajectories (as described in
Chapter 4, Section 4.13, i.e. symmetrical learning).

Left Trajectory Vels.

Adjust weights toward least variance

Left
FAM

Left Training Exemplars

Central
FAM

Right Trajectory Vels.

Right
FAM

Right Training Exemplars

Figure 6.1 Using a central FAM to hold combined knowledge.

Since FAM entries are updated by taking the weighted average of training patterns which
map to those entries, subsequent updates will cause each entry to become adjusted up or
down by differing amounts. Normally, an experienced entry (one updated many times)
should approach its appropriate velocity and therefore change little with further updates.
Inexperienced entries would change considerably with further updates if their initial value is
far from their appropriate velocities. Central FAMs, by being updated by left and right
training data, can be expected to become experienced quickly, after which they should
change little with consecutive updates.

If however central FAM entries are being updated by data from damaged left or right
sensors, specific FAM entries would continue to fluctuate with consecutive updates,
whereas the respective left and right FAM entries would tend to converge on different
velocities. Thus, by monitoring the changes over time which occur to each FAM entry, a
measure of each FAM entry’s reliability can be obtained which can be used to determine if
the combined knowledge in specific central FAM entries is corrupted by being updated by
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damaged sensors. To implement this we performed weighted averaging on velocities
produced by central FAM entries with the velocities produced by left or right FAM entries
as depicted by the schematic diagram in Figure 6.1. So the resultant velocity of each
FAM entry is calculated as follows:
6.1
where:
V = Perceived trajectory velocity
VI = Velocity produced by left or right FAM
VC = Velocity produced by central FAM
and . . .

6.2
where:
=

=

thus:

Sum of changes to velocity for n time steps
on left or right FAM
Sum of changes to velocity for n time steps
on central FAM

w represents the bias (or weight) toward left
and right FAM entries as shown in Figure 6.1

6.3 Removing Faulty Sensors from Grouped Inputs
A further problem can occur where FAM inputs are connected to grouped sensors. For
example, if a damaged sensor belonging to a grouped FAM input becomes fixed on a low
range reading, it could prevent other sensors belonging to the same group from being
utilized. This is because in the case of grouped sensors, the FAM input is taken from the
minimum range reading in the group. Thus, to prevent any functional grouped sensors from
being disabled by a single damaged sensor in the same group, any grouped sensor
detected as being fixed on a low range reading is removed from the input calculation. This
is achieved by monitoring each sensor's range variations and by labeling any sensor that
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has a considerably lower range variation than the average for all sensors as being stuck
and thus ignored.

6.4 Disabling Rotating Foveal Perception
Since damaged sensors can result is the robot's sonar ring loosing its symmetry, the robot
may experience distorted perception of trajectory velocities when it attempts to search for
faster trajectory velocities by rotating its perception around the ring (as described in
Chapter 4, Section 4.14). Therefore, to prevent the robot perceiving incorrect trajectory
velocities, when it rotates its perception within the sonar ring, it may be necessary to
disable the rotating perception feature, by instead rotating the robot physically on its
current location. To determine whether the robot should be rotated physically or virtually
within the sonar ring the maximum disparity between left and right FAMs is calculated. If
the sum of the velocity entry differences between any left and right FAM pair is greater
than 20% of the sum of the velocity entry averages between the same left and right pair,
then the virtual rotating perception is disabled. i.e.:
Va = ∑i =1
n

Vd = ∑i =1
n

R=

VLi + VRi

6.3

2n
VLi − VR i

6.4

2n

Vd
Va

6.5
R < 0.2

Enable rotating perception

R ≥ 0.2

Disable rotating perception

Where VLi and VR i represent velocity entry i in all the left and right FAMs respectively, Va
and Vd represent the sum of averages and sum of differences of the velocity entries in all
the left and right FAMs. Thus, R represents the proportional difference between left and
right FAMs.
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6.5 TVL Damage Recovery Experiments
After the above mentioned features were implemented, we conducted robot trials to
determine the ability of the multi-FAM controlled robot to recover from damaged sensors.
This involved firstly, learning the environment until competent behaviours were exhibited.
Secondly, altering the robot's sensors substantially so that the robot's behaviours were no
longer able to be exhibited. Thirdly, engaging the robot in additional learning to relearn the
associations between sensors and trajectory velocities, and lastly, observing if the robot
could again exhibit its behaviours competently.

To provide the robot with sufficient velocity knowledge for competent behaviours to
be produced, the multi-FAM robot (described in Chapter 5) was placed in the laboratory
environment and engaged in its trajectory learning behaviour as explained in Chapter 4,
Section 4.5. To measure the amount of learning occurring in FAM matrices at any
moment of time the total change occurring to all FAM entries per minute of learning time
was monitored, i.e.

∑
∆V =

n

i =1

vi − vi −1
n

6.6

where v i − v i − 1 is the total change occurring to FAM velocity entries during each timestep and n is the number of time steps occurring during each minute of learning time. To
test the robot’s competence, after each minute of learning the robot was engaged in 3
minutes of obstacle avoidance behaviour and 3 minutes of wall following behaviour to
observe its competence. For all trials the robot's velocity threshold parameter (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.9) was maintained at 0.75 of trajectory maximums.

The graphs in Figure 6.2 show how the robot with undamaged sensors achieved
increasing competence over time while initial learning was in progress based on averages
taken over 5 trials. Figure 6.3 shows the actual path of the robot plotted from odometry
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readings from a typical test run while performing goal seeking after learning. As with
previous goal seeking experiments the robot exhibits smooth paths around the obstacle
and toward the goal indicating that appropriate trajectory velocities are being perceived by
the robot around the obstacle.
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Figure 6.2

Learning and competence measures of robot with normal

(undamaged) sensors:

(a) Collisions. (b) Average robot velocity. (c) Total

change to FAM velocity entries.
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Figure 6.3 Goal seeking behaviour being performed by the robot with normal
(undamaged) sensors immediately after learning. (Note: The path shown was
plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)

To determine if the robot could recover from damaged sensors, we altered the orientation
of sensors S1, S2, S13 and S14 by crossing over the connections of sensors S1 & S2 and
sensors S13 & S14. Also, the maximum range of sensors S6 and S9 was fixed in software
to 0.5m and 1.0m respectively. Figure 6.4 shows the resulting orientation and maximum
range readings of the centre of the beam of each sonar sensor. (Note: this information was
acquired by placing a vertical pole at various points around the robot and recording the
sensor data.) Although this mockup damage made to the robots sensors may not appear
extensive, it certainly was sufficient to corrupt all of the robot's behaviours that were
exhibited prior to the sensor alterations. The robot path shown in Figure 6.5 shows a
typical attempt at goal seeking behaviour after the sensors were altered. The wrong path
exhibited by the robot indicates that many inappropriate trajectory velocities are now being
perceived around the object and in the vicinity of the nearby table and chairs.
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Figure 6.4 Alterations (ie mockup damage) made to the robot’s sensors.

Figure 6.5 Goal seeking attempt performed by the robot after
the mockup damage was made to the robot's sonar sensors.
(Path shown was plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)
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An attempt was then made to rehabilitate the robot by engaging its trajectory velocity
learning behaviour to see if it could regain its competence by relearning its associative
maps. To observe its progress, after each minute of learning, the robot was engaged in
object avoidance behaviour. The graphs in Figure 6.6 show the progress of the robot’s
recovery.
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Figure 6.6 Graphs showing progress of robot’s recovery.
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In Figure 6.2 on page 123 the graph showing the total FAM change during learning prior
to sensor damage, indicated that after 45 minutes of learning the FAM virtually stopped
learning. This indicates that almost all appropriate trajectory velocities within the
environment that can be learnt were learnt. However, after the mockup damage was
inflicted on the robot and learning was once again resumed, the FAMs again began
undergoing substantial changes to their velocity entries, as shown in Figure 6.6 (c). This
suggests that the inappropriate trajectory velocities that are produced by the altered
sensors are being relearnt. This is also indicated by the rapid reduction in the number of
collisions per minute exhibited by the robot's behaviours after only a few minutes of
rehabilitative learning, as shown in Figure 6.6 (a).

Figure 6.6 also shows that after approximately 50 minutes of rehabilitative learning,
the changes that occurred to the FAM entries remained constant. This indicates that no
further significant improvements to the robot's perception of appropriate trajectory
velocities occurred beyond this point which suggests that all appropriate trajectory
velocities that could be learnt, had again been learnt. It is also significant that after 50
minutes of rehabilitative learning, twice as much change to FAM entries (see Figure 6.6
(c)) was still occurring when compared to 50 minutes of initial (pre-sensor damage)
learning shown in Figure 6.2 (c). This suggests that many of the appropriate trajectory
velocities that are being learnt by the FAM after sensor damage are conflicting with each
other, meaning many FAM entries are being pulled higher by some training patterns and
then lower by others, and visa-versa. This indicates the robot's damaged sensors are
having difficulty resolving some environment features.

After engaging the robot in 60 minutes of rehabilitative learning, the robot was again
engaged in its goal seeking task and again was able to successfully reach the goal without
any collisions as shown in Figure 6.7. This indicates that appropriate trajectory velocities
were again being perceived by the robot around the obstacle shown in Figure 6.7. Various
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goal seeking attempts were repeated from different start locations with the same successful
outcomes. This demonstrates that, as a result of its rehabilitative learning, the robot was
able to successfully adapt its FAM matrices to compensate for the damage done to the
sensors for the goal seeking task.

Object avoidance behaviour also performed reasonably well with only one collision
occurring every two to three minutes. However, when the robot was engaged in any of its
wall following behaviours, the robot was unable to circumnavigate the room (in either
direction) without experiencing collisions at regular intervals. This suggests some sensors
needed for performing this behaviour competently had become inadequate or missing as a
result of the mockup damage done to the robot's sensors.

Figure 6.7 Goal seeking performed with rehabilitated robot.
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6.6 Summary of TVL Damage Recovery Experiments
When a robot receives significant damage (or alterations) to its sensors, the input vectors
from the sensors are also likely to be significantly changed. This could result in
inappropriate responses being produced by the robot in situations that were previously
negotiated appropriately. Fortunately, TVL robots that are equipped with multiple FAM
matrices are capable of utilizing many sensors for resolving the environment as explained in
Chapter 5. Therefore, even if some sonar sensors become damaged or malfunction, the
robot may still have sufficient remaining perceptual resources for continued operation to be
possible. In the case of more substantial sensor damage, the robot may still be able to
recover its behavioural competences to some extent by relearning the associations
between sensors and trajectory velocities on the FAM matrices that are connected to the
damaged sensors. However, certain precautions (described in Sections 6.2 to 6.4) may
have to be taken if symmetrical learning (see Section 4.13) and grouped sonar sensors
(see Section 5.2) are utilized. The experiments described in this chapter, demonstrate that
when the above mentioned precautions are taken, limited rehabilitation from partial sensor
damage can be achieved on TVL robots simply by engaging the robot in additional
learning.
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Chapter 7
Learning Trajectory Velocities
while Performing Behaviours
With TVL associations between sensor data and trajectory velocities are obtained and
learnt by determining the collision point of engaged trajectories (see Chapter 4).
Consequently, there are two possible ways trajectory velocities can be learnt:
1. By following selected trajectories until a collision or full circle is detected
(as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.5).
2. By estimating the collision point (if any) of immediate trajectories with the
use of sensor data or an environment map.
The experimental results presented in previous chapters demonstrate the effectiveness of
method (1) above. However, it may not always be convenient or practical to disengage the
robot from performing its current task in order to improve its perception of trajectory
velocities when incompetent behaviour is exhibited. To overcome (or reduce) the need for
the robot to have a special learning behaviour for learning trajectory velocities we
conducted a number of experiments which use an occupancy grid for predicting trajectory
collision points. This chapter describes this work and focuses on providing the robot with a
means of improving its behaviours without the need to engage a special trajectory velocity
learning behaviour.
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7.1 Estimating Trajectory Collision Points
For the robot to determine the collision point of any engaged or prospective trajectory the
robot must first obtain adequate information on the environment space surrounding the
trajectory's extrapolated path. To obtain this information the robot can either use an
environment map that has been provided to it for this purpose, or alternatively, it can
attempt to resolve the immediate environment by using its sensors.

Providing the robot with a map of the environment has the disadvantage of restricting
the robot to known environments. It also requires the robot to be given its initial position
on startup so it can track its motion on the map using odometry. This can be difficult to
achieve accurately due the likelihood of odomety errors being accumulated. Furthermore,
the robot may fail to deal with any changes that occur to the environment unless some
means of quickly updating the environment map is provided.

Alternatively, using the robot's sensors to resolve the immediate environment can also
be difficult, particularly if sonar sensors are used. Smooth surfaces, such as indoor walls or
furniture can produce specular reflections from ultrasonic waves. Consequently, sonar
sensors will only detect an object if the transmitted ultrasonic beam is almost normal to the
object's surface. Ultrasonic sensors are also susceptible to stray reflections from
neighbouring sensors (i.e. cross-talk) and frequent false readings due to ultrasonic noise
from external sources. (For a more detailed discussion on the limitations of ultrasonic
sensors see: [Borenstein and Koren, 1988], [Everett 1985], [ Flynn 1988] and [ Kuc and
Barshan 1989]).

When a sonar sensor fails to detect an object because the transmitted signal is
reflected away from the sensor, the resulting range readings will remain at maximum range.
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For example, Figure 7.1 shows how various objects surrounding the robot would typically
be detected by a 16 sensor sonar ring.

Figure 7.1. Detecting objects with a 16 sensor sonar ring.

Although other more expensive range sensing devices can achieve better resolution of
environment features than sonar sensors, all current range sensing devices can fail to return
accurate range readings under certain circumstances. For example, stereo video cameras
and laser scanners can be used to determine environment range readings, however, these
devices can fail to detect surfaces made from transparent materials like glass. Also, laser
beams can become obscured in bright sunlight and can be absorbed or reflected by certain
surfaces. Stereo cameras also require distinct environment features, like edges, to
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determine the range of observed objects. If lighting conditions are inadequate, or a bright
light source is in the visual field, the cameras may be unable to sufficiently resolve
environment features.

One way to acquire more accurate range readings from sonar sensors is to use
odometry to combine present and past range readings so that a greater amount of
information can be used to resolve objects at any instant. There are a number of
techniques for fusing sensor range data and odometry to resolve free space and objects in
environments. These techniques involve the use of quad-trees [Kambhampati et al 1986],
[Noborio et al 1988]; certainty (or occupancy) grids [Elfes 1987, 1989], [Moravec and
Elfes, 1985], [Moravec 1988], [Schiele and Crowley 1993], [Koren and Borenstein
1991a]; arc-segments [McKerrow 1993] and p-trees [Nawawi et al 1998]. Although
considerable savings in memory can be achieved by using mapping techniques like p-trees,
quad-tree, or arc-segments, these methods can take considerably longer to update or
access specific regions of the environment map which is needed for rapid estimation of
trajectory collision points. Thus, for simplicity and fast access, we used a certainty grid
similar to the Histogram in Motion Mapping method developed by [Koren and
Borenstein 1991a] to resolve the environment adequately for trajectory collision points to
be estimated.

7.2 Resolving Objects with a Certainty Grid
The certainty grid was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University by [Elfes 1987],
[Moravec and Elfes 1985] and [Moravec 1988]. The certainty grid enables a mobile
robot to represent its work area with a two dimensional array of square elements denoted
as cells. Each cell contains a certainty value (CV) that indicates the measure of
confidence that an obstacle exists at the cell's location. CVs above a specified threshold
are accepted as representing objects. Cells below this threshold are regarded as
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representing free space. Figure 7.2 shows typically how an unfamiliar environment would
appear on a certainty grid as a result of the robot passing by some objects.

Figure 7.2 Using a certainty grid to represent objects (dark cells) and free space
(light cells). (Note: the actual locations of objects are shown in the shaded areas)

CVs are updated with range data from sonar sensors by using a heuristic probability
function that is based on the assertion that detected objects are more likely to be located
near the acoustic axis of the sonar sensor's conical beam [Borenstein and Koren 1988].
Thus, when an object is detected, CVs near to the sensor's acoustic axis are incremented
more than CVs near the beam's edges. However, this requires all cells within the range
readings of the sonar ring to have their CVs recalculated with each scan of the sonar ring
which can be computationally expensive.
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To reduce the computation time required to update the certainty grid, [Koren and
Borenstein 1991a] developed the Histogram in Motion Mapping technique. This
technique greatly simplified CV updates by only updating cells located along the acoustic
axis of each sonar sensor. This is performed by incrementing the cell located at the
sensor's range reading by a preset amount (i.e. 3 typically) and decrementing cells leading
up to the range reading as shown in Figure 7.3. To prevent CVs becoming too large or
small, CVs are restricted to a maximum of 15 and a minimum of zero. When a CV
become incremented above a preset threshold, the presence of an object at the cell's
respective location is indicated. Typically, CV threshold values are set at 8 to 12.

Figure 7.3

Updating Certainty values with the Histogram in Motion Mapping

technique. (Reproduced from [Koren and Borenstein 1991a] )

Although this updating method may appear an over-simplification of the heuristic
probability function, a probability distribution is in fact obtained by continuously and
rapidly sampling each sensor while the robot is moving. Thus, as the same cell and its
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neighbouring cells are repeatedly incremented, as shown in Figure. 7.4, a histogramic
probability distribution proportional to the actual object's location results. However, this
accuracy becomes considerably less when the robot is stationary. (See [Raschke and
Borenstein 1990] for a comparative evaluation of the accuracy of the Histogram in
Motion Mapping method with other mapping techniques).

Figure 7.4

Achieving histogramic probability certainty values through motion.

(Reproduced from [Koren and Borenstein 1991a] )

Although Histogram in Motion Mapping can work well with relatively low robot
velocities (i.e. < 0.5m/s), faster speeds can cause a problem. This is because increments
can become distributed across many more cells when objects are detected. Consequently,
individual cells can become insufficiently incremented to indicate the presence of the
object. To solve this problem a Growth Rate Operator (GRO) is used. This operator
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increments a cell by greater amounts when the immediate neighbours hold relatively high
CVs. This is performed in real-time by convolving each detected object's CV with the
3×3 mask given in Figure 7.5 (b), and by adding the usual increment I =3, namely:

7.1

where:

CVi,j = previous certainty value of cell (i,j),
CV' i,j = updated certainty value of cell (i,j),
I+ = constant increment (I+ =3),
w

with

= weighing factor.

w = 0.5 for p = ±1 and q = ±1, and w = 1 for p = q = 0

Figure 7.5 Updating certainty values (CVs) with a growth rate operator (GRO).
(a) Low CVs scattered over several cells. (b) 3×3 (GRO) mask. (c) Same CVs
incremented with the GRO. (Reproduced from [Koren and Borenstein 1991a] )

Unlike convolving mask operators in computer vision algorithms, where the operator is
applied to every pixel after an image has been sampled, the GRO (by means of Eqn. 7.1)
is only applied to CVs located at each sensor's range reading.
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7.3 Estimating Collision Points with a Certainty Grid
The certainty grid can be either global or local. A global certainty grid remains fixed
relative to the environment so that cells remain stationary and only the robot's motion has
to be tracked on the grid. Alternatively, a local certainty grid remains fixed relative to the
robot's position and therefore requires all CVs to be translated to appropriate cells
whenever the robot moves. Although the global certainty grid requires less computations
to update the grid when the robot moves, it has a number of shortcoming:
• It can be hard to accurately track the robot's position on the map using
odometry.
• The robot is restricted only to environment regions covered by the grid.
• When the robot is switched on or disturbed, its current position on the grid
may require specifying.
To avoid these shortcomings, we used a local certainty grid with a cell size of 10cm and
a minimum side length of 3m. The certainty grid's position, relative to the environment, is
maintained using odometry so that the robot is always located near to its centre. Unlike,
the certainty grid's position, the orientation of the grid is kept fixed relative to the robot's
initial direction at startup. The grid's orientation is also maintained by using the robot's
odometry. By allowing the grid to only shift its position (in the environment) by whole cell
amounts, CVs can be translated to neighbouring cells with relative ease. This arrangement
also allows the grid to be easily extended to accommodate any larger CVs that propagate
off any of the grid's edges, as shown in Figure 7.6. However, if larger CVs are maintained
for long periods, the objects they represent could have their positions wrongly indicated
due to the accumulation of odometry inaccuracies. To prevent this from occurring and the
grid form becoming too large, all CVs are diminished over time by decrementing their
values every time the robot moves one metre. If all CVs along an extended edge of the
grid achieve minimum values, the edge is moved to the nearest non-zero CV above the
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minimum size of the grid. New CVs that are propagated onto the certainty grid are
initialised to -1.

Figure 7.6 Robot with local extendible certainty grid for predicting collision points.

Although the above certainty grid can facilitate the detection of objects over time,
particularly if the robot traverses the same space often, the robot can still have difficulties
detecting objects in front of it when unfamiliar regions are negotiated. For example, Figure
7.6 shows typically how a flat wall in an unfamiliar region would be detected by the
certainty grid while the robot is performing wall following behaviour. Since the presence
of the wall in front of the robot is not indicated by the grid, any training patterns derived
from left-hand immediate trajectories would be incorrect due to their trajectory velocities
being wrongly estimated because of the undetected collision points.
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To overcome this problem trajectory collision points are not calculated immediately,
but instead are calculated after the robot has moved some distance. Table 7.1 describes
the distance the robot has to move before trajectory collision points are estimated.

Trajectory
T0
T1L and T1R
T2L and T3R
T3L and T3R

Traj. Radius
NA
2m
1m
0.3m

Distance
1m
1m
0.75m
0.25m

Table 7.1 Distances robot must move prior to estimating trajectory collision points.

For example, assume at time Tn on Figure 7.7(a) the collision point of trajectory T1L is to
be estimated while the robot was performing wall following. At that time, the input vector
to FAM T1L is obtained from sensors along with global references to all cells that are
within 40cm of the trajectory's extrapolated path. At time Tn+d (shown on Figure 7.7(b))
the robot moved d m along its path to point P2 which resulted in more of the environment
surrounding T1L at point P1 being resolved.

(a)
Figure 7.7

(b)

Estimating trajectory collision points using the certainty grid. (a) Input

vector for trajectory T1L obtained at P1. (b) T1L's collision point determined at P2.
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Consequently, as a result of having traversed 0.75 m from P1, the robot accesses all the
cells that were referenced at P1. If any of these cells contain a CV with a current value
above the CV threshold (i.e. 7-8) an object cell is indicated. The object cell producing the
trajectory's nearest collision point to P1 is accepted as trajectory T1L's collision point.
From this, the trajectory's appropriate velocity is calculated and associated with the input
vector taken at P1. If no collision point is found, due to all referenced CVs at P1 being
below the CV threshold, the input vector is associated with trajectory T1L's maximum
velocity. The resulting training exemplar is then used to update FAM T1L.

Occasionally, situations can occur where the robot fails to continue moving forward in
unmapped regions and fails to resolve objects in the vicinity of extrapolated trajectories.
Figure 7.8 shows a typical example of this occurring to a robot performing right wall
following behaviour. Consequently, the absence of high CVs where objects exist can result
in inappropriately fast velocities being associated with trajectories that intersect the
undetected objects.

Figure 7.8 Wrongly predicted trajectory velocity due to undetected objects.
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To prevent this occurring, estimated trajectory velocities are only accepted if one or more
subsequent sonar scans are performed within a preset distance of the estimated
trajectory's collision point. If no collision point is estimated, due to no objects being
detected, then the collision point is assumed to be at the trajectory's stopping distance if
the robot were to decelerate from maximum velocity. i.e.:
d=

2a
V2

where:

7.2
d = distance to assumed collision point
a = trajectory's deceleration rate
V = trajectory's maximum velocity

Table 7.2 shows the minimum distances between estimated (or assumed) collision points
and locations of subsequent sonar scans for the estimated trajectory velocity's to be
accepted.

Trajectory
T0
T1L and T1R
T2L and T3R
T3L and T3R

Traj. Radius
NA
2m
1m
0.3m

Min Distance
1m
0.8m
0.6m
0.4m

Table 7.2 Minimum distances between estimated collision points and locations of
subsequent sonar scans for the estimated collision point to be accepted.

Although the use of a certainty grid can enable trajectory collision points to be predicted,
the requirement of the robot to accurately track its motion with odometry can render the
robot's representation of objects to be susceptible to errors. Particularly, if the robot
experiences collisions, bumps, wheel slip, or is repositioned by human intervention.
However, based on experiments conducted, this did not appear to be a serious problem in
relation to learning trajectory velocities within our laboratory environments for a number of
reasons. Only objects in the near vicinity of the robot are required to determine trajectory
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collision points. Since these are quickly updated by subsequent repeated sonar scans, the
generation of inappropriate training patterns is limited and generally small in comparison to
the number of training patterns generated with appropriate velocities, (unless the
environment's floor is very rough). Since weighted averaging is used to update FAM
entries (as explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.11) a small proportion of inappropriate
training patterns dose not alter FAM velocity entries significantly. Inappropriately high CVs
also become diminished quickly over time by being decremented every time the robot
traverses one metre.

Furthermore, when odometry errors occur, it usually causes objects to appear larger
on the grid or it can result in phantom objects being present on the grid. Consequently,
odometry errors are likely to result in predicted collision points being closer to the robot
than they actually are in the environment. Therefore, most training patterns generated with
inappropriate velocities, due to odometry errors, are likely to have slower velocities than
they would otherwise have if no odometry errors occurred. Thus, when these
inappropriately slow training patterns are added to the FAMs, FAM entries are usually
adjusted downwards. Generally, this does not cause the robot to increase its likelihood of
colliding with objects as slower trajectories are not likely to be followed if faster
trajectories exist in alternative FAMs.

Symmetrical learning (explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.13) can also be utilized to
increase the robot's learning rate providing all sensors on the ring have similar
characteristics. Thus, all training patterns that are used to update left FAMs, can also be
used to update corresponding opposite FAMs on the right and visa versa. Therefore if
symmetrical learning is enabled, potentially, 14 training patterns can be produced at each
time step instead of 7.
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It may also be possible to generate many more training patterns per time step if the
certainty grid is used to obtain all collision points for all trajectories in all sonar directions
instead of only obtaining training patterns for the immediate trajectories. For example, by
rotating the robot's perception within the sonar ring, an additional 7 trajectories for each of
the other 15 sonar directions may be able to be estimated. Therefore, 7 * 16 * 2 = 224
training patterns per time step may be achievable, (ie 7 trajectories * 16 sonar
directions * 2 symmetric exemplars). However, this many FAM updates per time step
would be computationally expensive. It would also be considerably more difficult to
determine if each estimated collision point is valid. Therefore, to stay within the time
constraints of the robot's hardware, the experiments described in the following section
were performed by only estimating trajectory collision points for the robot's 7 immediate
trajectories at each time step (with symmetrical updates). The possibility of obtaining more
training patterns at each time step by considering trajectory collision points in other
directions is left for future investigation.

7.4 Learning Trajectory Velocities Initially
In the previous TVL experiments (see Chapters 4 to 6), before any learning takes place,
all FAM entries are initialised to low velocities (normally 0.1m/s). Thus, upon startup the
robot perceives all its trajectories to be 0.1m/s regardless of where it is positioned. As
learning progresses via the special learning behaviour, (described in Chapter 4, Section
4.5), FAM entries become updated to faster velocities resulting in some trajectories being
perceived to be faster than others at various locations in the environment. So when the
robot is switched to another behaviour, eg obstacle avoidance, the faster learnt trajectories
become selected by the robot so as to comply with the instruction: choose fast
trajectories nearest to the forward direction. Consequently, this results in appropriate
motion because the faster learnt trajectories appear to decelerate as the robot approaches
objects. This causes other faster trajectories to be selected if the robot happens to get to
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close to an object. Thus, the actual learning task is one of learning trajectory velocities
for faster trajectories.

If on the other hand FAM entries were initialised to high velocities (say 1.0m/s), the
learning task would become one of learning trajectory velocities for slower
trajectories and as learning progresses some trajectories would become perceived to be
slower than the initial setting of 1m/s. However, if the robot were now to be given an
instruction to: choose fast trajectories nearest to the forward direction, the robot
would choose the faster unlearnt trajectories which in many cases could result in the robot
being propelled hard into objects since these unfamiliar trajectories appear to not slow
down as they approach objects, (as explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.10).

Thus, for TVL to work effectively, it is important to initialise FAM entries to low
velocities before any learning is done. However, if the robot is to learn trajectory velocities
by estimating trajectory collision points while performing behaviours (like obstacle
avoidance or wall following), the robot upon initial startup would not have any fast
trajectories to follow. It consequently would only move at 0.1m/s in the forward direction
until a collision occurs or faster trajectories become learnt. This is because when all
trajectories (including those in other directions) are perceived to be below the velocity
threshold, the robot chooses the fastest perceived trajectory by default. Since all perceived
trajectories are equal, the robot chooses the forward trajectory.

Although cautious motion can be considered appropriate for a completely
inexperience robot, the slow initial motion of the robot shortly after startup can make initial
learning slow if the special learning behaviour is not engaged. We refer to this problem as
the TVL initialization problem. There are a number of ways of solving this problem.
Perhaps the simplest way of overcoming the TVL initialisation problem is to save the
contents of the TVL FAMs prior to robot shutdown so that the learnt trajectory velocities
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can be restored upon robot startup. Thus, the only time the robot has to learn trajectory
velocities from scratch is when it is used for the first time, the FAM configuration is
changed, or the learnt trajectory velocities have become lost or corrupted. To learn
trajectory velocities from scratch, the special learning behaviour can be used or
approximate FAM entries could be downloaded from a simulator.

However, even if the robot's TVL FAMs are pre-loaded with a considerable amount
of trajectory velocity data, the robot could still encounter situations that produce input
vectors that map to FAM entries which contain no data. Consequently, the robot would
momentarily slow down to a crawl until either familiar input vectors occur or the unfamiliar
situation becomes learnt. This is particularly noticeable when the robot is placed in highly
irregular environments where objects are regularly rearranged and could reduce the robot's
capacity to perform useful work.

The absence of any locomotion control upon initialisation is not a problem with
animals because all animals apparently are born with a limited amount of innate control. In
many cases this inherited control is sufficient for considerable locomotion to be possible
immediately after birth, (eg horses, lizards, elephants). In other cases, (eg humans,
kangaroos) the use of innate control becomes possible after sufficient development of
limbs and sensors has occurred. Thus, for high-level animals, it appears all are born with
limited innate locomotion control and use this control to learn increased competence at
higher level behaviours like avoiding injury, hunting, climbing, etc.

7.5 Negotiating Unfamiliar Environment Regions
To assist the robot to negotiate the environment at initial startup and maintain motion when
unfamiliar environment regions are encountered, we decided to provide the robot with
additional supplementary control objects. The supplementary control objects are only
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enabled when more than two thirds of the TVL FAMs indicate unfamiliar input vectors are
being received, as shown in Figure 7.9. Thus, instead of moving slowly at initial startup or
reducing speed to 0.1m/s when all FAMs perceive unfamiliar input vectors, the robot can
now activate its supplementary control to maintain its motion.

Figure 7.9. Using supplementary control objects to maintain robot motion when
unfamiliar input vectors are received by TVL FAMs.

The amount of experience acquired by each FAM entry is recorded by accumulating the
sum of the respective fuzzy rule’s stimulation levels resulting from all training exemplars
which map to the entry, i.e.
Ei = ∑ (x , v)∈T ìA i (x )

7.3

j

where Ei represents the experience acquired by entry i and µAi(x) represents minimum
input membership of training pattern Tj with input x, (Further information on recording the
experience acquired by FAM entries can be found in Chapter 4, Section 4.16).
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7.6 Implementing Supplementary Control
To implement the supplementary control objects we utilised the robot's certainty grid for
calculating appropriate motion based on Artificial Potential Fields (APFs), (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.3 for an overview of APF control). Although hand-coded behaviours could have
been used instead of APFs, the APF implementation was chosen for the following reasons:
1. Robust hand-coded behaviours are difficult to implement and may not respond
appropriately in unknown and untested environments.
2. APF can be easily and inexpensively implemented with the existing certainty
grid.
3. APF only requires objects to become realised on the certainty grid for
appropriate APF responses to be available.
4. TVL and APF are relatively complementary in that APF can enable the robot
to maintain motion and responsiveness when TVL FAMS have insufficient
knowledge to know how to react. Also, many of the APF shortcomings (listed
in Chapter 2, Section 2.3; eg local minimums, oscillations) are avoided
because the APF control object is mostly activated only momentarily when
input vectors appear unfamiliar.

The supplementary goal seeking behaviour object was implemented by giving each
occupied certainty grid cell a one unit repulsive force divided by the square of its distance
to the robot and by giving the goal a 0.5 unit constant attractive force. The direction of
motion was determined by the vector sum of all forces. The supplementary object
avoidance object was achieved by assuming the goal was always located 1.5m in front of
the robot. Due to the difficulty in implementing reliable wall following behaviours with
APFs, APF object avoidance was used for the wall following object instead with one
modification. Each object cell was given a one unit repulsive force divided by the cube of
its distance to the robot. Without
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this modification, the robot would tend to turn away from walls when significant unfamiliar
environment regions were encountered. Although the robot could still drift away from walls
if considerable unfamiliar features were encountered, this did not occur often because
trajectory velocities near flat walls are generally easy to learn. Thus, the engagement of
supplementary control when following walls is usually momentary in most situations.

Unlike TVL behaviours, the APF behaviours are used to only appropriately control
the robot's direction of motion and not its speed. To set the robot's velocity when
performing APF behaviours the minimum sonar range reading is used thus:

V = 2 ad

where:

7.4
d = minimum sensor range reading
a = deceleration rate: 0.5m/s2
V = robot's velocity

Although the intermittent engagement of APF behaviours can result in the robot receiving
abrupt changes in its velocity commands, this did not create a problem for the Yamabico
robot as it only increases or decreases its speed at a rate preset by the robot's maximum
acceleration or deceleration settings. Thus the robot tends to set its speed at the average of
any rapid consecutive velocity commands.
All supplementary control objects are only activated when more than two thirds of the
TVL FAMs indicate unfamiliar input vectors are being received. Although this may not
occur often, particularly if the robot is familiar with its environment, our experiments
described in Section 7.7 demonstrate it effectively enables the inexperienced robot to
improve its TVL behaviours without being adversely effected by the FAM initialisation
problem or unfamiliar environment features.
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7.7 Adaptive TVL Experimental Results
To test the ability of TVL robots to learn trajectory velocities while performing behaviours
the multi-FAM configuration described in Chapter 5 was used together with the certainty
grid described in Section 7.3. Tests were conducted in the laboratory environment shown
in Figure 7.10. Some objects were also placed in the environment and moved to different
positions to test the ability of the robot to adapt to changed environments.

Figure 7.10 Environment used to test adaptive behaviour learning experiments.

Switching between Artificial Potential Field (APF) behaviours and TVL behaviours was
achieved by constantly monitoring the experience levels of the robot's immediate perceived
trajectory velocities.

Whenever greater than two thirds of the immediate perceived

trajectory velocities produced experience levels of less than 3, the appropriate APF
behaviour was engaged. (Note: a FAM entry with an experience level of 3 is equivalent to
the entry having been trained with approximately 3 training patterns which map directly to
that entry, see Chapter 4 Section 4.12 for further details.)
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7.8 Adaptively Learning the Laboratory Environment
To compare learning times and performances between the adaptive learning strategy
described in Chapter 7.6 and the separate special learning behaviour approach of Chapter
4, we conducted a number of object avoidance trials in the laboratory environment shown
in Figure 7.10. Figure 7.11 shows a plot of the proportion of time spent performing APF
object avoidance behaviour with respect to the time spent performing TVL object
avoidance behaviour. The plot was produced from the average ratio figures over 5
consecutive trials. Prior to each trial, all FAM entries were initialised to 0.1 m/s.

0.5
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0.1
0
20

40
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Figure 7.11 Graph showing the proportion of time spent operating under control of
the APF behaviour when performing obstacle avoidance in the laboratory
environment. (Note: The plot was taken form data averaged over 5 trials).

It can be seem from Figure 7.11 that the robot rapidly learns open spaces within the first
12 minutes of learning. During this time the behaviour ratio changes from 1.0 to 0.2 (ie a
change of from 100% innate behaviour control to just 20% innate control). The gradual
change in the behaviour ratio between 12 minutes and 50 minutes (ie 0.2 to 0.03) is
attributed to the robot learning trajectory approaches toward walls and objects. After this
period the robot appears to have acquired complete control of itself via its TVL
behaviours. Figure 7.12 compares the total amount of velocity changes occurring to all
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FAM entries per second of learning time for the APF adaptive learning approach and
the TVL special learning behaviour approach described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 7.12 Comparison of the total FAM change per second for the adaptive
learning approach and the separate special learning behaviour approach in the
laboratory environment. (The plots was derived from data averaged over 5 trials).

Generally, the Adaptive Learning method changed FAM entries more quickly in early
learning because the robot did not have to regularly stop, change directions and select new
trajectories to follow. With both learning methods the FAMs appeared to stabilize after
40 minutes with little changes to FAM velocity entries occurring after this time. Both
methods also achieved similar levels of competence after 45 minutes of learning. Figure
7.13 (a)-(f) shows typical robot paths when performing object avoidance, wall following
and goal seeking behaviours after adaptive object avoidance behaviour was performed in
the lab for 45 min. However in more cluttered environments the adaptive learning
approach had a distinct advantage over the special learning behaviour approach due to the
TVL special learning behaviour approach tending to confine the robot to small sections of
the environment during learning as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.3. (Note: The ability
of the adaptive learning approach to learn cluttered environments is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 9, Section 9.5.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.13 (a) Object avoidance, (b) wall following and (c) goal seeking
behaviours after wandering behaviour was performed in the lab for 45 min. (Note:
Paths shown were plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)

To test the ability of the robot to adapt to changed environments, the objects were relocated
as shown in Figure 7.14. The robot was then engaged in object avoidance behaviour for a
further 10 min after which wall following and goal seeking behaviours were again performed.
Figure 7.14 (a)-(c) shows typical paths traced out by the robot when these behaviours were
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performed in the changed environment. For all tests no collisions occurred and the robot
exhibited appropriate control for these behaviours which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the adaptive learning approach to learning trajectory velocities.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.14

(a)

Object avoidance, (b) wall following and (c) goal seeking

behaviours after adapting to the changed environment. (Note: Paths shown were
plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)
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7.9 Summary of adaptive TVL Behaviours
When a TVL robot is activated for the first time, its TVL FAMs contain no knowledge and
consequently the robot possesses no ability to perform its required behaviours. To acquire
competence at performing its behaviours the robot requires both sensor range readings and
trajectory collision points from various locations within the environment. Throughout
Chapters 4 to 6 it was shown how this could be achieved by engaging the robot in a special
learning behaviour. However, if the robot is to learn and improve its behaviours while it is
performing these same behaviours, some method has to be devised which enables the robot
to perform its behaviours or (at least maintain its motion) when its FAMs contain no
knowledge or the robot encounters an unfamiliar region of the environment.

This chapter described how TVL robots can be provided with the ability to adapt to
unknown environments without the need to perform the special learning behaviour
described in Chapter 4. This was achieved by providing the robot with a certainty grid
which was used to estimate the collision points of the robot's immediate trajectories. To
prevent the robot from moving slowly and incompetently immediately proceeding
initialisation and in unfamiliar regions, supplementary control implemented with APFs was
also incorporated into the robot. This supplementary control is engaged when greater than
two thirds of the TVL FAMs indicate unlearnt input vectors are being received.

The experiments described in this chapter demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach at learning unknown and changed environments. The robot was also able to
increase it competence at negotiating cluttered environments by relying on the
supplementary control objects to maintain motion when unfamiliar sections of the
environment were encountered. The experiments also showed how the dependence on
supplementary control for maintaining consistent motion is diminished over time as the
robot becomes increasingly familiar with its environment.
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Chapter 8
Evolving TVL FAM Matrices.
To be completely adaptable, an autonomous agent should be able to adapt its structure,
sensors and behaviours over time in order to maximize its survivability and to function
more effectively in an ever changing environment. Undoubtedly, life has been performing
this process for a very long time which has resulted in the diverse array of life-forms which
exist in the world today. In this Chapter we examine the possibility of improving the
performance and efficiency of TVL robots by evolving the TVL FAMs with a genetic
algorithm.

8.1 Perceptual Adaptation
To achieve maximum utilisation of perceptual resources and efficient use of the brains
limited processing power, different life forms have evolved characteristically different
sensors to suit specific needs. For example, bats have poor vision yet have highly sensitive
ultrasonic auditory capabilities for sonar navigated flight in the dark. Dogs have sensitive
smell and hearing yet have limited visual perception of colours and stationary objects.
Additionally, carnivores generally have forward positioned eyes providing binocular vision
for locating and tracking prey, whereas herbivores generally have side mounted eyes
providing a wide visual field for detecting approaching predators.
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Furthermore, the eye's retina is structured with a small concentration of nerves and
receptors near the center of the visual field called the fovea and fewer receptors toward
the edge of the visual field. The resulting foveal perception enables the bulk of the brain's
limited processing power to be concentrated in the center of the visual field for resolving
fine details and identifying objects while still allowing some processing power for detecting
predominate environment features and movement toward the edges of the visual field.

Similarly, if robots are to achieve optimal utilisation of their available processing
power, different sensors will need to have different amounts of computing resourses
allocated to them. Also, as the robot's environment changes and the applied task differs,
the robot's perceptual computing resources may likewise require changes so that suitable
perception is achieved efficiently.

8.2 Evolving Robots.
To avoid much of the difficult work required to design and program robots, AI researchers
have been applying evolutionary computing techniques for developing robots which can
function effectively and adapt to their environments in a similar way to living organisms.
(e.g. [Floreano and Mondada, 1994], [Wilson, 1991], [Dorigo and Schnepf, 1993],
[Floreano, 1998] and [Pollack et al, 2000]). The most common evolutionary computing
technique applied to robotics is Genetic Algorithms which involves a search procedure
based on the mechanics of natural selection (see [Goldberg, 1989]). When applied to
evolving robot controllers this usually involves searching the space of possible controllers in
an attempt to find one that performs well. However, this requires the performance of each
controller in the search to be tested in order to evaluate its fitness. Due to the time required
to test controllers on a real robot the search has to be either restricted in some way, (eg
[Floreano and Mondada, 1996], [Hagras et al, 2001]), assisted like in [Colombetti and
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Dorigo, 1993 & 1994] or performed in simulations, (eg [Harvey, 1990], [Beer and
Callager, 1991]). However, when simulators are used to evaluate the fitness of evolved
robot controllers, the resultant controller may not work effectively in the physical robot due
to the difficulties associated with adequately modeling the environment and robot’s sensors
(particularly if noisy sensors such as ultrasonic sensors are used).

Although most evolutionary robotic work is aimed at evolving robot controllers to
perform specific behaviours (see [Mataric and Cliff, 1996]), some work has been done in
the area of evolving both the sensors and control system of simulated robots. For example,
[Cliff et al. 1993b] showed how a simulated robot equipped with 2 movable coarse
arrays of photosensors could be evolved to produce both appropriate photo-array
orientation and effective neural controller connections. Although the task was simulated
and relatively simple: ie finding the centre of a circular room, it demonstrates a possible
means of how robots can acquire increased performance and efficiency by evolving their
perception to suit both the environment and the desired task.

In previous chapters, it was explained how mobile robots, equipped with sonar
sensors, can automatically acquire multiple behaviors simultaneously in unknown
environments using TVL. The various experiments described how this could be achieved in
relatively simple environments with a single FAM matrix as shown in Chapter 4 and in
more complex environments with multiple FAM matrices as shown in Chapter 5. Also, the
robot's ability to adapt to changed environments and damaged sensors was explained in
Chapter 6.

Although these experiments demonstrate how TVL can eliminate much of the work
required to program a variety of behaviors into robots, this still required the TVL FAM
matrices to be carefully configured to suit the robot's sensors and to enable the robot to
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perceive its environment with reasonable accuracy. (Note: for a more concise description
of FAMs see: [Zadeh, 1973], [Kosko, 1992] and [Sudkamp and Hammell, 1994]). The
following sections of this Chapter describe how the process of configuring the TVL
FAMs, to suit the robot’s sensors and environment, can be accomplished automatically by
evolving the TVL FAMs with a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The experimental results (in
Section 8.8) demonstrate how this innovation not only eliminates the need to manually
configure the TVL FAMs, but also enables the robot to make more efficient and effective
use of its available perceptual resources. Furthermore, the search can be performed
quickly by using training data acquired from the robot's sensors and appropriate
associated trajectory velocities, avoiding the need to perform time consuming fitness
evaluations with the robot or in simulations.

8.3 Automatic Perceptual Resource Allocation for TVL Robots
By far the main disadvantage with using TVL FAM matrices, when used to classify robot
sensor data, is that the size of each matrix increases exponentially with increasing numbers
of inputs and fuzzy membership functions. For example, a FAM which has 16 inputs
connected to sensors, and 4 fuzzy sets describing each input, will require 416 or
4,294,970,000 entries to store its rule consequents. For this reason TVL FAMs should be
carefully configured in order to make efficient use of available memory. Furthermore,
environments can differ considerably. Therefore a TVL FAM configuration which works
perfectly well in one environment may not perform well at learning trajectory velocities in
other environments due to the presence of features which produce conflicting input
vectors. This usually occurs when the environment is inadequately resolved due to
insufficient sensors being connected to FAMs or if inappropriate fuzzy membership
functions are used to describe the sensor data.
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For this reason automating the process of perceptual resource allocation can help
reduce the amount of work needed to manually configure TVL FAMs to suit specific
sensor arrangements and environment types. It can also potentially facilitate the addition of
new sensors to the robot’s perception. This is because each FAM can automatically
establish connections to sensors that deliver relevant information to resolve its respective
trajectory. Likewise, sensors which prove to be of little benefit in resolving the trajectory
of a specific FAM, may become disconnected from that FAM to allow the allocated
memory to be used on other more important sensors or on other FAMs. For example, a
robot which functions in open environments may acquire increased competence at moving
quickly through the environment by concentrating its perceptual resources on the forward
facing sensors. Similarly, a robot in a more cluttered environments may allocate increased
perceptual resources to the side sensors to improve its ability to resolve open spaces
between objects.

8.4 Evolving TVL FAMs with GAs
Recently, [Kar, 91], [Homaifar and McCormick, 1995] and [Kim ed el, 1995] showed
how both rules and fuzzy membership functions could be found using GAs. They
demonstrated this by finding near optimal control solutions for the inverted pendulum
problem, the truck backing up problem and the cart centering problem. However, control
problems of this type usually require the fuzzy parameters of only two inputs to be
discovered along with rule tables which contain no more than 50 rules. Applying the same
techniques to evolve FAMs which not only have many inputs but also require their inputs
to be selected would be to difficult to be achieved in reasonable time due to the large
number of rules they contain. Fortunately, TVL FAMs have the advantage that only the
input connections and fuzzy membership functions have to be evolved since the rule
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consequents can be acquired directly from training data derived from the robot’s
interactions with the environment, (as explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 and Chapter 7).

Additionally, because we are dealing with a data classification problem for which
training data can be easily acquired there is no need to evaluate the fitness of population
members on the actual robot (or in simulations) which is a major limiting factor with most
existing evolutionary robot research work (e.g. [Meden, 1996], [Husbands et al, 1993],
[Floreano and Mondada 1994, 1996]). Instead, all that is required to evolve TVL FAMs
is for training data to be acquired from the robot’s interactions with the environment and
for each FAM to be evolved around the training data so that the resulting configuration has
the greatest capacity to learn and appropriately classify the training data with the minimum
amount of required memory.

8.5 TVL FAM Genetic Code
Designing a genetic code to discover the solution to a specific control or classifier problem
requires considerable attention to be made as to how the device should be represented,
what parameters should be included in the genotype and how parameters should be
encoded. How a genotype is structured can mean the difference between a GA which
discovers optimal solutions quickly or one which is nearly worthless. A genetic search can
be greatly assisted by structuring the search around the unknown commodities in the
design and by avoiding the inclusion of alleles (parameters) which describe information
that is already known. Also, genes representing FAM connections which have relevance
to each other should be positioned together within the genotype (i.e. genetic code) to
increase the likelihood of both being passed on to offspring.

In determining the structure of the TVL FAM genotype we firstly considered all
information that is known about optimal TVL FAM solutions so that the search could be
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reduced by encoding only unknown parameters. The following details can be considered
appropriate for all TVL FAM designs and therefore can be left out of the genetic search to
reduce the search space:
(a)

All FAMs resolve their respective trajectories independently of each
other and therefore can be evolved independently with their own training
data.

(b) Symmetrically opposite FAMs can be considered mirror images of each
other (i.e. same sensors and trajectories except for being on opposite
sides of the robot). Therefore only solutions of FAMs T0, T1L, T2L and
T3L have to be found since FAMs T1R, T2R and T3R can be derived
from their symmetrically opposite counterparts, (assuming symmetrically
opposite sensors have approximately the same characteristics).
(c)

The forward trajectory FAM (T0) should have symmetric input
connections across the front to back axis. Furthermore, the symmetrically
opposite sensors on the left and right side of the front sensor can be
grouped (i.e. connected to the same FAM input by always accepting the
minimum range reading as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.2).

(d) Sensors near to a specific trajectory have the greatest significance as
inputs to that trajectory’s FAM and therefore should be included as
inputs to that FAM. Likewise, sensors located furthest from a specific
trajectory have least significance to its respective FAM and therefore can
be excluded as inputs to that FAM.
(e)

Sensors connected to any FAM should form an array of sensors
comprising a continuous section of the sonar ring and can be regarded as
being either foveal (central) sensors or peripheral sensors. (It is also likely
that foveal sensors will have more fuzzy membership functions than
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peripheral sensors. Also peripheral sensors may be grouped in some
cases to reduce memory usage).
The following details are not so explicitly known about optimal TVL FAMs and therefore
the genotype should be structured to efficiently discover this information:
(a)

How many inputs should each FAM have?

(b)

Precisely which sensors should be connected to each FAM?

(c)

How many fuzzy sets should each input have?

(d)

Where should each membership function be positioned?

(e)

What should the maximum and minimum range reading of each input be?

(f)

Should any FAM’s sensors (besides T0 FAM sensors) be grouped?

From this information we encoded each genotype of FAMs T1L to T3L as shown in
Figure 8.1. The genotype of FAM T0 is identical to Figure 8.1 except only 6 genes are
required to describe the necessary FAM inputs instead of 10. The configurations of FAMs
T1R to T3R do not need to be directly evolved because their configurations can be
derived directly from the evolved solutions of FAMs T1L to T3L (as explained in point (b)
on the previous page).
Gene 1

Gene 2

NumFzySets

MinIP

5

50

Gene 3

MaxIP

100

Gene 9

FovealPosn

FovealCon

Grouped

80

0.5

1

Gene 10

Foveal Concentration

125cm

25cm
Min IP

Foveal Position

Max IP

Figure 8.1 Genotype for encoding a TVL FAM. Each gene represents one FAM input.
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For FAMs T1L to T3L, each gene shown in Figure 8.1 represents a FAM connection to a
specific sensor (or group of sensors) with the central gene representing the sensor nearest
to the FAM’s respective trajectory. All genes have a total of 6 alleles (parameters) with 5
being used to specify the corresponding input’s triangular membership functions and 1
allele indicating if the connected sensor is grouped to a neighboring sensor in the case of
outer peripheral genes (inputs). (Note: the Grouped allele is only used to allow the two
current outer peripheral sensors to be grouped with their neighbours and has no effect on
genes which do not represent outer peripheral sensors). When the allele representing the
number of fuzzy sets (ie NumFzySets) is set to 1 the gene’s sensor is considered
disconnected from the FAM. To maintain continuous perception, only the two current
outer peripheral sensors are permitted to become disconnected. Figure 8.2 shows how
sensors would be connected to FAMs if all genes have the NumFzySets allele greater than
1 and no peripheral grouping is indicated by any of the Grouped alleles of outer peripheral
genes being set. FAM T0 is treated the same as FAMs T1L to T3L except there is only
one gene to represent the two current outer peripheral sensors due to its sensors being
symmetrically grouped.
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0 15
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1
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15
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13
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T2L

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

15

14

13

T3L

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

15

14

13

Figure 8.2 Sensor connections represented by each gene

To provide FAMs with the ability to evolve foveal perception, alleles specifying fovea
position and foveal concentration (ie FovealPosn and FovealCon in Figure 8.1) are
provided in each gene. Each triangular membership function’s position is determined by
firstly calculating the distance of the fovea to the normal (equally spaced) position of each
triangle. ie:
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 x − x min 
d n = (n − 1) max
 + xmin − f x
 N −1 
where:

dn
fx
N
n
xmax
xmin

=
=
=
=
=
=

8.1

membership fn's distance to fovea's position
fovea's position
number of fuzzy sets
fuzzy set number
upper limit of membership functions
lower limit of membership functions

and by then adjusting this distance by raising its ratio (with respect to the fovea position
and MaxIP or MinIP input values) by the foveal concentration. ie
dx
d n ≥ 0 : an = f x + ( x max − f c )
x max − f c
dx
d n < 0 : a n = f x + ( f x − x min )
f x − x min
where:

an
fc

( f x +1)

8.2
( f x +1)

= adjusted membership fn's distance to fovea's position
= foveal concentration

giving the final centre position of each triangular membership function as:
tn = f x − a n
where:

tn

8.3
= position of membership function n

Although the above described genotype may appear restrictive, this is necessary to
prevent FAMs from becoming training data specific and incapable of classifying other input
patterns that may occur in the same environment. This is because no amount of training
data can comprehensively describe complex or changing environments. Therefore, the
training data can only be considered a guide for the evolutionary process rather than the
desired objective. Without the above constraints, evolutionary pressure applied to FAMs
to encourage them to become smaller and more efficient, could cause FAMs to loose
important connections and fuzzy membership functions while still maintaining the ability to
recognize the training data. Thus by having the FAM structure appropriately described in
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the genotype, FAMs are more likely to evolve the ability to resolve the environment from
which the training data was derived.

8.6 Evolving TVL FAM Solutions
To evolve FAMs an initial population is produced by randomly setting the alleles of
population members. Parent selection is done via roulette wheel selection with
reproduction performed by single point crossover at gene boundaries. Mutations are
performed incrementally on all alleles with a probability of 0.005. Only valid mutations are
allowed. The alleles: NumFzySets, MinInput and MaxInput are kept between 1 to 8, 25
cm to 60 cm, and 70 cm to 125 cm respectively. FoveaPosn is maintained between
MaxInput and MinInput always. Any FAM which, as a result of initialization or
reproduction, ends up with a size greater than 100,000 entries is deleted. Initialization or
reproduction is continued until the population is filled. The population size is fixed at 500
members and the fittest member is always included in the next generation without
modification.

8.7 Evaluating the Fitness of TVL FAMs
To calculate the fitness of each population member two iterations are performed through
the training data. The first iteration is done to train the FAM, the 2nd iteration is to
determine the FAM’s ability to recall the appropriate velocity of each training pattern. We
found no advantage in dividing the training data into training and test sets because testing
was only done to determine if appropriate FAM inputs and membership functions exist for
the FAM to perceive learnt velocities accurately.

Each member’s fitness is based on the sum of scaled errors produced during the test
iteration. Only errors where the FAM’s output is greater than the training pattern’s velocity
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are used in the calculation. Thus the accepted scaled error for each training pattern is given
by:
Verr = V FAM − Vdata
Verr ≤ k err :

E vel = 0

8.4
2

Verr > k err :

Evel

V

=  err + 1 − 1
 Vdata


where:

=
=
=
=

accepted training pattern's error
velocity produced by FAM
velocity of training pattern
mismatch tolerance

Evel
VFAM
Vdata
k err

The accepted classification errors in Equation 8.4 are scaled by squaring the offset error
ratio so that larger errors effect the fitness measure to a greater extent than small errors.
Training pattern errors where the velocity perceived by the FAM is less than the training
pattern velocity are ignored for two reasons:
1.

If the robot perceives a trajectory to be faster than the appropriate velocity this
often results in a collision, whereas trajectories perceived to be slower than the
appropriate velocity usually only result in the robot selecting another faster
trajectory to follow.

2.

Prior to learning, the robot’s FAM entries are initialized to low velocities (0.1m/s)
and because weighted averaging is used to train FAM entries, it often takes a
number of similar training patterns to bring entries up to the velocity associated
with the training patterns. Therefore, it is expected that inexperienced entries will
have significantly lower velocities than that of the training data.

To calculate each population member’s fitness rating based on errors, all scaled training
pattern errors are added together and then divided by the number of training patterns to
get the average error per training pattern, i.e.
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E FAM = ∑
i =1

Evel
N
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8.5

and then each population member’s average error per training pattern is converted into a
raw fitness measure by subtracting it from a predefined maximum error rating.
Ferr = Emax − EFAM
where:

Ferr
Emax
EFAM

8.6

= FAM's fitness based on errors
= pre-defined max fitness based on errors
= FAM's rating based on errors

To encourage FAMs to evolve smaller sizes each population member’s raw fitness based
on errors is adjusted by the FAM's size, thus:
Fsize = k size

S max − S FAM
S max − S min

Fraw = Ferr + Ferr Fsize )
where:

Fraw
k size
Fsize
S max
S min
S FAM

=
=
=
=
=
=

8.7
8.8

FAM's final raw fitness
pressure to evolve smaller FAMs ≈ 0.1
FAM's fitness based on size
size of largest FAM
size of smallest FAM
size of FAM

which means FAMs can have their raw fitness increased by 10% if they achieve minimum
size. To convert the final raw fitness measures to scaled fitness values the basic GA fitness
scaling principal was used (see [Goldberg, 1989]) with a scaling factor of 2.5. Thus, the
fittest FAM has 2.5 times more likelihood of being selected for reproduction than FAMs
with average fitness.
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8.8 GA TVL FAM Experiments
To determine the ability of the GA to evolve appropriate perception for different
environments training data from the two environments shown in Figure 8.2 was collected.
The training data was acquired by using the robot to repeatedly follow random trajectories
until a collision or full circle occurred upon which the sensor data was associated with
appropriate velocities based on collision distance (as explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.9).
This was continued until 1500 unique training patterns were accumulated from each of the
two environments for each trajectory. The TVL FAMs were then evolved from the training
data. Figure 8.3 shows a typical example run of how the fitness of the FAM T1L
improved over 100 generations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2 Environments used to evolve the robot’s TVL FAMs (a) open, (b) cluttered.
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Figure 8.3 Fitness of best individual in each generation for FAM T1L
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Figure 8.4 Final evolved TVL FAMs for both environments.
(a) The open environment (b) The cluttered environment.
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The other FAMs (ie T0L, T2L and T3L) produced similar fitness plots to FAM T1L
(shown in Figure 8.3). The main reason why increased FAM fitness was achieved with
data derived from the uncluttered environment rather than the cluttered environment was
due to the fact that the cluttered environment produced a greater varieties of training
patterns due to the environment's complexity which are more difficult to classify. A typical
final evolved TVL FAM configuration is shown in Figure 8.4 and Table 8.1. Figure 8.4
(b) show how significant close up foveal perception emerged in most trajectories for the
FAMs evolved from the cluttered environment's training data.

Evolved in
Open Enviro
T0 FAM

Evolved in
Cluttered Enviro

User
Defined

240

432

720

T1L & T1R FAM

1,920

4,800

31,250

T2L & T2R FAM

1,440

3,600

15,620

T3L & T3R FAM

648

1,728

15,620

Table 8.1 Size of evolved and manually encoded FAM configurations.

Significant variations in trajectory velocity learning ability also became apparent when the
robot was provided with both evolved FAMs and given the task of learning trajectory
velocities in both environments. Figure 8.5 shows the learning curves and performance of
the robot at performing obstacle avoidance in both environments. (Note: The robot's
collision rate was obtained by repeatedly engaging the robot in 2 minutes of learning
followed by 2 minutes of obstacle avoidance for each FAM configuration under test. The
plots shown were derived from averaged data acquired over 5 trials.) Results for the
manually encoded FAMs (described in Chapter 5, Figure 5.3) are also provided as a
comparative measure.
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Figure 8.5 Learning curves and performance of the robot with the evolved and
manually encoded FAM configurations in (a) the open environment and (b) the
cluttered environment. (Note: All plots were derived from averaged data from 5
trials.)

It can be seen from the graph in Figure 8.5 (a) that generally all FAMs performed
similarly within the open environment. However, the open FAM, which was evolved from
the uncluttered environment's data, achieved this performance with 10 times less FAM
entries than the user defined FAMs and one third as many FAM entries than the FAMs
evolved from the cluttered environment's data. The graph in Figure 8.5 (b) shows that the
FAMs evolved from the cluttered environment's data have a distinct advantage within the
cluttered environment in that they appear to have acquired the ability to learn the cluttered
environment faster than the other FAMs. They are also able to consistently perform better
by producing less collisions within the cluttered environment than the FAMs evolved from
the uncluttered environment's data. In fact the high frequency of collisions produced by the
FAMs evolved from the uncluttered environment's data, when in the cluttered environment,
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suggests these FAMs have insufficient resolution of the cluttered environment for
competent behaviours to be produced within the cluttered environment.

The above characteristic differences in performance between the evolved FAMs
suggests the variations in FAM size and allocation of fuzzy sets is the result of significant
environment specialization due to the evolutionary process. Furthermore, both of the
evolved FAM configurations have considerably less memory requirements and exhibit
same or improved learning performance in their native environments when compared to the
user defined FAMs described in Chapter 5.

8.9 GA TVL FAM Summary
Although various robot learning methods have been around for some time now, generally
they result in learning times which are to slow to be of much practical use. By changing the
learning process from one of learning actions to one of learning perception in the form of
trajectory velocities a considerable improvement in learning times and performance is
possible as explained in Chapters 3 to 7.

The experiments described in this chapter show that much of the work needed to
manually design and encode the FAM matrices used to perceive trajectory velocities can
be eliminated by using a GA to evolve the FAM configurations around training data
acquired from the robot’s environment. Furthermore, the experimental results demonstrate
that the evolved FAMs exhibit considerable adaptation and optimization toward the
environment from which the FAMs were evolved which can assist the robot to make
efficient and effective utilization of its available perceptual resources.
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Chapter 9
Learning Homing Behaviour
with TVL Robots
The requirement of a mobile robot to effectively return to its charging bay is essential in
many applications. Particularly if the robot is to function without service personal being
present to assist the robot. Typical examples of such applications are surveillance robots
and tele-operated robots where the link between robot and operator can become lost or
interrupted.
In the previous chapters it was demonstrated that TVL can enable mobile robots
equipped with range sensing devices to acquire a variety of behaviours quickly and
simultaneously. It was also shown that the goal seeking behaviour is capable of pursuing a
goal location while avoiding obstacles in its path without the need to arbitrate behaviours.
However, the robot can still become trapped by local minimums in the environment.
Fortunately, TVL also provides the robot with wall following behaviours which can
conveniently be used to escape local minimums.
In this Chapter we demonstrate how a TVL robot can be setup to escape local
minimums and perform homing behaviour within typical indoor environments. This is
achived by fitting the robot with 16 additional IR sensors for detecting prioritized beacons
and by arbitrating the goal (or beacon) seeking and wall following behaviours when local
minimum trap situations are detected.
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9.1 Performing Homing Behaviour with a TVL Robot
The task of autonomously navigating buildings to find specific locations can be difficult to
achieve with even the most sophisticated sensing devices. Corridors are often featureless,
compasses and GPS are highly inaccurate due to the presence of metal building materials,
and odometry cannot be relied on due its susceptibility of being disrupted by collisions,
wheel slip or temporary loss of power.

The task of navigating indoor environments can be greatly facilitated by placing
beacons at specific locations to help guide the robot to a particular destination. However,
this requires the robot to be adequately equipped with appropriate beacon sensing
hardware for detecting the direction of beacons. It also requires the robot to possess the
ability to avoid objects that may occur in its path and escape local minimums if the robot
becomes trapped.

TVL robots are particularly suited to negotiating indoor environments and seeking
beacons due their ability to automatically acquire obstacle avoidance, wall following and
goal-seeking behaviours. By providing a TVL robot with additional sensing for determining
a beacon’s location (or direction), the robot can easily negotiate obstacles and pursue a
beacon’s position by being provided with a single instruction to: choose fast trajectories
nearest to the beacon’s direction.

Furthermore, by placing multiple beacons at specific locations (with each having a
characteristic signal, as shown in Figure 9.1) the robot can be setup to negotiate the
environment and navigate toward a specific location by prioritizing each beacon’s signal.
Thus, homing behaviour can be achieved by giving the robot a single instruction to:
choose fast trajectories nearest to the direction of the highest priority beacon as
Figure 9.2 depicts.
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Figure 9.1. Finding home by seeking prioritized IR beacons.

Figure 9.2. Performing homing behaviour with a TVL robot.
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9.2 Beacon Sensing Hardware
To enable the robot to detect the direction of prioritized IR beacons we mounted 16 IR
detectors on the robot's turret, above the sonar ring, as shown in Figure 9.3 (for
specifications of the IR detector ring see Appendix B.) The IR detectors have an effective
range of 10 metres and are able to resolve the direction of IR beacons to within 25
degrees. This resolution was more than sufficient for the robot to home in on beacons
paced on walls by using TVL behaviours. The priority of beacons was determined by
simply measuring the frequency of the detected pulsating beacons. Beacons with higher
frequencies were allocated higher priorities.

Figure 9.3. 16 sonar and 16 IR sensors mounted on robot.
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Each beacon (see Figure 9.4) was setup to produce a 1 µs pulse every 1 to 10 ms
depending on the beacon's priority. Beacons were prioritized according to their proximity
to the robot’s home position (or docking bay).

Figure 9.4. IR beacons used to guide robot.

9.3 Beacon Seeking Procedure
By placing beacons in appropriate locations within rooms and corridors, the robot is able
to determine the appropriate direction it should pursue in order to return to its docking
bay. As long as the robot has acquired sufficient trajectory velocity perception of its
environment, objects encountered by the robot while pursuing beacons are automatically
avoided by the robot’s homing instruction, ie choose fast trajectories nearest to the
direction of the highest priority beacon. This effectively prevents collisions with objects
by confining the robot to select only trajectories that are perceived to have appropriate
velocities above a preset level (as explained in Chapter 4). If the robot looses sight of a
beacon being pursued, it continues to pursue the last sighted direction of that beacon for a
preset period of between 2 to 5 seconds which is determined by the visibility of beacons.
If this period elapses and the robot does not detect the pursued beacon (or a higher
priority beacon), the robot resumes pursuit of the highest priority visible beacon. If no
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beacons are detected the robot wanders the environment by engaging obstacle avoidance
behaviour
.

9.4 Escaping Local Minimums
Although, the robot can become trapped by local minimums, noise that normally occurs in
the sonar sensors results in considerable variations in trajectory selection being exhibited in
trapped situations. This usually results in shallow local minimums being escaped without
switching behaviours. However, if the robot finds it is unable to get closer to a pursued
beacon over a preset time interval (10 to 15 sec.), local minimum escape behaviour is
engaged. This was implemented by switching the robot's behaviour between left wall
following, homing and right wall following behaviours for increasing periods of time as
described by the algorithm shown in Figure 9.5.

loop
follow left walls for set time
engage homing behaviour for set time
if beacon is closer then break
follow right walls for set time
engage homing behaviour for set time
if beacon is closer break
increase set time
end loop

Figure 9.5. Algorithm for escaping local minimums.

To enable the robot to pass through narrow passages when escaping local minimums, the
robot’s trajectory velocity threshold is considerably reduced from around 80% of
maximum trajectory velocities to 65% while wall following behaviour is engaged. This
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results in the robot following walls (or the perimeter of objects) more closely and at lower
speed thereby increasing the robot’s likelihood of passing between objects to reach the
beacon. The velocity threshold is also similarly reduced when the robot detects the final
home beacon. This is to ensure that the robot will approach the charging bay closely and at
slow speed instead of avoiding it continually at a greater avoidance distances and speed.

9.5 Homing Behaviour Experiments
To determine the ability of the robot to negotiate cluttered environments and return to its
docking station, we positioned the docking station as shown in Figure 9.6 and placed
various obstacles around it.

Figure 9.6. Environment for testing homing and docking behaviour of robot.

Beacons were placed within the docking station, opposite the doorway to the lab and at
three positions in the corridor leading up to the lab as shown in Figure 9.6 and 9.7. The
docking beacon was setup to produce the highest priority signal. Each other beacon was
assigned lesser priorities according to their distance from the docking station and the lab’s
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entrance. The IR LEDs comprising each beacon were also manipulated (i.e. bent) to
illuminate most places the robot could reach.

Figure 9.7. Corridor adjoining lab showing placement of beacons.

To provide the robot with sufficient trajectory velocity perception, the robot was placed in
the environment shown in Figure 9.8 and engaged in trajectory velocity learning (as
explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.5) until competent obstacle avoidance and wall following
behaviours became exhibited within the lab and corridor. The graph shown in Figure 9.8
shows the average time taken over 5 trials for competent behaviours to become exhibited.
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Figure 9.8. Learning curve showing the collision rate for
acquiring object avoidance and wall following behaviours.
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Upon exhibiting competent wall following and object avoidance behaviour, the robot was
repeatedly positioned in the corridor and engaged in homing behaviour. In between trials,
we arbitrarily moved the positions of obstacles. For most trials the robot was able to reach
the docking station and dock successfully without any additional learning being required.
Escaping local minimums like that shown in Figure 9.9 posed no problem for the robot.

Figure 9.9. Example of a typical path traversed by the
robot while endeavouring to reach the docking station.
(Path shown was plotted from the robot's odometry readings.)

However, if the test environment had very narrow passages through which the robot had
to pass to reach a beacon (like that shown in Figure 9.10 (a)), the robot would not venture
through these narrow passages unless sufficient trajectory velocity learning was provided
within (and at the entrance) of the same or similar narrow passages (as explained in
Chapter 5, Section 5.3). Alternatively, by enabling the APF adaptive learning procedure,
explained in Chapter 7, the narrow passage could be learnt and successfully negotiated
after one or two passes by the narrow passage had occurred as shown in Figure 9.10 (b).
This demonstrates the effectiveness of the adaptive learning approach to learning trajectory
velocities within cluttered or restricted environments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.10. Example paths exhibited by the robot when narrow passages were
encountered. (a) A narrow passage avoided. (b) The same narrow passage after
adaptive learning was engaged. (Note: Paths shown were plotted from the robot's
odometry readings.)

9.6 Homing Behaviour Summary
This Chapter describes an effective and inexpensive means of enabling mobile robots to
automatically acquire the ability to negotiate obstructed environments, navigate to a fixed
location and dock in a confined space. The experimental results demonstrate that by
learning to perceive the environment in terms of trajectory velocities, a TVL mobile robot
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can also acquire the ability to perform homing behaviour by being given a simple single
instruction to follow fast trajectories nearest to the direction of the highest priority
beacon. Local minimums can also be escaped by utilising the robots wall following
behaviours.

By placing prioritized beacons at specific locations with lower priority beacons
located further away from the docking bay, the robot is able to avoid objects and home in
on its docking station without maps or environment specific programming. This approach
to indoor navigation is inexpensive and integrates well with trajectory velocity learning
robots due to their acquired ability to automatically avoid objects while pursuing a goal
location (or direction). Furthermore, the availability of adjustable wall following behaviours
enables local minimum escape behaviour to be incorporated into the robot’s beacon
seeking skills with relative ease. The main advantages of this approach to mobile robot
navigation are:

•

The skills required to avoid obstacles, follow walls and seek beacons are automatically
acquired.

•

Unique or unfamiliar environment features that present difficulties for the robot can be
adapted to with relative ease.

•

No environment knowledge or maps have to be provided to the robot for it to
negotiate its environment or obtain its navigation skills.

•

There is no need for the robot to learn an environment map or to track its position on
the map.
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Chapter 10
Summary, Further Work and
Conclusion
10.1 Summary
Although various unassisted robot learning methods have been around for some time, they
generally result in learning times that are too slow when used to learn behaviors on robots
with considerable sensing. The main reasons for this are the credit assignment problem in
reinforcement learning methods and the robot fitness evaluation problem in evolutionary or
classifier techniques.

To avoid the credit assignment problem and the fitness evaluation problem in
traditional unassisted robot learning methods, this thesis has investigated the development
of a mobile robot learning technique based on learning associations between sensor range
readings and appropriate trajectory velocities. Appropriate trajectory velocities are
determined in relation to their respective trajectory's collision distances with nearby
objects. This enables the robot to learn to directly perceive its environment in terms of
trajectory velocities so that trajectories that collide with nearby objects are perceived to be
slower than those which lead into free space.

To learn trajectory velocities the robot has to detect the collision points of its
immediate trajectories from which appropriate velocities can be calculated. These
velocities can then be associated with sensor data that occurred on the trajectory and used
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to train FAM matrices. In the experiments described in this thesis, two methods were
investigated for determining the collision points of immediate trajectories. The first method
involved following selected trajectories until a collision with an object or full circle was
detected. The second method predicted trajectory collision points by estimating the point
of intersection between immediate trajectories and occupied cells on an occupancy grid.
The second method had the added advantage that it enabled the robot to adaptively
improve its behaviours without the need to perform any special learning behaviours.

Once the robot has sufficiently learnt to perceive its environment in terms of trajectory
velocities, object avoidance, wall following and goal seeking behaviors can be performed
by giving the robot instructions like: "follow fast trajectories nearest to forward
direction", "follow fast trajectories nearest to closest object" and "follow fast
trajectories nearest to goal location" respectively. The robot simultaneously learns to
perform these three behaviors and appropriately control its velocity from the same
associative map. Also, the object clearance distance, of all behaviors, can be easily
adjusted by changing a single velocity threshold parameter.

This learning technique was tested on a Yamabico mobile robot equipped with 16
sonar sensors and a bump sensor. The robot was provided with 7 trajectory commands.
Therefore, the robot's learning task was to learn an associative map between its sonar
sensors and velocities of the 7 immediate trajectories. To effectively learn sensor-velocity
associations, FAM (Fuzzy Associative Memory) matrices [Koza, 1991] were used and
trained via compositional rule inference [Sudkamp and Hammell, 1994].

The reason FAM matrices were used to learn the sensor trajectory velocity
associations was because they have the advantage of being able to learn and recall
associations quickly, are capable of incremental learning and can enable the designer to
appropriately divide up the input space. FAMs also have the advantage that the acquired
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knowledge can be interpreted by examining the fuzzy rules that comprise table entries.
Although the experiments demonstrated that FAMs worked well in this application, other
supervised learning devises (like CMAC neural networks [Kraft and Campagna, 1990])
may also be suitable for learning associations between sensors and trajectory velocities on
mobile robots. However, if other non-FAM learning methods are used, precautions must
be taken so that any unfamiliar input vectors always produce low velocities as output.
Otherwise, high speed collisions with unknown objects could occur. To conduct our
learning experiments we implemented this requirement by always initializing the TVL
FAMs with low velocities (0.1m/s).

In the experiments 2 FAM configurations were tested. The first configuration was
comprised of a single FAM which mapped 5 sensor inputs to the 7 trajectory velocity
outputs. This FAM had 720 entries (or fuzzy rules) for resolving the input space. To obtain
the 5 inputs from the 16 sensors, sensors were grouped into 5 groups of 3. For each
group the minimum range reading was accepted as the input value. Experiments conducted
with this FAM configuration demonstrated that the robot was able to effectively learn
uncluttered structured environments and could produce all behaviors in relatively short
periods of time (10-15 min). However, by having grouped sonar sensors, the robot's
perception proved to be to coarse to be able to resolve narrow passages between multiple
objects as well as some items in the laboratory environment.

To avoid the coarse perception caused by having grouped sensors, the second FAM
configuration used 7 FAMs to represent the robot's 7 available trajectories. Each FAM
had between 5 to 7 inputs. Also, each FAM's inputs were connected to specific sensors
that were considered to be the most relevant for resolving the FAM's respective
trajectory. The number of entries in each FAM was between 720 to 31,250. Generally,
the robot's left and right trajectories required larger FAMs than the forward trajectory.
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This was because left and right trajectory FAMs required more sensors and membership
functions to resolve the environment space surrounding the left and right trajectories.

The mutti-FAM configuration was also initialised to 0.1m/s and improved the robot's
performance considerably. Narrow passages could now be negotiated with relative ease.
Wall following (as well as other behaviors) were performed with more precise motion (i.e.
less wobbling). The robot demonstrated that it could also learn to perform all of its
behaviors in the unmodified laboratory environment and corridors with some objects
added. However, collisions occasionally occurred with objects that were difficult for sonar
sensors to detect.

Surprisingly, the difference in learning times between the single and multi-FAM
configurations were not as great as expected. Generally, the multi-FAM took only 10% to
20% longer than the single FAM to learn the same environments despite having 25 times
more FAM entries than the single FAM. This occurred because during learning, the robot
generates large numbers of training patterns. Many of these redundantly map to same
FAM entries in the single FAM whereas they tend to become distributed to more FAM
entries in the multi-FAM. Thus, the multiple FAM configuration was able to learn more
environment details from the same amount of training data.

Attempts to learn cluttered environments were less successful. Even after hours of
learning, the robot was still unable to negotiate all of its environment no matter which
behavior was selected. This occurred because during learning, the robot would often fail to
learn many unique environment features because the presence of many obstacles would
tend to confine the robot to small sections of the environment. Consequently, when
performing behaviours, the robot would encounter environment features that were
unfamiliar to it. This would cause the robot to be unreactive and slow until familiar
environment features were experienced.
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To improve the robots performance in cluttered environments and to enable the robot
to learn trajectory velocities while performing any behaviour, the learning algorithm was
modified by changing the way trajectory collision points were detected. Instead of
following trajectories until a collision or full circle occurred, a certainty grid was used to
predict the collision points of all 7 immediate trajectories. Also, supplementary APF
behaviours were added to the robot to assist learning by controlling the robots motion
when the TVL FAMs contained no data or the robot detected most FAM input vectors to
be unfamiliar. As a result of this, relatively cluttered environments were able to be learnt
and negotiated in relatively short periods of time, (about 45 min in the cluttered laboratory
environment).

To overcome the need to manually configure TVL FAM matrices and to enable the
robot to automatically distribute its memory resources to relevant sensors, a genetic
algorithm was devised for evolving FAM sensor connections and fuzzy membership
functions. This enabled each FAM's connections and membership functions to be optimally
evolved around sensor data derived from specific environments. The TVL GA FAM
experiments described in Chapter 8 showed that this facility not only could eliminate the
need to manually configure FAMs, but also could improve the robot's perception by
providing accurate learning of trajectory velocities with less required memory.

Our final experiments were undertaken to demonstrate how a TVL robot can be
setup to escape local minimums and perform homing and docking behaviour within typical
indoor environments. This was achieved by fitting the robot with 16 additional IR sensors
for detecting prioritized beacons and by arbitrating the goal (or beacon) seeking and wall
following behaviours when local minimum trap situations were detected. These
experiments showed that the combination of TVL behaviours and beacon detecting
hardware can provide an inexpensive means of applying mobile robots to performing
navigational tasks within indoor environments.
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10.2 Theoretical Advances to Robot Control
Although, a number of methods are available for providing mobile robots with reactive
behaviours, all existing methods have major shortcomings. For example, implementing
hand-coded behaviours requires considerable work and may be ineffective for unknown
environments. Learning behaviours via RL or GAs takes too long when the sensor state
space is large. Learning via demonstrated actions requires a teacher and can make it
difficult to teach the robot all possible actions in all possible situations.

Although TVL does not solve all problems associated with providing behaviours to
mobile robots, the experimental results in this thesis demonstrate that TVL can provide
mobile robots with an inexpensive and effective means of acquiring certain reactive
behaviours in unknown environments. Furthermore, the development of TVL provides a
significant step forward in robot learning by presenting a new way of dealing with the
implementation of mobile robot behaviours.

Most existing robot learning methods view the robot el arning problem as one of
obtaining an associative map between sensor inputs and output actions, as shown in Figure
10.1(a).

Unfortunately, no easy method exists for producing the information that

comprises the map. Also, since the map's outputs are low-level actions, the map can only
produce one behaviour.

The alternative TVL approach, shown in Figure 10.1(b), does not use the associative
map to produce output actions. Instead, the map is used to produce useful information on
the environment (ie appropriate trajectory velocities) which can enable robot behaviours to
be easily described in terms of the derived environment information with simple
instructions.
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Figure 10.1 Two way of looking at the robot learning problem.
(a) Existing learning methods. (b) The TVL approach.

After having demonstrated the TVL approach on a mobile robot, one question that
automatically follows is: can other control problems (requiring a map or control function)
also be more easily dealt with by using a similar approach to TVL? At this time, we have
been unable to specify any other control problems that can be dealt with via the TVL
method. However, the steps required to solve a specific control problem via the TVL
approach are thus:
1. First specify all the output control commands (eg trajectories) that are necessary for
producing the behaviour or desired motion.
2. Try to associate with the output commands (or trajectories) some environment
dependent criteria that can be minimised or maximised by choosing different
commands. (eg fastest velocity, minimum friction, minimal force, maximum clearance,
minimal contacts, maximum noise, brightest light).
3. At the same time as deciding the environment dependent criteria (in (2) above) also
formulate some simple rules or instructions that describes the behaviour (or the desired
optimal motion) in terms of the environment dependent criteria. (eg choose fastest
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trajectory nearest to forward direction, choose maximum clearance trajectory toward
target object).
4. Decide what sensors (or data processing) are needed to extract the environment
dependent criteria from the environment.
5. Implement an appropriate FAM (or FAMs) for storing associations between
commands and the environment dependent criteria.
6. Devise an appropriate learning behaviour or strategy that can enable associations
between commands and the environment dependent criteria to be acquired and stored.

10.3 Further Work
Using TVL to Learn Complex Tasks: TVL is able to learn certain mobile
robot behaviours rapidly because it does not suffer from the credit assignment problem or
the fitness evaluation problem associated with RL and GA robot learning methods.
However, TVL has the disadvantage that it is limited to learning behaviors that can be
described in terms of fast trajectories near to some predefined detectable criteria.
Therefore, TVL works well at learning behaviours like object avoidance, wall following
and goal seeking but may not be able to learn other types of behaviours or complex tasks.
For example, [Floreano and Mondada 1996b] demonstrated how GAs could be used to
evolve competence at picking up balls with a Khepera robot. For this reason TVL on it
own cannot be expected to replace RL or other learning techniques when it comes to
learning more complex tasks on robots. Particularly if the robot is equipped with sensors
that do not return range readings. However, TVL potentially could facilitate learning
complex tasks with other learning methods by providing a means of rapidly acquiring
essential low level behaviors that are capable of learning to effectively negotiate unknown
or changed environments. It may also facilitate the design and implementation of
subsumption architecture based adaptive mobile robots by providing some of the required
low level behaviours.
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TVL with other Types of Sensors: TVL also requires range sensors (or range
readings derived from other types of sensors) to work effectively. This is because sensor
range readings correlate reasonably well with the likely collision distances of the robot's
immediate trajectories with nearby objects. Fortunately, many sensing devices can deliver
range readings, (eg laser scanners, stereo video cameras, infra red sensors), however, for
a robot to perform complex tasks, a much greater amount of information is required from
the robot's sensors. Although it is unlikely TVL can automatically acquire skills from other
forms of sensor data (eg a video image), it may still be possible for TVL robots to perform
more complex tasks by locating specific goals from the image data. For example, a TVL
robot could utilise a vision system for recognising goals in the environment. These goals
can then be used to engage the robot's TVL goal seeking behaviour for automatically
negotiating the environment and reaching the goal position. Applications of this type could
include picking up litter from public places or gathering nuggets off see floors.

TVL with Moving Objects: All experiments performed in this thesis were done in
static environments with non-moving objects. However, if a TVL robot were to approach
an object moving quickly toward it, the actual collision point of many trajectories will occur
sooner than if the approaching object was stationary. Thus, when trajectory velocities are
learnt in stationary environments (which is based on collision points of stationary objects),
the learnt trajectories will be inappropriate for dealing with moving objects. Likewise,
trajectory velocities learnt from moving objects may result in inappropriate trajectory
velocities being perceived when stationary objects are encountered. There may be two
ways of dealing with this shortcoming:

One method could be to feed both current and previous range readings into TVL
FAMs, thereby, giving the robot an additional sense of its relative velocity with respect to
detected objects (as well as its relative distance to those objects). However, the resulting
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increase in input space could result in the size of the TVL FAMs becoming prohibitively
large. Furthermore, the larger input space could make learning trajectory velocities slower
and more difficult. Particularly if sonar sensors are used because sonar range readings can
change abruptly with only slight variations in the reflected sonar signals. Thus, many
changes in range readings may be unrelated to the object's actual relative velocity.

Alternatively, to avoid the need for larger FAMs and slower learning, the robot could
use changes in consecutive perceived trajectory velocities to estimate the expected
collision point of each trajectory and appropriately adjust the perceived trajectory
velocities. For example, when the robot approaches an object in front of it that is moving
toward it, the perceived forward trajectory velocity would appear to decrease at a faster
rate than if the object were stationary. Consequently, the robot estimates the expected
collision point from this information and appropriately adjusts downwards it perception of
the forward trajectory velocity.

Size Limitations of TVL FAM Matrices: In Chapter 4, Section 4.7, it was
explained how FAM matrices have the advantage of allowing fuzzy rule consequents to be
directly accessed from the input vector which enables their output to be produced quickly.
Also, the output is derived by what is effectively a parameterized smoothing over a small
neighbourhood of table entries which provides good generalization and immunity to
isolated incorrect entries. However, a major disadvantage with FAMs is that their size
increases exponentially with increasing numbers of inputs and membership functions.
Therefore, only a limited number of sensors can be connected to TVL FAMs and the
number of membership functions used to describe each input has to be restricted to
prevent FAMs becoming too large.

However, when the contents of the larger TVL FAM matrices (used in the
experiments conducted in previous chapters) were examined, usually no more than 15% of
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table entries were actually used for storing learnt trajectory velocities. This is due mainly to
two factors: (1) many input vectors are not possible due to characteristics of the sonar ring
or the environment, (2) the robot did not traverse those regions of the environment where
many unfamiliar input vectors occur. Therefore, FAMs of considerably greater size may be
possible by incorporating some form of dynamic memory management system into FAM
objects. One way of implementing this without significantly reducing response times could
be to use a cache or hash table to access FAM entries. Thus, only learnt trajectory
velocities would require memory for accessed FAM entries. Also, only recently accessed
entries would have to be made immediately available in main memory since many input
vectors may be exclusive to another part of the environment. By dynamically allocating the
memory required by FAM matrices in this way, it may be possible to equip the robot with
considerably more sensors which can facilitate operation in difficult unstructured
environments.

10.4 Conclusion
c

Although more work is required before trajectory velocity learning can be applied to
robots for performing most useful tasks, the experiments described in this paper
demonstrate that the TVL approach to acquiring mobile robot behaviours has
considerable benefits and cost savings when compared to other robot learning methods.
TVL can enable mobile robots equipped with range sensing devices to acquire object
avoidance, wall following and goal seeking behaviors simultaneously and relatively quickly
in unknown environments. At the same time, the robot learns to appropriately control of its
velocity. The object clearance distance can also be adjusted by changing a single velocity
threshold parameter. Dead end escape behavior can also be easily incorporated into the
robot by rotating the robot's perception within the sonar ring when all immediate
trajectories are perceived to be below the set velocity threshold. Furthermore, the TVL
FAMs used to learn associations between sensor range readings and trajectory velocities
can be automatically configured to optimally utilise the robot's available memory.
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The main disadvantages with TVL is that it is restricted to range sensing devices and
is limited to learning behaviors that can be described in terms of fast trajectories near to
some detectable predefined criteria. For this reason TVL, on it own, cannot be expected
to replace RL or other learning techniques when it comes to learning complex tasks on
robots with various types of sensors. However, to function effectively in unstructured
environments, mobile robots will require considerable sensing and competent low-level
behaviours that can negotiate the environment and adapt to changes made to the
environment. TVL may be able to fulfill these requirements for some behaviours.

Because of the credit assignment problem and the fitness evaluation problem, existing
robot learning methods are unable to effectively learn behaviours in reasonable time when
the input space is large and appropriate velocity control of the robot is required. Thus,
existing robot learning methods are unlikely to cope with the amount of sensing needed to
adequately resolve typical working environments. It may also be infeasible for existing
mobile robot learning methods to adapt the robot's required low-level behaviours to
continually changing environments. Although TVL, on its own, is unlikely to enable robots
to learn complex tasks, the experimental results described in this thesis show that TVL can
provide an inexpensive and effective means of equipping mobile robots with a variety of
adjustable, adaptive low-level behaviours that are required for negotiating typical working
environments.
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Appendix A
16 Sensor Sonar Ring

A.1 Circuit Diagram

The 16 sensor sonar ring used to conduct the TVL experiments in this thesis was
constructed from 4 of the above sonar banks. Each of these banks has 4 ultrasonic
transmitter and receiver transducers and is able to access 1 transmitter-receiver pair at any
instant via a multiplexer circuit. By having the sonar ring comprised of 4 of these banks, 4
of the 16 sensors comprising the ring can be activated at any instant.
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A.2 Configuration and Specifications

Configuration

Specifications
Parameter
Maximum sensor range
No. of sensors
Scan time
Scan frequency
Firing sequence

Transducers:

Transmitter
Receiver

Frequency
Sensor beam angle

Value
1.5 m
16
40ms
25 scans/sec
1: (S0,S8,S4,S12)
2: (S2,S10,S6,S14)
3: (S1,S9,S5,S13)
4: (S3,S11,S7,S15)
Murata MA40A5S
Murata MA40A5R
40kHz
33O
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IR Beacon Sensor Ring
B.1 Circuit Diagram of Sensor Ring
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B.2 Circuit Diagram of IR Beacon

Output
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B.3 Configuration and Specifications

Configuration

Specifications
Parameter
Maximum sensor range
No. of sensors
Max No. of priorities
Detection Freq. (Highest Priority)
Detection Freq. (Lowest Priority)
Sensor detection angle (off- centre)

Value
10 m
16
16
1000Hz
100Hz
15O
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Appendix C
TVL Mobile Robot Simulator
Before conducting each set of experiments with the Yamabico robot, each proposed
controller was thoroughly debugged and tested on various simulators developed for this
purpose. One of these simulators is provided on the accompanied CDROM together with
source code, descriptions and user instructions. This Appendix provides a brief overview
and user guide of the TVL simulator we used in Chapter 5 (see Figure C.1) to develop the
multi-FAM TVL robot controller.

Figure C.1 The Multi-FAM TVL Simulator
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By experimenting with this simulator we were able to test different FAM configurations to
see how effectively they could enable the robot to learn to perceive its environment in terms
of trajectory velocities The basic TVL multi-FAM simulator is contained in the folder:
"TVLSimulator" on the accompanied CDROM. To run this simulator the whole folder must
be copied to your HD. (For a detailed listing of the contents of the accompanied CDROM
see Appendix D).

C.1 System Requirements
Minimum system: 386-DX25 8M RAM PC
Run TVL_SIM.EXE under Windows 95 or Windows 3.1.
Preferred display area: 1025 x 760 (smaller display areas will work OK however user will
be restricted to smaller simulator environments).

C.2 TVL Simulator Files
TVLSIM.EXE

TVL Simulator executable

INIT.FAM

Definition and initial data of TVL FAMs

INIT.ENV

Initial simulator environment

INIT.TXT

Printout of FAM creation progress

SOURCE

Simulator source code (Borland C++ 3.1)

C.3 TVL Simulator Specifications
Number of trajectories

7

Number of TV FAMs

7

Trajectory radii

T1=90cm T2=55cm T3=30cm

Learning velocity

120cm/s

Max behaviour velocity

100cm/s

Traj deceleration rate

-50cm/s2

Max deceleration distance

100cm

Max sonar range

125cm
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C.4 Menus
File:

New
Open
Save
SaveAs

Make new environment
Open environment from file
Save environment to file
Save environment to named file

Add Object
Delete Object
Move Object
Set Robot Posn
Set Robot Dir

Add object to environment
Remove object from environment
Move object in environment
Set position of robot
Set direction of robot

Edit:
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Run:

Run
Stop
Step

Run robot
Stop robot
Step robot using mouse

FAM:

Set Vel Thld
Set Rule Thld
Learn
Avoid
Follow Wall
Right Wall
Left Wall
Open
Save

Set trajectory velocity threshold
Set fuzzy rule stimulation level
Set robot to velocity learning mode
Set robot to object avoidance mode
Set robot to wall following mode
Set robot to right wall following mode
Set robot to left wall following mode
Create FAM & initialize from .def file
Save FAM config. & data to .def file
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Options:

Dsply Sonars
Dsply Trajs
Simulated Sonar

Display sonar range readings
Display perceived trajectory velocities
Set simulated or perfect sonar sensing

Help:

See below in "Using the Simulator"
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C.5 Using the Simulator
Before running simulator make sure INIT.FAM and INIT.ENV are in same directory as
TVLSIM.EXE. When simulator is running, robot and initial environment should appear on
screen. (If simulator environment fails to appear then INIT.FAM may be corrupted). To
commence robot learning select "Run" from menu "Run". As robot learns trajectory
velocities the robot’s perception of learnt trajectory velocities should appear on the display
as arcs emerging from robot. To enable robot behaviours select appropriate menu item
under "FAM" menu. If goal seeking behaviour is enabled robot will avoid objects until goal
is placed in environment. To place goals in environment use "Set Goal" under menu "Edit".
When "Set Goal" is selected multiple goals can be placed by pressing left mouse button.
The robot’s acquired perception can be saved or loaded by using "Save" or "Open" under
menu "FAM".

If user wishes to try different TVL FAM matrix definitions, make a copy of file
"INIT.FAM" and edit the definition of each defined FAM accordingly. If error is made
defining any FAM (e.g. specified number of fuzzy sets does not match fuzzy sets defined)
an error message should appear when FAM is loaded. Errors in FAM .def files can be
located using the line number displayed in error messages or by checking the contents of
INIT.TXT to see if the FAM was created and initialized as specified.
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Contents of CD ROM
•

TVL Simulator Application

•

TVL Simulator & Robot Source Files

•

Thesis Document in Acrobat Format

•

Published Papers from this Thesis

•

TVL Movie in MPEG Format

•

TVL Images of Robot, Laboratory, sonar ring, etc.

•

Slide Show Explaining TVL

•

Demonstrating TVL with the Simulator
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